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When we began this journey we
had a lot of expectations, but no

real idea what we were getting

ourselves into. Wehadgood times
and bad, from our first anatomy
lab, to opening our envelopes on

match day. Therewere times when
we all wanted to give up, but as

you page through this yearbook

and see the M.D. on the end of

your name, we hope you willfeel

that the experience was well

worth the sacrifices for you and

your family. Time fades all

memories, but hopefully every

time you open this book, the

experiences you had during your

four years of medical school will

come flooding back to you.
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From top (left to right):

Boathouse Row, Love Statue,

Veterans' Stadium, Geno's

Cheesesteaks, Ben Franklin Statue

(Independence Hall area), and

Philadelphia skyline at night.



From top (left to ri$ht): Independence Hull.

Schuylkill River along Kelly Drive,

South Street. The liberty Bell, and

Philadelphia Museum of Art.
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From fop (7e/f to rigW,):

Pittsburgh skyline, Allegheny General

Hospital, Vietnam Veterans' Monument,

Cathedral of Learning at University of

Pittsburgh, and view of Pittsburgh from

PNC Park (Home of the Pirates).



MCP HAHNEMANN
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

Of/he ofAdmissions
{215)991-8202

2900 Queen Lane
Philadelphia. PA 19129

November 13. 1998

Dear

The Medical Student Admissions Committee is pleased to offer you a position in the first

year class at MCP Hahnemann School of Medicine entering in August 1999. We congratulate

you for this outstanding achievement.

We are confident that you will perform well and develop to your full potential in the Medical

School environment. Your medical education will be a partnership between you and the

Institution. We share in the satisfaction you must feel at this time and look forward to sharing

in your future successes.

Your matriculation is contingent upon the successful completion of the academic work

outlined in your application. You must inform us immediately of any changes in your

academic program and obtain approval for such changes. Required courses cannot be waived.

Information regarding financial aid, housing, and other services will be forthcoming. If

you have any questions or concerns, please call the Office of Admissions at (215)991-8202.

Your phone call will be directed to the appropriate office.

Again, the committee and I extend our congratulations to you on this accomplishment

and wish you the best in your future endeavors.

Sincerely,

#.
Nathan K. Blank, M.D.

Associate Dean of Admissions

NKB/msw
Enclosures

i_____



Aesculapian: What does it mean?

AesculapLms \eskyalapeas\

So, you oe just opened tke first pages of your beautiful new

yearbook, but tkere Is just one iking still botkering you. "Sure,"

you re tkinkincj. "A name like Tke Aesculapian may sound

exotic and mysterious, if I can eoen pronounce it correctly, but

wkat in tke World does it mean?

Actually, if vou read on will find tkat t! le origin

of tkis title is botk fascinating and oery appropriate for a book

tkat commemorates tke many Wonderful medical sckool

memories of Drexel University College of Medicine graduates.

Tke Word "Aesculapian" refers to a oery important

demigod in Greek mytkology, Aesculapius. According to

legend, Aesculapius was tke son of tke god Apollo and tke

nympk Coronis. Apollo saw tkat kis ckild Was educated by tke

centaur Ckiron, wko taugkt Aesculapius to become a skillful

Greek kealer In fact, Aesculapius became so adept in surgery

and in tke use of medicinal plants, tl\at ke Was frequently

referred to as tke god of medicine and keeling." Skrines and

temples, at wkick tke sick Would Worskip and seek cures (or

tkeir ailments, Were erected tkrougkout Greece.

Aesculapius liad two daugkters wko kelped tend tke ill at tke temples: Hygeia (wkose name means "kealtk," wkick

is reflected in our modern Word "kygiene") and Panacea (wkose name means "alkkealing").

It Was reported tkat Aesculapius belieoed snakes to be sacred and powerful symbols o( kealing, and kept serpents

at kis temples. Tke Wooden staff of Aesculapius, always bearing a coiled serpent, soon became tke traditional symbol

of medicine, kealtk, and wisdom still used today: tke caduceua Wliat became of Aesculapius, you migkt ask?

Unfortunately, some feared Aesculapius' kealing power. Most notably, Hades tke god o( tke Underworld feared tkat

Aesculapius could restore tke dead to life witk kis powerful kealing arts. After skaring kis concern witk Zeus, wko also

feared tke possibility tkat Aesculapius could transform kumans into god~like immortals, Aesculapius Was struck witk

a migkty tkunderbolt wkick ended kis life.

Altkougk Aesculapius met an unfortunate end, kaoe no fear; kis legend will endure. As We graduate from

medical sckool, We will continue to foster tke tradition of Aesculapius, learning and practicing tke kealing arts of

medicine.



The Honored History of
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In the tradition of Woman's Medical College of Pennsylvania and Hahnemann Medical College

1848 The Homeopathic Medical College

1850 The Female Medical College

1867 Woman's Medical College of Pennsylvania

1869 Hahnemann Medical College

-w

1969 Medical College of Pennsylvania

1982 Hahnemann University

1993 MCP-Hahnemann School of Medicine

2002 Drexel University College of Medicine
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1850: The Female Medical College of

Pennsylvania is established by
Philadelphia Quakers and headed by
philanthropist William J. Mullen,

becoming the first school in the world to

offer the medical degree towomen. Classes

started in October in a few rented rooms at

the rear of 229 Arch Street.

Ann Preston, M.D.

1938: Dr. Catherine Macfarlane,

Professor of Gynecology, initiates

a prospective study aimed at

determiningwhetheryearlyexams
of asymptomatic women could

detect early cervical cancer. The
project was published in JAMA
and The American Journal of

Obstetrics and Gynecology and won
considerable acclaim for Dr.

Macfarlane and the Woman's
Medical College.
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Female Medical College, 229 Arch Street, 1850-1861

1865: Dr. Ann Preston, a graduate of the first class and

professor of Physiology and Hygiene, is named Dean of

The Female Medical College. She was the first woman
dean of any medical college in the United States.

1867: The Female Medical College of Pennsylvania is

renamed the Woman's Medical College of Pennsylvania

in accordance with the popular notion that "female" is

an undignified expression.

Operating Room, Woman's Hospital of Philadelphia, 1903
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1969-70: Following a controversial debate, the Board of

Corporators approves the decision to admit men.
Woman's Medical College was subsequently renamed
the Medical College of Pennsylvania.

1971: The nation's first postgraduate training program
in Emergency Medicine is initiated under David Wagner,
M.D.

p

Physiological Chemistry Lab, WMCP, 1942

WMCP Histology Class, 1949

1992: MCP offers anew problem-based curriculum, the "Program of Integrated Learning.'

At the time, it is the only such curriculum among Philadelphia's medical schools.

2000: The Medical College of Pennsylvania celebrates its sesquicentennial.
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^848: The Homeopathic Medical College is founded

by physicians Constantine Hering, Jacob Jeanes,

and Walter Williamson to provide training in

homeopathy, an innovative system of medical

treatment. The College is located at the rear of 229

Arch Street in Philadelphia.

Championship Basketball Team, HMC, 1910

ahnemann Medical College,

Broad Street Building, 1886-1927

1865: The faculty votes to allow women to sit outside lecture halls and listen, but women are not

permitted to enroll as students.

1869: The Homeopathic Medical

College is renamed in honor of

Samuel Hahnemann, one of the

pioneers of homeopathic
medicine.

1893: Dr. Rufus Weaver receives

the gold medal at the Columbia
World Fair Exhibition in Chicago

for his dissection of the human
nervous system, affectionately

named "
Harriet/'

1941: Women medical students

are admitted to Hahnemann
Medical College.

Hahnemann Monument, Scott Circle,

Washington D.C., Dedicated 1900

Rufus B. Weaver, M.D.

ivith "Harriet," 1898



948: Dr. Charles Bailey, Chief of Thoracic Surgery and 1932

raduate of Hahnemann Medical College, performs the first

uccessful valvular surgery within the human heart, a mitral

alve commisurotomy

959: The last homeopathic elective is dropped from the

urriculum at Hahnemann.

Pioneer heart surgeon Charles P. Bailey, M.D.

(HMC '32), 1957

1982: Hahnemann Medical College

gains university status as Hahnemann
University.

Bedside Instruction, Hahnemann Medical College, 1968

993: Hahnemann merges with the Medical College of Pennsylvania to form the MCP Hahnemann
chool of Medicine.

998: Hahnemann celebrates its sesquicentennial, 150 years of medical education.

998: California-based Tenet

[ealthcare Corporation acquires the

ledical school. Drexel University

grees to assume operation of MCP-
[ahnemann University.

301: MCP-Hahnemann becomes the

rstmedical school in the United States

) have a fully wireless campus.

002: The Drexel University Board of

rustees votes unanimously in favor

f merging MCP Hahnemann
University into Drexel. As of July 1,

ie medical school becomes Drexel

University College of Medicine.
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MCP Hahnemann School of Medicine, 1992
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Thalia A. Acosta, M.D.
University of Pennsylvania, B.A.

Nashville, Tennessee

To my family: Words alone could never express my gratitude for your

example and inspiration, and for your unconditional and unending love and

support.

To my friends: So many belly laughs, so little time ! From the first incision

to the final cut... it's been an adventure, and one that I couldn't imagine

experiencing without you.

To Dave: Words fail me once again. Thank you for your patience and your

strength, and for continuing to amaze me even to this day.

cyxcjs)



Makini Shani Garrett Ainsworth, M.D.
St. Mary's College of Maryland, B.A

Barry University, M.S.

Camp Springs, Maryland

First and Foremost I would like to thank GOD ALMIGHTY for making this all possible. There is

certainly something to the saying "When the praises go up the blessings come down."

To my parents: You have been through this journey with me from the beginning giving me your

unconditional love and undying support. When God decided to create parents, he had you in mind.

To my brother: I LOVE YOU! You are certainly an inspiration to me and no one has made me more

proud than you have. I continue to admire everything that you have and will do in life.

To my husband: Your support and love have made this so much easier for me. 1 know that it hasn't

been easy but we made it honey!!! I love you so much and I can't ask for a better husband.

To M'kayla: I LOVE YOU!!

To Michele H. : Thank you for everything!!

To my home girls in MD: What can I say? We did it!! Together! I am so very blessed to have a set

of friends that I can call on 24-7. Keep on keeping on!!

To my Philly crew: Your friendship has meant a lot to me and 1 will cherish it forever

^JjkZDMpMD btufitL ''^MjiixriK.'Ml .
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Elizabeth Victoria Albert, M.D.
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Wilkes University, B.A.

Larksville, Pennsylvania

To floss: I could never have done this without you!! Thank you for your unwavering

encouragement, your bad jokes that keep me laughing, and the uncountable cups of coffee you

made me in the wee hours of the morning (often my only saving grace!) You are my best friend,

my love, my life. I love you.

To Mom and Dad. I finally made it!! Thank you for all of your love and support, for all the

sacrifices you have made along the way, and for teaching me to "just do my best." You have

always been there for me unconditionally when I've needed help. I love you both so much.

To Chris. I've watched you grow over the years and I am so proud to call you my brother. I'm

looking forward to spending more time together. Grandpa is looking down and smiling on us

both! Love you lots, brother.

To Sharon and Dave: Thank you for welcoming me into your family so warmly! We've shared

so many moments over Sunday dinners! Thank you for your encouragement, love, interest, and

support, and thank you for Ross.

To myfriends: Thank you for helping me remember how to have fun! It's so easy to forget that

when you're busy being serious. We made it!!

Wisdom doesn 7 automatically come with old age. Nothing does-except wrinkles. It 's

true, some wines improve with age. But only ifthe grapes were good in the first place.

Abigail Van Buren

28
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Srinesh Alle, M.D,
Lehigh University, B.A.

Slidell, Louisiana



Kesha Allen, M.D.
University of Maryland at College Park, B.S., M.M.S.
Columbia, Maryland



Lehigh University, B.A.

Barrington, Illinois

Parth Amin, M.D.

Thanks to MCP Gold for the most incredible 4 weeks.

Thanks to my family for putting up with me for the past 23 years.

To residency: do your worst.

The certain prospect of death could sweeten every life with a

precious and fragrant drop of levity- and now you strange

apothecary souls have turned it into an ill-tasting drop ofpoison

that makes the whole of life repulsive.

Friedrich Nietzsche



Steve Appleby, M.D.
Santa Clara University, B.S.

San Jose, California



Moris Aynechi, M.D., D.M.D.
Santa Monica College, B.S.

University of Pittsburgh, D.M.D.
Los Angeles, California

[ would like to thank my mom and dad for always being there and supporting

me through all the years. You guys have always stood behind me and knew

the right words to say. Hope someday I could make all this up.

My brother the "rock" of the family. You have always been an inspiration

to me and a great role model. I consider myself very lucky to have such a

friend and confidant with all the right answers and wisdom.

Little sister, although you're all grown up now, but will always be the little

sister with all the smarts and wit. Sorry I missed all those graduations and

birthday parties.

Mso thanks to all my good friends who hung in there throughout the years,

ind all the mentors who have contributed to my career academically and

morally.



Anya Jeannine Bailis, M.D.
Vassar College, BA.
Cleveland, Ohio

Bernd - I am shocked and grateful that you have stuck with me through this

madness. Without your support, and undying confidence in me, I

HONESTLY could not have made it. My hero, I love you forever.

Mom and Dad - Thank you for encouraging me to do whatever I ever had the

inclination to undertake, no matter how faulty the plan. I admire you

both for the people that you are, the lives that you have chosen to lead,

and the example that you set. My hope is to be as honest, fair, patient,
j

and compassionate, in my life.

Leah - You moved to town and my life improved a thousand times. I fear what is

to become of me when we must live apart. We will always have fond

Philly memories of post-call breakfasts, movies and the Blitz, beer with

Bernd and the boys, turkey picadillo, bird watching, Cafette cookies,

and lots of giggling. Thanks for being the responsible one.

Ann - Reflect back to the night before any of the module exams and graduation

seemed an impossibility. I have had many laughs in med school, and

most of them were thanks to you. Remember: it's all about the ass.

Health, south wind, books, old trees, a boat, a friend.

Ralph Waldo Emerson
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Amy Susan Baranoski Forsberg, M.D.
University of Scranton, B.S.

Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania

lorn and Dad: Thank you for always being there for me. You've taught me that

can do anything. 1 love you both.

ristin: You've always made being the oldest interesting. Thanks for sharing

hilly with me for the past four years. You've grown from being my bratty little

ster to one of my best friends. I'm so proud of you.

oey: Having you for a little brother has brought so much joy to my life. Thanks

>r rollercoaster rides, swimming in the pool, and showing me what having a

:win" is like.

lartin: We made it through six years of medical school together! How did we
ver do that? Thanks for helping me every step of the way, even when it was just

» listen to me complain. You've helped me remember what's important through

all. I love you and look forward to a lifetime of happiness with you.

hanks to my friends who shared this whole insane process with me. You've made
le laugh and taught me a lot. Good luck!

hey always say time changes things, but you actually have to change them

ntrself. Andy Warhol

he art ofmedicine consists in amusing the patient while nature cures the disease.

Voltaire
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Adam Barouh, M.D.
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Pennsylvania State University, B.S.

New Britain, Pennsylvania

Looking back on it all, I can hardly believe that this moment is upon us. It

seems like it was only yesterday that we were putting on our white coats for

the first time, and now we are all preparing to part ways and fulfill our

lifelong dreams.

I could never have accomplished what I have, or even be halfthe person that

I am if it wasn't for the support and love ofmy family. Mom, Dad, my sisters

Shawna and Lindsey, my brother-in-law Josh, and my nieces Skyler and

Lexi, I will be forever grateful for everything that you are, and everything

you allowed me to be. I love you all very much, and I hope you know how

very special you are to me.

To Pat and Matt...we finally made it! You guys are truly like brothers to

me and will always be my very best of friends. We have been through a lot

together and I know that this is just the beginning. All I can say is never

forget... that fast fingers win races, and friendships last forever.

36
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Howard L. Bash, M.D
Emory University, B.A.

Tenafly, New Jersey

Mama and Papa B, Sweet Lisa, and The Bash Brothers,

Thanks for:

Your love and kindness

Leading by example

Your hugs and kisses

Simply being there

Love, smile, laugh often.

Unknown

'
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Karen F. Ben-Dor, M.D.
Cornell University, B.A.

Palo Alto, California

(

_̂

To my family - Thanks for all the support you have given me throughout

the years.

Maman & Aba - You have always encouraged me to follow my dreams

but it was only through watching you that I learned how.

Rachelle & James - I'm ready to be an aunt!!! Love you.

My friends - Thanks for being my support for so many years. It was nice

knowing that I always had someone to call. I know I would not be where

I am without your love.

My classmates - Thanks for all the great memories and fun times.

Drew - Who would have thought Gross Anatomy could be so romantic?

Although I will never forget our beginnings in medical school, I look

forward most of all to our future. Thanks for all your love and patience.

"Oh, the places we'll go."

Everything you can imagine is real.

Pablo Picasso



Meenakshi Bindal, M.D.
Lehigh University, BA.

Washington, D.C.

To my parents and my brother:

I could not have done this without all of your love and support.

You were always there no matter what I needed.

To all of my friends:

You guys made my four years here so wonderful with many

happy and fun memories...and lots more to come.



Randy Bogard, M.D., D.M.D.
Trinity Western University, B.S.

Oregon Health Sciences University, D.M.D.
Maple Ridge, British Columbia, Canada

I would like to thank God, my wife, my parents, and my
parents-in-law, for their unfailing support throughout my
studies.

It 's not the size ofthe dog in thefight; it 's the size ofthefight

in the dog!

Anonymous



Kimber F. Bogush, M.D.
Colgate University, B.A.

Shamokin, Pennsylvania

Mom and Dad: We have come to the end of a long road and the beginning

of another. Your unwavering love and support has opened up every door

to me and will continue to do so long into the future. It is my greatest wish

that my children will be fortunate enough to have parents as thoughtful

and dedicated as mine. I love you both and thank you.

ramara: Our journey has just begun and no one knows where it will end,

but one thing is certain; I will be by your side every step ofthe way, in heart

and mind. My sun rises and sets around you. Your love and support make

my biggest obstacles mere pebbles on the road of life. I look forward to

a future fdled with Sunday mornings, walks on the beach, and the pitter-

patter of little feet. I love you with all my heart.



Raphael Bonita, M.D.
Franklin and Marshall College, B.A.

The Johns Hopkins University, Sc.M.

Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania

Dear Mom, Dad, Dave, Diane, and Laura,

I love you with all of my heart and thank you for your patience, love,

and encouragement over the last four years. I feel so fortunate to have

such a wonderful and supportive family. Dad-you are my inspiration.

Mom-you are an extraordinary mother. Dave, Diane, and Laura-our

bond I will always cherish and I wish you all the best in the future.

Love always,

Ray

y
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Kathleen Ann Bowes, M.D.
Bates College, B.S.

Lansdowne, Pennsylvania

Thank you Mom and Dad for all your love and encouragement,

appreciate everything you have done for me. My life is so wonderful

because of you.

Thanks to my sister Susan and to my dear friends Helena, Erin, Christy,

Lisa, and cousin Jennifer. I love you all so much, thank you for always

being there for me.

Thanks to all of my biking friends and to my classmates for making

medical school in Philadelphia very enjoyable.

Thanks especially to Les for being with me everyday. I could never have

asked for a better friend and companion. I am so lucky to know you, and

I love you.

Cheers!

Kathleen
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Scott D. Bricker, M.D.
University of California, Los Angeles, B.S.

Thousand Oaks, California

To my Mom & Dad; for your unwavering support, and for believing

in me when I did not believe in myself

-

To Sara; for sharing the challenges of love, parenthood, and home
ownership, and for pushing me to follow my dreams -

To Cameron; for making me laugh, showing me what love is, and

allowing me to share your wonderment -

To the baby; I can't wait to meet you -

I owe my successes to all of you.

Scott
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University of Scranton, B.S.

Harvey's Lake, Pennsylvania

Jon Bush, M.D.

There have been many people along the way who have given me support

and encouragement: Mom and Dad for your love and guidance; Jack

Dodson and the Kunkle Fire Company for all the amazing life experiences;

my brothers, Jim and Jeff, for having faith in me; and Mary, with whom

I want to travel the world, and who I love with all my heart.

My pictures: Mary in the Disney Store in Florida; Sammy learning

psychiatry by osmosis; Mom and Dad at home in Harvey's Lake; Friends

from Marple Ambulance Corps; Mary at Islands of Adventure; Catalina

Casino during one of our much-needed vacations.

Don 'tjudge each day by the harvest you reap but by the seeds that you

plant.

Robert Louis Stephenson



Lemore Carmi, M.D.
University of Michigan, B.S.

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Thank you to my mom and dad for always being so supportive and

encouraging. I am so lucky to have parents like you. I love you both very

much.

Thanks to my brothers, Ron and Drew, and my sister Sharone for always

making me strive to do my best. You are the greatest siblings a person

could have.

Thanks to Benny and Dalia for always being there. You are truly a second

home to me.

Thanks to my three amazing nephews who keep me young at heart.

Thanks to Gilad, the love ofmy life. I could not have made it without you.

You are the most wonderful man - so supportive, understanding and

patient. I love you with all my heart.

The most beautiful thing we can experience is the mysterious. It is the

source ofall true art and science.

Albert Einstein
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New York University, B.A.

Jersey City, New Jersey

Jeffrey Paul Casia, M.D

I once believed that medical school was the end of a journey. But now I realize

that it is only the beginning. Throughout this trip, I not only learned an age-old

art, but 1 have met some ofmy closest friends who have enabled me to grow and

enjoy life in more ways than I could have ever imagined. Coffee shops, hoops,

salsa nights, cool beats, foreign lands, and the Wiehle house...We have shared

countless hours with each other over these past years, and I only hope that we
shall continue this voyage together....as a wolf pack.

To my family and friends back, home, I owe you my deepest gratitude. You have

inspired me to overcome the obstacles that I was faced with and made my dreams

become attainable. Mom & Dad... I guess persistence did pay off. Thank you

for letting me know that even if I didn't make it, there are other things in life that

are far more precious... through your words and embrace, you have already

given them to me.

Grandma... .You're still with me.

The real voyage of discovery consists not in seeking new landscapes, but in

having new eyes.

Marcel Proust
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Danielle Elise Castagnola, M.D,
West Chester University, B.S.

Landenberg, Pennsylvania

Dad: Thanks for putting up with all of my insanity... and for baking me brownies

when I needed a boost! Who knows if I would have made it this far without your;

constant reminders to "focus"!

Mom: Thank you for all of your support, encouragement and unconditional love,

especially these past four years. It may not have seemed like it, but 1 really did

appreciate all of your little "pep talks" and help with my homework! Just

remember- no matter how busy our lives may get, we'll always have football!

Joe: Thank you for reminding me that there is life outside of medicine, and for

making me take the time to appreciate the simple things in life.

Jamie: My partner in crime. . . Through all the ups and downs, I'm glad you were

there! Medical school just wouldn't have been the same without you. Thanks for

being my best friend.

To my friends: Thanks for making life so much fun! This has been an experience

I'll never forget! Love you all!

To believe your own thought, to believe that what is true for you in your private

heart is true for all men - that is genius.

Ralph Waldo Emerson
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Steve S. Chan, M.D
University of California, Berkeley, B.A.

University of California, Davis, M.S.

Sacramento, California



Teresa Valerie Chan, M.D.
University of Pennsylvania, B.A.

Tacoma, Washington

*!

Mom and Dad: Thanks for your constant support and provision. Thanks for always;

allowing me to run my own course (though you may have known better) and for

teaching me the value of independence early on. Dad, thanks for your many words
ofwisdom and your model ofwhat a good doctor should be. Mom, thanks for being;

a strong, sensible woman and for ardently following your passions. Love you both

very much.

Mike, Ernie, Becky, Tara, Kate, Grunny, Avi, and the rest ofthose I've met alongl

the way: Thanks for endless entertainment which made the days/lunches/lectures
j

go by quickly. You guys will make excellent docs and I'll be proud to say I knew!
you first before you were practicing the T-chan test regularly and when you knew
nothing of mvapture by sigmoidoscopy. Long live the laughs.

Cat and Sarah: Two lovely and mighty women. Love you both for your strength,

humanity and adventurousness.

Laur, Katie, IE, Al, Na, Vin, Daren, Dave A: Thanks for your undying friendship

and complete nuttiness. Thanks for being inspiration and perspective outside of the

world of medical school. You are by far the quirkiest and most excellent people I

know.

This is truejoy in life: being usedfor apurpose recognized byyourselfas a mighty one; being

a force of nature instead of a feverish, selfish little clod of ailments and grievances

complaining that the world will not devote itself to making you happy.

George Bernard Shaw
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Sweta Chandela, M.D.
Rosemont College, B.A.

Sewell, New Jersey

)ear Mummy and Papa, I love you both and no words can express my gratitude for

our infinite support and encouragement. Your sacrifices are dear to my heart and

will always be indebted. It is only with your blessings and God's kindness that I

ave become a physician today and I feel lucky to have the love and guidance ofsuch

xceptional parents. You are my heroes!

Love, Sweta

•ear Sid, Thank you for leading me in school all these years!!! I am sincerely

rateful for the countless times you offered me advice and pointed me in the right

irection. You are a wonderful big brother and brilliant neurosurgeon. I am so proud

f you and will try to follow your example of hard work and focus in the years to

ame.

Love, Sweta

•ear Friends, Congratulations! ! Thanks to you all, the last four years have been fun

id filled with many good times. Maybe when we are all done with our residencies/

:llowships, we can start the Wolfpack Multi-Subspecialty Clinic??? Until then, I

ish you health, happiness, and strength to get through intern year!!

Love, Sweta

What we do in life echoes in eternity.

Unknown



Mary T. Chasko, M.D.
Wellesley College, B.A.

Newmanstown, Pennsylvania

Thank you to my mom for her loving support and hugs, to my dad for all of his faith

and encouragement, to my sisterNancy for being my best friend, to my grandparents

Gram and Pop for their love, and to Jon for making this journey with me. It's been

a great four years, from Philadelphia to Florida to London to Catalina Island, and

back home again. I will never forget the wonderful memories and the people I've

met along the way, especially my friends Alia, Anca, Bill, Brian, Caroline,

Claudine, Demetra, Marina, Oye, and Stefanie, just to name a few. I know the

future holds momentous things for us!

Photographs below: Jon and me on Catalina Island, CA, June 2002; Nancy, Mom,
and me in Two Harbors, CA, August 2000; My family celebrating Nancy's college

graduation in Richmond, VA, May 2002; Me on the shores of Dover, England,

June 2001; Our cat Samantha, April 2002; Jon and "Merlin" at Islands of

Adventure in Orlando, FL for spring break, March 2000; Nancy and me at the Ring

Dance, Richmond, VA, February 2001 ; Jack and Courtenay Corrigan, Catonsville,

MD, celebrating Pop's 87 ,h birthday, August 9, 2002.

Each ofus inevitable; Each ofus limitless—each ofus with his or her right

upon the earth.

Walt Whitman
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Rutgers College, B.A.

Westminster Theological Seminary, M.A.
Staten Island, New York

Sung-Hae Cho, M.D.

Thank you, Lord, for your amazing grace and your unfailing mercy.

Thank you for the promises that you have given through your word and

have accomplished in Christ Jesus. Thank you, mom, dad, Shaun, and

Andrew, for your support and your prayers. Thank you, Grace, for being

my sanity. Thank you, Carol, for being my wisdom. Thank you, Cindy,

for your refreshing honesty. And thank you, Sheryll, for your faithful

encouragement. Once again, thank you, God, for sustaining me through

medical school. I trust you will mold me into a compassionate,

conscientious physician who will give all glory to you alone.

Myflesh and my heart mayfail, but God is the strength ofmy heart and
my portion forever.

Psalm 73:26

Whom have I in heaven butyou? And earth has nothing I desire besides

you.

Psalm 73:25
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Keri Anne Cohn, M.D.
Lehigh University, B.A.

Greenlawn, New York

Mom, Dad, and Nanny: Despite everything, you've always been there: calming my panic,

reassuring my doubts, and patiently standing aside while I find my way. Thanks for your

unconditional love and for bringing me up to believe that I can do anything.

Gianna. Heather, and Kate: To the three people most important in my life: whom I

consider both my best friends and my sisters. You have been by my side from the very

beginning, have heard the laughs and been there to dry the tears. Thank you for your

unwavering commitment to my dreams and the insane reality that's forever chasing them.

Kevin: Thanks for listening to my crazy stories, all our ups and downs, the smiles, the

laughs, the hugs. Know that all of it is important to me.

The 6-yr Program gang: I couldn't have picked better people to take this journey with.

Innocent babies at the beginning- could we have ever imagined what this really entailed!

All the Girlsfrom 2814 Midvale: Karen, Erin, Tara, Brenna, Kate, Val, Micaela. If these

walls could only talk!... Know that in life, there is always a sympathy hippo, fondue, wine,

and friends that know way too much about you.

Most people don 't know that there are angels whose onlyjob is to make sure you

don't get too comfortable and fall asleep and miss your life.

Brian Andreas
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Michael Conroy, M.D
University of Dayton, B.S.

Wright State University, M.S.

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

rhanks to my friends and family who have supported and been patient

with me over the past four years. I am very fortunate to have entirely too

many of you to thank individually. I love you all!

especially wanted to thank Kimber Bogush, Rick Dagrosa, Rick

Plowey, and Brian Smart for being an amazing source of inspiration and.

nore importantly, humor during what seemed like endless days together.

Look out for my products on QVC

!

vlost importantly, thanks to my beautiful wife, Cindy. You are a

CONSTANT source of comfort, friendship, love, and laughter. Your

support and selflessness have made this difficult process seem like a

)ump in the road. I always said you got me on the wrong end of this

ourney... thanks for never making me feel that way!



Glendon E. Cook, M.D.
Wilkes University, B.S.

Plymouth, Pennsylvania

If I have the gift ofprophecy, and understand all mysteries, and all

knowledge, and I have faith that can move mountains, but have not love,

I am nothing.

I Corinthians 13:2
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Katie Crowder, M.D.
University of Notre Dame, B.A.

Nashua, New Hampshire
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Richard L. Dagrosa Jr., M.D.
University of Pennsylvania, B.S., B.A.S.

Barrington, Rhode Island

Thanks to all my friends, family, and loved ones for all they have done

to help me achieve my dream. I will not list you all by name for fear of

leaving someone out but there is one special person who I must truly thank

by name. My beautiful wife, Lisa, has supported me since the first day

we met when times were thin and has continued to offer her unwavering

strength through all my trials and tribulations in life as well as medical

school. Without her, none ofmy successes would have been possible nor

would they be so meaningful.

Do not go gentle into that good night.

Rage, rage against the dying ofthe light.

Dylan Thomas
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Cherag Daruwala, M.D.
West Chester University

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
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Jennifer Margaret DeGeus, M.D.
University of Michigan, B.S.

Joliet, Illinois
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Mom, Dad, Tom, and Emily,

Thanks for all ofyour love, support, and encouragement in helping

me fulfill my dreams. I'm extremely proud and fortunate to call

you my family, and I love you very much.

To my Friends,

Thanks for making the past four years at MCP-Hahnemann/
Drexel/DUCOM/whatever you want to call it so enjoyable. You
have taught me so much, and I wish you the best of luck in your

future careers. Keep in touch!

A good laugh and a long sleep are the best cures in the doctor 's book.

Irish Proverb

^



Paul J. DelPorto, M.D.
Gannon University, B.S.

Erie, Pennsylvania

o my parents - without you, this would not be possible. Thank you for the

pportunities you have given me and for instilling in me the value of working

ard.

o my family - there are simply not enough words, much less good enough ones,

3 thank you for the support you have given me through these four years. 1

herish you all and thank God each day for each and every one of you.

o the G.U. Crew - what a long way from Erie! I couldn't ask for better friends.

'o the friends I 've met along the way, you have made these past four years some

f the most amazing of my life. I quite simply can only say thank you. While

Dur years pass by quickly, I look forward to the journey that has started with

lese simple steps.

Y?e Lord is withyou when you are with Him; ifyou seek Him, He will be

resent... be strong for your work shall be rewarded.

II Chronicles 15:2,7
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Vanita Bhavana Dharan, M.D.
Lehigh University, B.A.

Toronto, Canada

Mom: Thanks for all the love, support, good books and of course the good food.

Romi: Brother and best friend, who did most things before I did and better than

I did. I miss you. Thanks for the advice and affection.

Sabitha Aunty and Kumar Uncle: The best God parents a girl could ever have.

Thanks for the love and encouragement.

Mini: I'll always remember ninth grade math class. Here's to ten more years of

friendship with the "bestest" friend in the whole world.

Dad: From the grocery cart at Knobhill farms, to Jack Buckler Aquatics, to Kumon
Math, to the PTA at Milliken Mills, to Taylor College, and finally to Philadelphia.

Through the last 24 years you have always believed in me and gave me the

foundation to become what I am today. I wouldn't have accomplished this much
or come this far without you. This achievement is definitely more than half yours.

To all my other friends and family: I couldn't have done this without any ofyou,

especially my two roomies. You laughed with me when I celebrated and supported

me when I faced obstacles. I will be forever grateful.

/ love von all.
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Jamie Deneen Dietz, M.D.
University of Maryland, B.S.

Waldorf, Maryland

Billy: We finally made it! ! ! You have sacrificed so much so that 1 may live

my dream and have true love at the same time. I promise I'll never take

for granted all that you do for me. Thank you for always loving me no

matter how crazy things (or I) got, for being my rock and for keeping me
grounded, and most of all for being my best friend and the love ofmy life.

Mom and Dad: your unconditional love and support has provided me with

the foundation that has made all of my dreams possible and the strength

to make them happen. Words cannot express how much I love and

appreciate you both.

/ havefound the paradox, that ifI love until it hurts,

Then there is no hurt, only more love.

Mother Theresa
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Kristen Michelle Dorsey, M.D.
University of Maryland, College Park, B.S.

Silver Springs, Maryland

Words cannot explain the gratitude I feel towards my parents, Ruth

and Jerome Dorsey, for the love, support, and sacrifices they have

made to ensure that I fulfilled my dream of becoming a doctor.

As I enter the next phase of my life, I must also thank my many

family members and friends who have been loving, caring, and

supportive over the years.

I would not be where I am today if it were not for my family and

friends.
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Raymond R. Drabicki, M.D.
Allegheny College, B.S.

Gibsonia, Pennsylvania

VIom & Dad: Thanks for all ofyour love, support, and encouragement

ilong this journey. You are the foundation of my success and I

:ouldn't have done it without you! You are an integral part of my
success. . .this day is for you!

rricia: The best sister a brother could have would be an understatement!

/ou are an amazing person. May all your dreams come true.

lo my future classmates and colleagues, it was a pleasure. I wish you

he best in all of your future endeavors.

What lies behind us and what lies ahead of us are tiny matters

compared to what lies within us.

Oliver Wendell Holmes
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Martha Eberhardt, M.D.
Lehigh University, B.A.

MCP Hahnemann School of Public Health, M.P.H.

Winnetka, Illinois

To my Family: You support me in ever way, and are the reason why I have

come this far. I love you guys!

Mom & Dad: Thank you for the countless things you have done to help me

through all 22 years of school. I am so grateful!

Andrew: I love being your wife and look forward to everything we are

going to see and do and share. My life is full because you are in it.

The Witts: I never imagined that in-laws could be so incredibly warm-

hearted, thoughtful, and above all fun. I really lucked out!

Courage doesn 't always roar. Sometimes it is the quiet voice at the end

ofthe day saying, "I will try again tomorrow.
"

Unknown
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Jean-Paul Ecuyer, M.D.
State University of New York at Albany, B.S.

Albany, New York

/anessa: Thank you for your love, support, and all the sacrifices you

lave made along the way. I couldn't have done it without you. I will love

rou always and forever. Te amo mucho.

tfom: You are always with me in heart, in mind, and in spirit.

)ad: Thanks for always encouraging me to pursue my dreams.

ro my family: Yes, it is true; I have officially finished school. Thanks

or being there when I really needed you.

ambu, Tete, and Geno: Sin ellas, estaria muerto de hambre. Gracias

<or todo el amor y apoyo.

Viche: I love you man. The first paycheck is yours, I swear.
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Saadiq Farid El-Amin III, M.D., Ph.D.
Boston College, B.S.

Allegheny University of the Health Sciences, M.M.S.
Rochester, New York

GOD-Thank you for making a dream come true !

!

To my family and friends-I love you and without your support

I could NOT have done it. You have been my energy and

motivation.

Dr. Laurencin -You are the MAN that has given so much to me.

Thank you for believing in me.

Ancestors-Thank you for paving the way and I hope I will

inspire others as you have me.
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California State University, Northridge, B.A., M.S.

Los Angeles, California

Ann Elliott, M.D.

/Iom and Dad: You have always encouraged me to be strong yet

ensitive and to aim high while grounded. Well, we did it thanks to your

ave and support and a 'little' studying. 1 am as proud of you as you are

f me. This means so much more because of you both. Eternal gratitude

nd love.

Andy: My sister and dearest friend, YOU are the pearl in my oyster!

Vhat What What?? But whyyy?! The Grand! Oh no, I am not going

7. ..again! The Elation. Hold on with your toes! To all the laughs and

acations to come. Cheers to us, I love you Cinny.

lario: If laughter really is the best medicine, you must be the reason why
rarely get sick! Thank you for your witty confidence and irresistible

harm. Tee time is soon approaching, and I can hardly wait to become

4rs./Dr. Masciantonio. It is great to be in love with you and to be loved

y you! You are a "10.2" in my book!

ou have to climb the mountain before you can see the view.

Unknown
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Christopher Dryden Evans, M.D.
Yale University, B.S.

MCP Hahnemann School of Public Health, M.P.H.

Sommerset, New Jersey

To Mom and Dad: Thanks so much for all that you have done for

me. . .words can not express my gratitude. Thanks for helping me realize

a dream.

To Jackie and Richy: You guys have been there for me through thick and

thin...luv ya both.

To my Grandma: I wish I could give you the world... because you have

given me so much. Love you.

To Aluko: thanks for your support and love...love ya always babe.

To the rest ofmy family and friends: I don't know what I would do without

you guys, thank you so much for EVERYTHING.

What ever plan or purpose God calls you to, always give it your best.

Unknown
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Wendy Lark Fabricant, M.D.
Vassar College, BA.

Newton, Massachusetts

Asfar as we can discern, the sole purpose ofhuman existence

is to kindle a light in the darkness ofmere being.

C.G. Jung
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Dana Castafero Farabaugh, M.D.
Rosemont College, BA.
Springfield, Pennsylvania



Eric Anthony Farabaugh, M.D,
University of Pittsburgh, B.S.

Indiana, Pennsylvania
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Kevin Frances Fitzpatrick, M.D.
The Johns Hopkins University, B.S.

West Chester, Pennsylvania

Thank you to all ofthe people who have provided me with so much

love over the past four years.

Thanks to my parents and my sisters who have always done so

much more than I could have ever asked.

Thanks to my new family for showing me so much love and making

me a part of their family.

And thank you to Megha, who has given me a reason to live and

love, and who I know will continue to do so for the rest ofmy life.



Heather Rebekkah Franz, M.D.
Bucknell University, B.S.

Case Western Reserve University, MA.
Westminster, Maryland

For life is to walk about, to see, which is tofeel, to express as we hare said, or in sum, to

've praise, to put intoform what we see, which is our only servit v.

William Carlos Williams

lorn, Dad, Garrett, Ian, and the rest ofmy family - Thanks so much for all your
ive and support during the past four years. Hopefully this is the end of school for

ie!!

Dance as ifno one were watching, Sing as ifno one were listening, and live every day as

it were your last.
"

Irish Proverb

hristopher - You are the most wonderful thing that has ever happened to me.
ou have taught me so much, with so much patience. I love you!

4 positive attitude will not solve all your problems, but it will annoy enough people to

ake it worth the effort.
"

Herm Albright

lass of 2003 - I'm so proud of all of you, I know how hard it was to get here!

eshma, Lemore, Trishna, Karen, Marie, Karen, Stef - You guys are the best!

eep in touch!

rsn 't it a bit unnerving that doctors call what they do 'practice?
"

George Carl in
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Zoe Friedman, M.D.
Oberlin College, B.A.

Oberlin Conservatory of Music, B.Mus.
New York, New York
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GUILLERMO GALINDO, M.D,
Whittier College, B.A.

Pico Rivera, California

Vlom and Dad: Thank you for your support, encouragement, and love.

:ouldn't have made it this far with out you guys by my side.

\1, Tony, Guero: To the best brothers a guy could ever have. Thanks for

ill the good times, help along the way, and for being my best friends.

Rachel: You are the shinning star in my life, from you I draw strength and

lappiness. I couldn't imagine my life without you in it little mama and

'm grateful for every minute we get to share together, laugh together,

ind cry together. Thank you for your love and patience.

Remember that happiness is a way oftravel - not a destination.

Roy M. Goodman
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Sheareen Gedayloo, M.D.
University of Hawaii, Manoa, B.S.

Maui, Hawaii

Live life to the fullest. Eat mangos. Laugh out loud. Dance with

wild abandon. Sing your own song. Feel the pulse ofthe congas.

Radiate like the sun. May the beauty we are, be what we do.

Think Peace. Kiss you keiki's, hug yourself and LOVE, LOVE

and LOVE!

Borrow the Beloved 's eyes. Look through them andyou 'Usee the

Beloved's face everywhere.

Gamble everythingfor love, ifyou 're a true human being.

Rumi
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Pennsylvania State University, B.S.

Bensalem, Pennsylvania

Wendymarie Gejer, M.D.

Dear Mom & Dad, Thank you for teaching me to believe in myselfand

to follow my dreams. I couldn't have survived 4 years ofmedical school

without your love, your words of inspiration, and most of all, your

prayers. I love you.

Dear Brandy, Jason, & Cindy, I am so happy that I decided to come

home for medical school. School became so much less stressful knowing

that I had 3 crazy siblings to hang out with! You guys are the best! Don't

ever forget how much I love you.

Dear Michael, We have been through so much together. . . Ever since

the seventh grade, you have been a wonderful friend. Fortunately for me,

that friendship grew and led to a beautiful marriage. Over the years, you

have taught me what it means to truly love someone. Thank you for your

patience, your encouragement, and your undying love. I'll always love

you.

I can do all things through Him who strengthens me.

Philippians 4:13
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Paul Reginald Gittens Jr., M.D.
Syracuse University, B.S.

Stamford, Connecticut

Family: I cannot begin to express how blessed I am to have such a supportive

family. Mom and Dad, thank you for always being there for me when I needed

you and when 1 thought I didn't. You both have given us the opportunity to

imagine and the strength to pursue our dreams. Kevin, Wendell, Stuart, and

Andrew you are the best brothers and people that I could ask for. Wendell I am so

proud of you. To my 4 beautiful nieces and 1 handsome nephew you continue

to be my motivation in the middle ofthe night. Thanks Stephanie and Lil for being

the sisters I never had. Maria 1 am looking forward to the future.... I love you all.

Friends: I want to thank you all at MCP/HU for helping to shape the person I am
today. You have provided me with relationships that I know will last. Mike,

Racheal, Linjamin, Rick and track family thank you for believing in me when all

this was still a dream. Keith and Al continue to work, almost there.

Special Thanks to: Minority Affairs, PIL, the women in the Clinical Education

Dept. and Marie. Thank you Mrs. Watkins and Dr. Minassian for having faith

in my abilities when no one else did. Without you two I would not be here.

Every wanderer is not lost.

Unknown
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Yolanda Gonzalez, M.D.
University of Calfornia, Los Angeles, B.S.

Los Angeles, California



Trishna Goswami, M.D.
University of California, Berkeley, B.S.

Chatsworth, California

To my family and my husband,

I can't believe it—I can finally call myself a doctor!!!! Thanks to my

brother and sister for telling me to stick with it, believing in me, and

encouraging me every step ofthe way. Thanks to my parents for pushing

me to go the extra mile. And the most thanks to my husband who kept me

smiling and laughing through the whole process. I couldn't have done

this without you guys. Finally, for my brother-in-law, Joseph, I'll hate it

but you can legitimately call me "Dr. Fatty" now!
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Jillian Rachel Grau, M.D.
Ursinus College, B.S.

Huntingdon Valley, Pennsylvania

To my family, your love and encouragement have driven

my success.

Thank you for the example of perseverance and hard work.

Louis, I am the proudest big sister ever!

Girls, it is amazing how much we have grown up over the

last four years.

Ha
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Rashida N. Gray, M.D.
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Xavier University of Louisiana, B.S.

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
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Reggie: How do I thank a man, who has been my best friend and lover, my rock

of Gibraltar, my shoulder to cry on and my biggest supporter. I look forward to

the many loving years ahead of us.

Kobie: Thank you for making mommy laugh, when school made her feel down.

Thank you for waking up mommy, when she kept hitting the snooze button.

Thank you for being the gift from God you are, always showing me the true

meaning of life, love and joy.

To my parents: I couldn't have made it here without your continuous

motivation and support. From the Playskool doctor kit at age 5, to the 25 hour

train ride down to Xavier U. and lastly always lending a helping hand with your

grandson. The words "Thank you", are too trivial to express my deepest

appreciation for all of your sacrifices and undying support.

Aisha and Malik: Aisha, you always say the right words to make me feel bigger

than life and on top of the world. Malik, you have a special way of still making

me feel like your "little" sister, but now you have to call me Doctor!!!!

We Did it!!!

When you learn, teach, when you get, give.

Maya AMaya Angelou
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Renee Johannah Grunstein, M.D.
University of Pennsylvania, B.A.

Merion, Pennsylvania

I owe much gratitude to my parents, Michael and Judith, for their

unconditional love, and constant encouragement in all my endeavors. I

love you.

Thank you. Lev, my devoted brother, for always being a source of

strength for me, and a standard of all that is right. I love you.

Jon, my love, your support for me has exceeded all expectations. You

have been a lighthouse throughout the storm. You help me to seek

humor, kindness and generosity in all my interactions, and to lengthen

our moments ofjoy into our eternity. I love you.

To travel hopefully is a better thing than to arrive, and the true success

is to labor.

Robert Louis Stevenson
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Anita Lynn Haynes, M.D.
Indiana University, Bloomington, B.A.

Lancaster, Pennsylvania

Lord God and my Savior Jesus Christ: I thank you and give you all of the glory

and honor for sustaining and blessing me exceedingly and abundantly above all

that I could have ever asked.

Mom and Dad: There are no words to express the love, appreciation, and joy that

I have in my life because of you. You have wiped the tears, shared in the joys and

have always been there emotionally, spiritually, and financially (thank God!)

Thank you for setting such a wonderful example and providing me with the

opportunity to positively impact the lives of others. Lynn-bynn/Oxer made it!

Angie and Billy: You two are the best big sister and brother a kid could have. Nano,

without you, living in Philly would have been impossible. Billy, thanks for the

cards, cash, and love from Kenya. I love you guys. Black Knights rule!

Wolfpack, Limited: Who knew. Jamaica, Miami, AC, the burgh, NYC, DC,

(Fiji), and all of the cities and countries we represent have changed for the better

because we've successfully blended 12+ nationalities into one true, lasting, and

genuine loving friendship. Much love, L-Boogie. Lancaster 4 life...

...let us run with endurance the race that is set before us,fixing our eyes on Jesus ....

Hebrews 12:1-2
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Kelly Myriah Heath, M.D,
University of Michigan, B.S.

Lehighton, Pennsylvania

,ife with me hasn't always been easy, but you have supported me all the way.

Vithout my family, I'd be lost.

'o dad, thank you for sticking up for me all these years. You have taught me that

lughter is the best medicine. Mom- The similarities between us have made
rowing up a struggle well worth the numerous "difference in opinions". I

ppreciate more and more ever day what you have done for me. Not only are you
ly mother, but also my friend.

Jicole, without you I would never have had the desire to succeed. The footsteps

ou have created are large and it has been an honor to follow in them. To grandma

nd grandpa, although I do not see you as often as I wish, I will always cherish the

hildhood memories that you help create. I love you all very much.

'o my wonderful friend Kristen—Thank you for being there the past four years.

mowing I had someone I could lean on at the end of the day, made life so much
asier.

o the Class of 2003- Go save some lives!

ife is a great big canvas, andyou should throw all the paint on it you can.

Danny Kaye
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Brian Alan Norio Honbo, M.D.
University of California, Davis, B.S.

MCP Hahnemann University, M.M.S.
Davis, California

As I set sail, I am profoundly grateful to: my family for

furnishing the boat, my classmates and teachers for sharpening

my skill, my wife for providing the wind.

To acquire knowledge, one must study; but to acquire wisdom,

one must observe.

Marilyn vos Savant
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Laura A. Hribar, M.D
Stanford University, B.A.

MCP Hahnemann University, M.P.H.

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

'Meaning is not something you stumble across, like the answer to

i riddle or the prize in a treasure hunt. Meaning is something you

Duild into your life. You build it out of your own past, out of your

iffections and loyalties, out of the experience of humankind as it is

massed on to you, out of your own talent and understanding, out of

;he things you believe in, out of the things and people you love, out

)f values for which you are willing to sacrifice something. The

ngredients are there. You are the only one who can put them

ogether into that unique pattern that will be your life. Let it be a

ife that has dignity and meaning for you. If it does, then the

^articular balance of success or failure is of less account."

John Gardner

thank my loving family, friends and mentors for adding great

neaning to my life. I love you.

3eace,

^aura
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Stanley Hsu, M.D.
Stanford University, B.S.

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania



State University of New York at New Paltz, B.S

Bronx, New York

Patrice Moore, M.D.

'I am off and on my way to do the work that

God has planned for me to do"

In my struggles I sometimes lose sight of my dreams

But it is my faith in God that allows me to see

That were it not for these struggles I wouldn't be me

They have kept me humble and grounded and thankful for each

blessing I have received

I know now that these blessings are mine to have

And that I will triumph despite the path.

Patrice Moore
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Michele Anne Irons, M.D.
College of William and Mary, B.A.

Virginia State University, M.S.

Richmond, Virginia

I am who I am and it is all that God has blessed me to be.

I would like to thank my family and friends for all of their support.

Mommy a special thank you for your constant reminder that I can bej

whatever I want to be in life.

To my study buddies (you know who you are): Congratulations!

Robert Byrne

All men who have achieved great things have been great dreamers.

Orison Marden



IjEOMA ISIADINSO, M.D.
Binghamton University, B.A.

Queens, New York

'his has been a long enlighteningjourney and I am so pleased to embark on the next

hase of my career. However, no journey is complete, without acknowledging

lose who accompanied you along the way.

would like to give thanks to the Lord, whom was so gracious to assist me through

very trial and accomplishment. Thank you to my family, especially my sister and

lother whom I called after almost every exam. 1 would also like to congratulate

ly brother and sister-in-law on their upcoming anniversary. Thank you both for

our encouragement. Aunties Vickie and Josephine, you both exemplify the true

leaning of determination. Continue striving. I've been blessed with two dear

iends, Araba and Tara, for over ten years. I am so grateful to you both for your

ontinued support. (Even though you drive me CRAZY!!) Marie, Shelly, Alana,

imila, and Anafidelia, thanks for your prayers.

hank you, and God bless you all for your support.

Whatever thingsyou ask when you pray, believe thatyou receive them, andyou will

ave them.

Mark 1 1 v.24

am the vine, you are the branches. He who abides in me bears much fruit; for

ithout me you can do nothing.

John 15 v. 15
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Kamau Malik Jackson, M.D.
University of Maryland at College Park, B.S.

Drexel University College of Medicine, M.B.S.

Silver Spring, Maryland

True nobility lies not in being better than the next man, but in

being better than one's prior self.

Unknown

...I am the master of my fate; I am the captain of my soul.

William E. Henley

There is only one rule. ..I will not lose.

Jay-Z
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Saramati Jayaraman, M.D
Ursinus College, B.S.

Mount Laurel, New Jersey

The future belongs to those who believe in the beauty

of their dreams.

Eleanor Roosevelt
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Patrick Jeanmenne, M.D.
Pennsylvania State University, B.S.

York, Pennsylvania

Mom and Dad: Thank you for all of the love and support. Your commitment

to our family has provided both Rob and I with everything that we have ever

needed to further our careers. I am so thankful to be blessed with such

wonderful and caring parents.

Rob: I have always followed your advice, and you have never led me down the

wrong path. I could not have made it here or finished this without your help.

You the man!

Karen: I knew when I met you that you were someone special, and you proved

that to me everyday during medical school. You will never know how much all

ofyour help meant to me. I only hope that I did and will support you in the way

that you supported me.

Matt and Adam: We have always said that medical school was not a sprint,

but a marathon, and I could not have chosen two better people to run along side

of than you guys. Good luck in your future careers.

You can either do what you love, or love what you do. I don 't see any othe

choice.

George Bums
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Maggie Ann Jeffries, M.D.
Pennsylvania State University, B.S.

Ellicott City, Maryland

ro my family:

'our love and support has meant the world to me. It has been behind me every step

if the way, allowing me to focus on my goals and aspirations. I know our time is

hort together and I often wish for more, but I have a lifetime of wonderful

riemories to keep me warm at night. 1 look forward to celebrating my graduation

/ith those I love and cherish. Thank you for EVERYTHING!

'o my friends:

'hank you for putting up with my lack of correspondence, canceled plans, etc. I

ave missed spending time with you and hope the future brings us together more

ten.

'o Lee:

4y life has changed so much since we met at the nurse's station not so long ago.

'our generous, giving heart has brought such joy and fulfillment into my life, a gift

do not take for granted. Thank you for being part ofthis important moment in my
fe with hopes that there are many more to come.

to confidently in the direction ofyour dreams. Live the life you have

nagined.

Henry David Thoreau
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Marie T. Kanagie, M.D.
Temple University, B.S.

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

^M

Mom and Dad,

I wouldn't be where I am today without your love and support.

How can I thank you enough for everything you have done for me?

Your belief in me has made all of this possible. I love you.

Tabitha and Rachael,

You two are the most wonderful daughters I ever could have

hoped for. I know you are proud ofme, just as I am so proud of both

of you for everything you have accomplished so far. You are each

so smart, beautiful, and talented. I love you both more than anything.

Ifone advances confidently in the direction ofhis dreams, ...he will

meet with a success unexpected in common hours.

Henry David Thoreau
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Brett J. Karlik, M.D.
Duquesne University

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
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Allison J. Keen, M.D.
University of Denver, B.A.

Garland, Texas
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To my wonderfully supportive family and friends.

As this part of my journey comes to a close, I cannot help but feel

proud ofmy accomplishments. Thisjourney ofmine has not come easily

as all ofyou know. When I reflect on the many valleys I was stuck in and

the mountaintops I was thankful for reaching, one thing that remained

constant regardless of where I was standing was the love and support I

received from my adoring family and friends. You all were my rock

when I needed strength, and you were all right there when it was time to

celebrate. For all of that I am forever grateful and I thank each and every

one of you.

With love and laughter,

Allison

Our greatest glory consists not in neverfalling, but in rising every time

we fall.

Confucius
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Christine A. Kenny, M.D.
Ursinus College, B.S.

Phoenixville, Pennsylvania

Few people are lucky enough to stumble upon a career that makes
them truly happy.

Fewer still are lucky enough to pursue their dream while surrounded

by support and love.

I've been lucky enough to have both.

To return home for a Sunday dinner (and have my laundry done there,

too)...

To enjoy some down-time with my best friend from high school...

To open the door to two roommates who always make me smile. .

.

To go out with friends from college and laugh so hard it hurts...

And most importantly, to know that all of these people are proud of

who I am, and not what I've done...

I'm grateful beyond words.

If / have reached great heights, it is because I have stood on the

shoulders ofgiants.

Unknown
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SUMANA KESH, M.D.
Muhlenberg College, B.S.

Kinnelon, New Jersey

Mom, Dad, Sudeep - Thank you for your patience and confidence

in me. Your love and support has carried me through so much. It

hasn't been easy, but you made it a lot less difficult than it could

have been.

Lisa, Mike, Dave - "You're my home." Thanks for everything.

Suchi, Carolyn, Susan - A-town to Philly has been a long but good

road. Thanks for your unending friendship.

Marina, Demetra, Reshma - Thanks for helping me to keep my
head on straight, or leaving it crooked when it didn't matter.

Patrick - Thank you for being such a source of strength these past

few years.

I love you all, from the bottom of my heart. Best wishes, always!
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Alla Keyzner, M.D,
Cornell University, B.A.

West Hartford, Connecticut

I would like to thank my parents, brother and grandma for their

unconditional love, support and faith in me. Special thanks to my
friends Olga, Anca, Emiliano, Jeremy, Mary, George, Elena and

Yelena for being there forme through all ups and downs ofthe past

years, for supporting me, challenging me, and sharingmy discovery

of myself and the world.

. . .Mayyour strength give us strength Mayyourfaith give usfaith

May your hope give us hope May your love bring us love ...

Bruce Springsteen
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Alexander Y. Kim, M.D.
University of Washington, B.S.

Seattle, Washington
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Stanford University, B.S.

Uniontown, Pennsylvania

Jeanie Kim, M.D.

To live content with small means; to seek elegance rather than

luxury, and refinement rather thanfashion; to be worthy, not

respectable, and wealthy, not rich; to study hard, think

quietly, talk gently, actfrankly; to listen to the stars and birds,

to babes and sages, with open heart; to bear on cheerfully, do

all bravely, awaiting occasions, worry never; in a word to,

like the spiritual, unbidden and unconscious, grow up through

the common.

William Ellery Channing (1780-1842)



Quinn Kirk, M.D.
Wilkes University, B.A.

Montoursville, Pennsylvania

One ofthe secrets of life is to have good side effects.

Snoopy of Peanuts



Lehigh University, B.S.

Whitehall, Pennsylvania

Karen J. Kish, M.D.
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Jason Kosove, M.D.
Cornell University, B.A.

University of South Carolina, MA.
Miami, Florida

Although I have worn many hats, this one fits best. Thank

you to my entire family for the support and encouragement.

Steve Martin



Melissa Anne Kuck, M.D
Haverford College, B.S.

Upper Montclair, New Jersey
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Rebecca Ann Kuennen, M.D.
Duquesne University, B.S.

Oak Ridge, Pennsylvania

I would like to thank my family and friends for all of their love

and support. I never could have made it this far without your

help.

Most people would succeed in small things if they were not

troubled with great ambitions.

Henry Wadsworth Longfellow
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University of California, Santa Cruz, B.A.

San Francisco, California

Jan Kwong, M.D



Carolyn S. Lacey, M.D.
Muhlenberg College, B.S.

Wyalusing, Pennsylvania
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Anthony Reed Lanfranco, M.D.
University of California, Davis, B.A.S.

Fresno, California

ro my 'Girlies', Yolanda, Sierra, and Serena,

cannot imagine a family more supportive, understanding, and loving as

he three of you. Through all the hardships - moving to Philly, leaving

amily and friends, an occasionally grumpy daddy, the winters, and

liimerous other trials and tribulations - you have supported and loved

ne. For that I am eternally grateful.

rhis graduation is as much yours as it is mine - Congratulations.

Yolanda: You are the love ofmy life and I am so lucky to be sharing this

ourney with you. Thank you for all that you are and all that you do.

have owed to them, in hours ofweariness, sensations sweet, felt in the

flood, andfelt all along the heart.

William Wordsworth



Emily Suzanne Lebovitz, M.D.
University of Pennsylvania, B.A.

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

Thank you to my friends and family for all of your support

through the past four years and throughout my life. Thank you

for always believing in me and for always encouraging me to

go the extra mile. It is your unconditional love and devotion

which have helped me to reach my dreams. Thank you for

always being there for me and for never questioning my goals.

This has been and will continue to be a wonderful journey.
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Kerry Anne Lecky, M.D.
Hood College, B.A.

The Johns Hopkins University, M.S.

Kingston, Jamaica

Heights by great men, reached and kept * Were not attained by sudden flight.

* But they, while their companions slept * Were toiling slowly upwards, through

the night. Daddy, I have never forgotten these words, and 1 never will.

I cannot begin to express the love and gratitude in my heart for the

unfailing support from my family, and the many sacrifices they made to

allow me to celebrate this momentous occasion in my life. My successes

are yours. My parents Valrie and Alric Lecky. My sister Joan and her

husband Gary Grant. My sister Xandria. My nephew Jim-Mark and my
niece Xavia who are dear to my heart. I am blessed to have friends who
have been unfailing in their support and comfort.

I thank you all.

Until you make peace with who you are, you will never be content with

what you have.

Doris Mortman
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Daniel Lee, M.D.
University of Pennsylvania, B.A.

Huntingdon Valley, Pennsylvania

friends: the ol' anatomy group - for the great times and

conversations shared

family: for the sacrifice, encouragement, and unwavering

support

father GOD: for grace given throughout.

...i owe my sincere and heartfelt thanks

He is no fool who gives what he cannot keep to gain what he

cannot lose.

Jim Elliot
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Cornell University, B.A.

Fort Washington, Pennsylvania

Jean D. Lee, M.D.

My most heartfelt thank you to God, my wonderful husband

Rob, Dad and Mom (both sets), and my siblings Paul and

Jinny for their prayers, love, support, and encouragement. I

love you so much!!!

/ can do everything through Him who gives me strength.

Philippians 4:13
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Cynthia Leung, M.D., Ph.D.
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Andrew Tobias Levinson, M.D.
Middlebury College, B.A.

The Johns Hopkins University, M.P.H.

Newton, Massachusettes
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Jonathan C. Lin, M.D.
University of California, Berkeley, B.A., M.P.H.

Arcadia, California

Thousands of miles we have come,

And couple of decades we have persisted.

I have seen an ocean unbound by the horizon,

Because you have raised me so high in the sky.

Many dreams and goals have been realized,

Your faith and understanding always by my side.

Thank you are only words unspoken,

For they pale next to the sacrifices of yesterday.

In you, my family, my love lives eternal.

Jonathan Lin

Never accept a "no" when there is even the slightest possibility

for a "yes
"

keep pushing the limits.

JL
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Kevin Yi-Hsien Lin, M.D
The Johns Hopkins University, B.A.

Placentia, California

Mom and Dad: Thank you for all the support and love, which

helped me to grow and reach my dreams.

Grace, Rich, Lindy, and Family: Thank you guys for providing

me with happiness and love throughout my life.

Friends and W-Pack: Thank you guys for keeping me sane for

the past four years. I will never forget the times we shared and

look forward to the adventures ahead.



AVINASH LlNGANNA, M.D.
The Johns Hopkins University, B.A.

Neshannock, Pennsylvania

"When one reads these strange pages of one long gone, one feels that one is at one with one who was

once ..." - James Joyce

The delicate dry intellectual world of work and effort on which he had been nourished suddenly

became sterile and unsatisfying, & while other youths had to discover that there could be beauty in

intellectual activity, poor Mill had to find that there could be beauty in beauty. - Robert Heilbroner

If we have chosen the position in life in which we can most of all work for mankind, no burdens can

bow us down, because they are sacrifices for the benefit of all; then we shall experience no petty,

limited, selfish joy, but our happiness will belong to millions, our deeds will live on quietly but

perpetually at work, & over our ashes will be shed the hot tears of noble people. - Karl Marx

To my friends: "The feel of the experience is the important thing, not the ability to verbalize it" -

Stanley Kubrick. Thank you for a wonderfully hilarious four years.

To my family:

We shall not cease from exploration

And the end of all our exploring

Will be to arrive where we started

And know the place for the first time. - T.S. Elliot

It has been a long, & crazy trip (I'm looking at you mom), but it's one that I would take with you again

in a heartbeat! Thank you so much for your love, patience, understanding, passion, faith, humor,

friendship, trust, and tolerance. I know I don't say it enough, but I love you!

"On the run from Johnny Law. . . Ain't no trip to Cleveland. .
." - Dignan, Bottle Rocket
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Shippensburg University of Pennsylvania, B.S.

Mineral Point, Pennsylvania

Ryan Lubert, M.D.



James Lynch, M.D.
University of Notre Dame, B.S.

Wyomissing, Pennsylvania

I owe my thanks to my mother for her constant support and

advice; and to my grandfather, Dr. James J. Lynch, HU '39;

my father, Dr. James D. Lynch, HU '75; and my aunt, Dr.

Mary Anne Gazdick, HU '82, for inspiring me to achieve my
dream.

At a cardiac arrest, the first procedure is to take your own

pulse.

The Fat Man
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George Jude Malayil, M.D.
Gannon University, B.S.

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

First and foremost I want to thank my family. Mom, Dad, Rosemary

and John Paul thank you for pushing me to do the best I could do. Your

compassion through the years has been much appreciated. I forget

sometimes how fortunate I am to have a family as blessed as mine.

Thank you.

Next, to the friendships that I have made through school, Shah, Paul

D., Mohbeen, Saddad, Adi, Parth, Avinash and all the rest ofthe guys,

thanks for making the usually painful experience ofmedical school an

enjoyable one.

Finally, to the class of 2003, CONGRATULATIONS!

Happiness is the only sanction oflife; where happiness fails, existence

remains a mad and lamentable experience.

George Santayana
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Shahid M. Malik, M.D.
Gannon University, B.S.

Pottsville, Pennsylvania

Thank you Mom and Dad!

Best of luck to the class of 2003.

There is a remedyfor every disease, and when the remedy

is applied to the disease it is cured with the permission of

God, the Exalted.

Prophet Muhammed (p. b. u. h.)
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Jason Anthony Mansour, M.D.
Duquesne University, B.S.

New Castle, Pennsylvania

o Mom and Dad: I can never thank you enough for all of the love and support

at you have given me throughout my schooling. I could never have made it this

r without the two of you standing behind me. I am who I am today because of

)ur dedication and love. Words cannot describe the love I feel for the both ofyou.

o Michael, Stephanie, and Dana: You have all supported me from day one.

ife is so much easier knowing that I have siblings that I can depend on. You have

sen the pillars of my life thus far. Know that ifyou ever need anything, I will be

ere for you.

o the friends I have made at Drexel Med: You are all the greatest treasure that

take with me from these four years. I want you all to know that my fondest

emories of medical school will be the time I spent with you. Each of you has a

ace deep in my heart. I hope that as our lives become more demanding, we
aintain the close bonds we have formed over these four years.

9 Erin: I am amazed that through all of the ups and downs over these years, you

ive stood by my side. I can never thank you enough for all ofthe wonderful things

>u have done for me. I have grown so close to you during our years at Drexel

ed. Regardless of where life may take us, I will always cherish the times we

•ent together during medical school.



Amy Marcini, M.D.
University of Pittsburgh, B.S.

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania



Orit Markowitz, M.D
Brandeis University, B.A.

New York, New York

Thank You,

Mom and Dad, Dimitri, Doron, Safta, my family, my french

family and my friends. You guys have been amazing putting

up with this pain in the "tuchis."

In endless time, all things can be accomplished.

Alan Lightman, Einstein's Dreams



Julie M. Marquez, M.D.
University of California, Irvine, B.S.

Cerritos, California
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Nancy Plange Matteer, M.D.
Texas A & M University, B.S.

Houston, Texas

Mom and Dad We did it!!!!!! You pushed me when I needed it, held

back when I asked you to, cheered me on even as I struggled, and loved

trie no matter what. I thank God every day for you and pray that you'll

be there to see me through the next phase of my life and career. I love

you both soooo much!!!

ro my wonderful family I would have never made it through these

sast four years without your love, encouragement and unwavering

support. I thank you from the bottom of my heart and I love you all!

ro my "nearest and dearest" (and many of your parents/grandparents)

You ' ve helped make the past four years some of the best of my life !!

!

1 wish you all the best and I love you guys. I'll never forget you and all

:he times we've shared.

We are what we repeatedly do. Excellence, then, is not an act, but a habit.

Aristotle

7\Li1^n^, M/0.
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Jane Valerie Mayrin, M.D.
MCP Hahnemann University, B.S.

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

~-

Dream of the life you want to live...

the sights you want to see.

The skills you want to cultivate,

the 'you ' you want to be,

Dream of the life you want to live

then take your dream to heart,

In everything you do and say

let your dream play a part-

Let it be a shining light

that guides you on your way,

Dream of the life you want to live,

then live your dream each day

To my friends and family, near and far, THANK YOU.
Your support and understanding made my dream possible.

I love you all.
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Jane McGarvey, M.D
University of Michigan, B.S.

Wyndmoor, Pennsylvania

ro My Family: I know how lucky I am to have such a caring and supportive family.

rhank you for all the encouragement, tree stuff ( particularly dinners! ). and love you' \ e

iiven me throughout the years and especially the last four. I love you all.

ro George: We both know I wouldn't be where I am today if it wasn't for you. Thanks

or always being there when I need you. I love ya, even if you are a crazy cuss.

ro Nicky and Alexis: Just goes to show, you can always learn something from younger

"oik. Thanks for making me laugh and keeping me (somewhat) grounded during this

nzarre process they call med school. I love you both and I know that you will make
ncredible doctors. And Nick, why are we in this basket and where are we going?

ro Rory: We miss you.

Vothing will benefit human health and

nerea.se chances for survival of life on

tarth as much as the evolution to a

\ggetarian diet.

Albert Einstein

Wrinkles are the imprints of exploits.

Racine

Hurricane Season

Reining in the lines a bit

Circumscribing a new area.

And picking up the pieces

Necessitates a shrinking of the boundaries.

Knowing that nothing can be done

To undo all the damage done.

And still the thoughts remain unstill

A reflection of the season.

Georse Doolittle
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Michael Francis McGee, M.D.
Drexel University, B.S.M.E.

Williamstown, New Jersey

Thank you to all my family and friends who supported me
through all of my education. Although my journey through

life still continues, I am fortunate to progress only because of

the sacrifices endured by my family. The uncertainties of my
future will always be approached knowing who I am, but most

importantly, where I have come from.
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Aditya Mehra, M.D.
University of Pennsylvania, B.A.

Matawan, New Jersey

My deepest gratitude to my family for all the love,

encouragement, and understanding over the last 25 years. My
life is shaped by your countless efforts and sacrifices. Thank you

Papa for being a pillar of strength in rough times. Thank you

Mama for all the love and home cooked meals. Thanks Roshini

for being the best sister ever. And thank you Nani (Grandma) for

all your blessings.

In the middle of difficulty lies opportunity.



Ami A. Mehta, M.D.
Villanova University, B.S.

Montville, New Jersey
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University of Pennsylvania, B.A.

Yale University, M.P.H.

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

Anjali Mehta, M.D.

Mom, Dad, Foi...If I could bring to this world even a fraction of the

goodness you've brought to me I'd be a saint. Thank you for your

tireless and unconditional support.

Chetan... exactly when did you go from being my little brother to

being my big brother? You're on your way to greatness.

Avinash, Maggie, Steve Chan, Ryan, Srinesh, Parth... we've created

so many memories in such little time- thinking of you will forever

bring a smile to my face.

Avi-we still have to write that book, you know,

"

your way to a 260"

Mags-to my partner in crime-being a flight attendant won't be the

same with you

GTs!!!!!!!

People think pleasing God is all God cares about. But anyfool living

in the world can see God is always trying to please us back.

Alice Walker
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Alisa Merolli, M.D.
Wilkes University, B.S.

Shavertown, Pennsylvania

So much ofmy life is a reflection of the wonderful individuals

that have shaped my path. None of my accomplishments

could have been made without the love and support of my
friends and family. To my parents, thank you so much for

filling my life with love, laugher and wisdom. To John, who
has made everyday better than the one before, I look forward

to sharing my life with you.

What lies behind us and what lies ahead ofus are tiny matters

compared to what lives within us.

Oliver Wendell Holmes
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Mark Andrew Messick, M.D.
The Pennsylvania State University, B.S. ^^

West Chester, Pennsylvania

To my mother and father, who sacrificed when no one asked, pushed

me further than I ever thought I could go, and taught me never to forget

that we are all human beings.

To my friends, who taught me to put the books down and just have fun.

And to my patients, who taught me that being a good doctor has very

little to do with what I learned the last eight years.

With love and thanks to you all, I move into the next chapter ofmy life.

/ have never let my schooling interfere with my education.

Mark Twain
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Andrew S. Meyer, M.D.
New York University, B.A.

Huntingdon Valley, Pennsylvania



Kurt P. Miceli, M.D.
Villanova University, B.A., B.S.

Staten Island, New York

Education in hand, we have traveled along forged paths that now lead us to new

oads. As many of our paths diverge, I realize how fortunate I have been to have

rou - my peers and teachers - as companions and guides.

ni\ fellow classmates, I thank you for your comradery and compassion; may your

ommitment to medicine always be filled with the spirit you possess today. To my friends.

last and present, thank you for your patience and persistence in keeping our friendships

Jive. To the SGA and student body it represents, thank you for your trust: it has been a

reasurable experience.

"o my roommates. I thank you for your wit. wisdom, and well-prepared meals; never before

had eaten such delights from both East and West. To my teachers of yesterday and today,

hank you for your support and inspiration; may your enthusiasm continue to light the fires

if knowledge in those yet to be your students. To my family, thank you for instilling virtue

HO m\ life: may our roundtable discussions continue to flourish.

o the defenders of freedom, a debt of gratitude shall always be owed. To the

VSJ Editorial Board, 1 thank you for adding reason and sanity to the madness that

s modern media. And to the Lord. . . Thankful am I for Life, Liberty, and Love.

The woods are lovely, dark and deep. But I have promises to keep.

And miles to go before I sleep. And miles to go before 1 sleep.

Robert Frost, "Stopping By Woods on a Snowy Evening"



Catherine Lea Michels, M.D.
Hamilton College, B.A.

Georgetown University, M.S.

Manhasset, New York

Classmates, Friends, and Family,

Thank you for the shoulder to lean on, and the reminder of the

better things in life.

Mom and Dad,

Where do I begin to thank you for you tireless love, support,

and understanding? You have been an invaluable source of

security every step of the way. Thank you for encouraging my
hard work along with my smiles.
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Jonathan Taylor Miller, M.D.
Gannon University, B.S.

Saxonburg, Pennsylvania



Jill Wallis Miller-Horn, M.D.
State University of New York, Stony Brook, B.S.

Dowling College, M.S.

Long Island, New York

To my loving family and friends, thank you. I couldn't have done this without your

encouragement.

Thanks especially to my wonderful husband Michael and children Kyle and Jonathan, who

are with me on this light-speed adventure in the Delta Quadrant.

Michael , my love and my best friend, thanks for being by my side and taking care of

EVERYTHING, so I could succeed.

Kyle , thanks for seeing the Yin Yang, for adjusting and understanding, and for always

pitching in to help.

Jonathan , thanks for being a wonderful, interesting child. I'll always love bandaging your

boo-boos and making you chocolate chip cookies.

Ariel , my grown-up, Emmy-winning boy, thanks for graciously listening to gory medical

stories from not only your wife, but your mother as well.

Kelly , my doctor daughter-in-law and closest colleague, thanks for showing me what's to

come.

Larry , my brother, thanks for blessing me with the thought that I'm a role model for your

new baby Rachel, and for all of our children and grandchildren to come.

Barbara . Michael . Ilene . Jennifer , and Aunt Jackie , thanks for understanding. Aunt Ruth .

thanks for changing your mind.

Like Captain Janeway of the Starship Voyager, I promise to bring this crew home.

Love. Jill

Per aspera ad astra Anonymous
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Mohbeen Ahmad Mirza
Villanova University, B.A., B.S.

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

1om and Dad: Thank you for your unconditional love and support throughout

ly life. You have always provided me with advice and guidance yet have

ncouraged me and trusted me to make my own decisions. Mom, your

ompassion, caring, and hugs, have made me smile and always feel loved. Dad,
"

I can one day become half the man you are, I will consider myself a success.

love you both.

isma, Anila, and Faisal: Thank you for blazing the path for me. You have

lways protected and cared for your little brother almost like parents, yet have

•eated me as your equal. I have always been proud of how close we are and

hope that never changes. You have encouraged me in everything I have done

nd have made my life all smiles. I love you.

'o the rest of my family, I thank you for all your love and kindness.

'o my friends, I thank you for making life enjoyable. You made the rough times

asy and the good times even better.

'he saddest thing in life is wasted talent.

A Bronx Tale
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Denise M. Morton, M.D.
Marymount University, B.S.

Langhorne, Pennsylvania

To my parents, words can not express the gratitude that I for you. From

an early age, you always encouraged me and never let me give up on my
dreams. Thank you for all the love and support. Without it, medical

school would have been much more difficult.

To my sisters, thank you for always being there and encouraging me. I

am very proud of you all. MGF.

To my friends, thanks for always being there. My life has been enriched

with you in it.

There is more in us than we know- Ifwe can be made to see it perhaps

for the rest of our lives, we will be unwilling to settle for less.
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GURPREET S. MULTANI, M.D.
Gannon University, B.S.

Wheatley Heights, New York

I would like to thank my mother and father for all of the love

and support they have given me throughout the years.

There are no absolutes (goals), only processes moving with a

Calculus of limits toward those illusionary "goals" (limits).
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Alec Eldar Musten, M.D.
Goucher College, B.A.

Baltimore, Maryland

Dear Mom, Dad, Irene, Tammy, Grandma, Grandpa and

Sobaki,

Thank you all so very much. I could not have done this

without your love, support and encouragement.

There is nothing more important to me than having all of you

in my life.

Irene, I love you, and I look forward to our future together.

Alec £. Mu*f**
t

M.D



Gene Anthony Musto, M.D.
Rutgers College, B.A. ^^

Atlantic City, New Jersey

Mom: Thank you for your lifelong patience, understanding,

love and support. You're the best!! I love you.

John, Virgina, Garry, Tracey, Caleigh: Thank you for

brightening my days when things were gray.

Debbie & George: Thank you for always being there and

providing me with the best ride anyone could ask for.

Carol, Fred, Kara, Marc: Thank you for the conversation.

dinner & support. You kept me sane in Wp PA.

Wolfpack: BBQ's, clubbing (5-spot), B-day parties, Puerto

Rico, Europe, AC breakdown, library lockdown, pho. salt baked

squid, New Delhi, & all the delerium thanks!

Put all your eggs in one basket and watch that basket.

Mark Twain
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Pradeep Krishnan Nair, M.D.
Carnegie Mellon University, B.S.

Somerset, Pennsylvania

Mom and Dad: You are the best parents anyone could ask for.

Your unwavering support, advice and love is the main reason my
dream came true. I cannot thank you enough. Dad, I am proud to

be the next Dr. Nair. I want the legacy that my father started to live

on. The dedication you have shown to your profession is a quality

I have taken to heart. Mom, you were the backbone of the family.

Every success we have starts and ends with you.

To my sister and Mike: Can you believe your brother is a doctor?

Yeah, sometimes even I am surprised. Thanks for your support,

advice and ofcourse the Penguin tickets. I look forward to the many

years we have ahead.

Ally, Meghan, and Baby to be, and maybe Baby to be after

that?: Mamma loves you all very much. No matter what the

situation -good or bad- you always can make me smile. I will

ALWAYS be here for you!

Rob and Beek: We are brothers for life!
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Hong Thu Nguyen, M.D
Cedar Crest College, B.S.

Quakertown, Pennsylvania

To my dear parents, I would like to express my deepest gratitude and

acknowledge your invaluable contribution to my accomplishments

thus far in life. Your commitment and dedication to your children and

their future success is truly an inspiration, and my achievements are a

tribute to the endless sacrifices you have endured through many years.

I am forever grateful to your guidance, sacrifice, and above all, your

enduring love.

To my brothers and sisters, 1 have many thanks and appreciation for

your love and support through my years of education. Hugs and kisses

to all my nieces and nephews!!! You are a joy in my life.

And to my close friends, thanks for all the laughter and those special

moments we share together. No matter where life takes us, these

memories will remain with me for years to come.

Yours truly,

Hong
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Jennifer Nogi, M.D.

v

University of Pennsylvania, B.A.

Clarks Summit, Pennsylvania

Oh, it's delightful to have ambitions. ..And there never

seems to be any endto them-that 's the best ofit. Just as soon

asyou attain to one ambitionyou see another one glittering

higher up still. It does make life so interesting.

Anne Shirley



Christopher M. Notte, M.D,
Muhlenberg College, B.S.

Fort Washington, Pennsylvania

In such venue as this, I find myself at a loss for words. Those who have

known me may find it near impossible, but it is true. 1 can express only

my gratitude.

First and foremost, my greatest thanks to the Lord who has sustained me
and provided this, the great adventure of medical school. Second, to my
wife and best friend, Rachel, who has been my fellow adventurer - thank

you for never leaving my side. Third, to my family, whose prayers - as

evidenced by the signature below - have not gone unanswered. Next, to

my teachers and mentors - you have led me through the uncharted waters

and brought me safely back home (again and again). Finally, to my
friends, whose care and laughter have made the torturous parts bearable

-you are the oddest bunch ofpeople I have ever met (I am glad that I finally

have people to relate to!).

I am in the debt of so many. .

.

The high destiny ofthe individual is to serve rather than to rule...

Albert Einstein
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Matthew J. Novak, M.D.
Wilkes University, B.S.

Athens, Pennsylvania

I would like to thank my family, yet again, for their love, support,

and financial assistance throughout my four years. Without my
parents, I would not be here, literally.

I wish everyone luck and happiness in their future endeavours.

Matt

// 's only after we \e lost everything that we 'refree to do anything.

Tyler Durden - Fight Club
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SUWEBATU OdUNSI, M.D.
University of Texas at Austin, B.A.

Drexel University College of Medicine, M.M.S.

Dallas, Texas

To My Parents:

I Love You. I am so grateful to have parents like you. You

have always provided me with the love, guidance, and support that

I needed. May God continue to bless our family.

To My Brothers (Abideen, Quam, Toyeeb, and Femi):

Thank you for your support throughout the years. I know

that I am the luckiest sister in the world. I could never have wished

for better siblings.

With Love,

Suwebatu Temitope Odunsi



Catherine Oh, M.D.
Cornell University, B.A.

Edison, New Jersey
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Andrew Palladino, M.D.
University of California, San Diego, B.S.

Los Angeles, California

just don't know any other way and because of that I want to thank

my friends for always being there for me when I needed you and

even when I thought that I didn't (Rick, Mark, Anca, Tony, Matty,

Kelly, Chris, Scott, and Claudine). Thank you mom and dad for all

of your love and support, I love you.

/ know that I am meantfor this world

My life has been extraordinary, blessed and cursed and won

Billy Corgan



Alexis R. Palley, M.D.
University of Vermont, B.A.

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
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Suchi Pandey, M.D,
Muhlenberg College, B.S.

Doylestown, Pennsylvania

1om and Dad: Your support, encouragement, and guidance have helped carry

le through the past four years. Your faith in me has never faltered, even through

ome of the rougher patches. I love you both very much. Thanks.

anju: I admire your free spirit and courage to follow your heart. Your words and

dvice often make me forget that you are my younger brother. Thanks for helping

le keep things in perspective.

achin: You constantly surprise me with your maturity, thoughtfulness, and

dent. You are by far the coolest 16 year old out there, and I couldn't have made

these four years without you (and of course all your CDs). Thanks Buji.

'o my friends: Thanks for all the laughs and good times. Things I won't forget:

>iwali show dances. Syncope, post exam chillin' at Taco Bell, Amitab and New
>rleans pranks, living in Pittsburgh, white water rafting, and all the great stories.

hanks for laughing at my silly stories (even after you've heard them a million

mes) and dumb jokes. You all have been great, and I appreciate your support

ver the past four years.

gainst the assault oflaughter nothing can stand.

Mark Twain
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Demetra Diana Pappas, M.D.
Duke University, B.S.

Harvard University Extension School, MA.
Cupertino, California

Thank you Mom, Dad, George, Adriana, Livio, Idona, Vagelis, and

Eikaterina for all ofyour love, support, and encouragement. Words

cannot express how much you mean to me. I could never have done

this without you.

Thank you also to my friends, Marina, Sumana, and Jen. You have

filled my medical school experience with laughter, support, and

friendship. I treasure all the great memories we have had and look

forward to the many more great memories to come.

With all my heart,

Demetra



Monina F. Pascua, M.D., PharmD.
University of the Health Sciences in Philadelphia, B.S.

University of the Health Sciences in Philadelphia, PharmD.
Bensalem, Pennsylvania

ro my Mom and Dad: I want you both to know how thankful 1 am for

he constant love and support which you have given to me throughout

ny life. Without you, I would never have been able to fulfill my lifelong

Iream of becoming a physician. I will never forget how hard you both

vorked and the many sacrifices you have made for me and Mark. I love

'OU.

ro Mark: Thanks for being a younger brother who I admire more than

tnyone. You are so talented and brilliant and I am so proud ofwho you

ire and who you will become. I am always here for you.

ro Ty: You are the love of my life and I thank God everyday for

)ringing you to me. Thank you so much for the caring and support you

lave given to me and for inspiring me to a better person just by your

:xample. You have helped me to know what love is and that dreams do

:ome true.

.earn from yesterday, live for today, hope for tomorrow.

Anonymous
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Kunal Patel, M.D.
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Rosemont College, B.A.

Eatontown, New Jersey

This journey has been long and trying- yet amazing. Lucky

for me, I did not make the journey alone.

Mom and Dad, thank you for being phenomenal parents.

You both went above and beyond the expected. You were

always there for me every step ofthe way. My achievements

are truly yours.

To my family, thanks for all the support and understanding

throughout the years. Your encouragement helped get me
through the rough times.

To my friends, all the laughter and good times are what made

these years so special. Thank you for keeping me smiling

and sane.
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Rupal Patel Khurmi, M.D.
Georgetown University, B.S.

Glenview, Illinois

pecial K and P-daddy: I feel so proud and lucky to have parents like you

ecause you have always gone above and beyond for me and Sapna. I've learned

3 much from the way you live your lives and the example you've set. I love you

oth and will never forget that you always encouraged me to stand up for what I

elieve in, aim for the stars, and to never give up.

appy: I could not have imagined what an amazing experience it would be to go

irough medical school with you. The memories are priceless - hiding silly

lonkey, champagne parties, sushi, rearranging furniture, yummy dinners, Mexico,

ancing escapades, my crown, mountains of books, dadster's cookies, and the

ndless laughter. Hang in there! You're almost done little sis!

unny: When I saw you on my first day of orientation I had no idea that I would

ne day marry you. So much has changed over the past few years but one thing

:mains the same... you're my best friend and you understand my dreams and

oals. Thank you for the support, encouragement, love, laughter, and adventures!

m so excited for our future!

xcellence can be attained if you... CARE more than others think is wise...RISK

lore than others think is safe. ..DREAM more than others think is

radical...EXPECT more than others think is possible.

Anonymous
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Shailesh M. Patel, M.D.
Lehigh University, B.S.

Harrisburg, Pennsylvania

Mom and Dad: Thanks for allowing me to follow my dreams and wishes with

the most loving support and understanding that any son can ask for. Thank you

for teaching me how to lead life to the fullest and how to grow up to be proud of

who 1 am. I can only hope to return to you what you have given up for me
throughout these years. I love you both.

Snehal, KJ & Anish: Thanks for always being there when I needed it. You guys

never complained or questioned anything I asked, but rather supported me in my
endeavors. I can't imagine what other adventures we'll get to share; to think, our

futures together have only just started.

Vanita: To the one person that I shared with the same hardships and successes that

med school can offer. Thanks for sticking with me the entire way. I could not have

made it through med school without missing one step if you had not been there

with me.

To all my other friends: We had so many entertaining moments that never ended.

You taught me the others joys of life. I won't forget you guys.

The gym: my second home.
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Emily A. Peterson, M.D.
Cornell University, B.A.

Racine, Wisconsin

Thanks to my mom and my friends, especially Amy, Jen, and

Lisa for their patience and understanding, and to my grand-

mother, for her support and encouragement.

One should not pursue goals that are easily achieved.

Albert Einstein
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Connie Marie Piccone, M.D.
Villanova University, B.S.

Rockville, Maryland

To My Family:

The love ofa family is so uplifting

The warmth ofafamily is so comforting

The support ofa family is so reassuring

The attitude ofafamily towards each other molds one 's altitudeforever towards the world

Susan Polis Schutz

Thank you for your constant guidance, wisdom, and prayers. I have only accomplished

what I have because of your support. And just for the record... I love you more!

To My Friends:

A friend is someone who understands whatever you do

A friend is someone who tells you the truth about yourself

A friend is someone who knows what you are going through at all times

A friend is someone who supports you at all times

A friend is an extension ofyourselfwithout which you are not complete

Susan Polis Schutz

For listening and talking, for being patient and understanding, for just being there for

me. ..Thank You.

No matter how difficult it may seem, you have within you the power, the ability, and the

knowledge to make things better.

Lindsay Newman
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Greta Lynn Piper, M.D.
Grove City College, B.S.

Brookville, Pennsylvania

Thank you to all of my family and friends for your support and

encouragement through the years. Thank you Mom and Dad for

your love and faith. Thank you Deanna and Chad for being there

to listen and laugh. Thank you Erin for keeping my OCD under

control (more or less). And thank you Nan for always believing in

me.

Oh, and Dad, thanks for taking care of "that."

All this and Heaven too!

John Piper
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Chad Edward Pletnick, M.D.
Wilkes University, B.S.

Edwardsville, Pennsylvania

I want to thank my family and friends for the support they have

given me throughout my life. I would especially like to thank my

fiancee, Heather, for her love and understanding. Medical school

would have been a far more daunting task without her support.

Love and Thanks,

Chad

Theformulafor my happiness: a Yes, a No, a straight line, a goal.

Friedrich Nietzsche



Richard S. Plowey, M.D.
University of Pittsburgh, B.S.

MCP Hahnemann School of Public Health, M.P.H.

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

Mom & Dad Thank you for being such a strong source of encouragement and

support in so many ways.... I believe that nothing is more important than

peace of mind, and nothing contributes to peace of mind more than a loving

family.

Ed & Ken. ...Two great guys that I'm so proud to call my brothers. We've been lucky

to travel this long road together. We're almost there, fellas.

Kate.... The sweetest little girl in the world has grown to be a sophisticated,

accomplished young woman. K8, you've succeeded at everything you've put

your mind to, and have been a great source of inspiration. I just can't wait

to see how far you go!

Jack.... You've grown from babe-magnet to great companion. Good boy!

G, Maple, M-Co, & Landman I couldn't have asked for a better bunch of pals.

Here's to never hanging out in "A" or "C" again.

7?e only way to keep your health is to eat whatyou don 't want, drink what

ou don 't like, and do what you 'd rather not.

Mark Twain
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John Leander Zapanta Po, M.D., Ph.D.
—:

McGill University, B.Sc, M.Sc.

Toronto, Ontario, Canada

will never forget hearing I was accepted into this medical school on my birthday

some 7 years ago. For the opportunity to pursue my dreams, I am truly indebted

to the College of Medicine and this country.

Since leaving Montreal to study in Philadelphia, many have helped me through

my long and sometimes difficult journey through medical and graduate school.

These people are, above all, close to my heart- Gratias multas:

• For their unconditional love and support- My mom and dad.

• For the scholarly inspiration- Joaquin Po.

• For the inspiration to excel- Joseph Lysander Po, M.D.

• For the sense of humor and perspective in life- Leonidas Waldemar
Po, M.B.A.

• For the first opportunity to do research: Gitte Jensen, Ph.D.

• For the camaraderie and encouragement: Peter Katsikis, M.D.,Ph.D.

Most importantly, for the love, the patience, and the inspiration to make me a

better human being- Glenn.

It is good to have an end to journey toward, but it is thejourney that matters in

the end.

Ursula K. LeGuin
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Corinna Miriam Pokorny, M.D.
University of California, Davis, B.S.

Boston University, M.S.

Los Altos Hills, California

Mommus and Daddus: I can't thank you enough for the incredible

support you've given me. You really have gone above and beyond and

it has not gone unappreciated. Even though you were across the

country, I felt like you were right here. You're the best parents ever!

Dennis: Wow.. ..we found each other and it has been wonderful ever

since. Thanks for always looking out for me and encouraging me every

step of the way. I look forward to our fun filled future together :)

Monica: I can't believe we did it! I'm so glad we met each other that first

day of IMS. I'll never forget all the time we spent at Starbucks and

Barnes and Nobles...we should have bought stock! Thanks for being

such a great friend :)

Always laugh when you can. It is cheap medicine.

Lord Byron
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Claudine Natalie Portella, M.D.
Cornell University, B.A.

State University of New York at Albany, M.S.

University of Pennsylvania, M.L.A.

Dix Hills, New York

Try hard to avoid becoming a spectator in life. There are journeys offered

everyday. Some opportunities make grand entrances with bells and fireworks.

Other camouflaged doors open silently. Some arrive just in time to lift you from

drowning in disappointment. New experiences keep the heart hopeful and the

body stimulated.

I have a squad of cheerleaders who encourage me to greet each adventure with

optimism and determination.

Mom, thanks to you I know that I am never alone. You share my moments of

happiness and you carry half the burden when times are more difficult. If I have

any instinct for healing, I know that I inherited it from you.

Dad, you are my guiding light. With your support I have the confidence to

tackle whatever life throws my way. You taught me the value of hard-work and

getting the job done correctly.

Frank, you inspire me to venture beyond my boundaries. Your energy,

creativity, and intelligence add color to my world. I can only hope that your

talents are contagious. I look forward to your graduation and I anxiously await

your future accomplishments.

Derry, you are my loyal companion. You can always count on me for endless

tummy rubs.

Ifyou have built castles in the air, your work need not be lost; this is where they

should be. Now put the foundations under them.

Henry David Thoreau
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Douglas J. Pugliese, M.D.
Indiana University of Pennsylvania, B.S.

Butler, Pennsylvania

To my family: Thank you for your patience and support. Without you my dreams

and achievements would never have been made possible.

To my teachers: Thank you for your enthusiasm and countless hours of hard work.

Connie, Christy, Chris, Quinn, Steve, and Ryan: I can't imagine a guy being any

more lucky than I to have such great friends. Your friendship has meant so much
to me. 1 will miss you all terribly.

To my Dad: / suppose I always knew it, but it was only in the ensuing days after his

diagnosis ofpancreatic cancer that I realized a large part of being a good doctor

is helping people die with dignity. My Dad spent 32 years teaching microbiology

to college students. He was always my greatest teacher in life and in science. And
even as a medical student, he continued everyday to teach me that while we are

powerless to cure all in medicine, we are powerful beyond all measure to comfort

through our sincere expressions ofempathy and understanding. I love you and miss

you Dad.

Love,

Douglas J. Pugliese

Nothing in this world can take the place ofpersistence. Persistence and

determination alone are omnipotent. The slogan "press on " has and always will

solve the problems of the human race.

Calvin Coolidge
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Kristen Helane Quinn, M.D.
University of Notre Dame, B.S.

Georgetown University, M.S.

Worcester, Pennsylvania
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Mom and Dad: Thank you for all of your encouragement and support and for

always believing in me. Your love and guidance is a blessing and has helped

shape the person I am today.

Keleigh: To my sister and my best friend, thank you for always putting things

in perspective - especially throughout medical school. I don't know what I

would ever do without you.

Mike: From the day I received my acceptance letter to graduation day you

have stood by me, supported me, and been there for me. I could never have

done this without you. Thank you for your love, dedication, and friendship.

To my friends and family: Thank you for your support, prayers, and

encouragement. Each of you has done so much to help me achieve my dream

of becoming a doctor.

Keep yourface to the sunshine and you cannot see the shadows.

Helen Keller
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Obie L. Ramsay, M.D.
Chatham College, B.S.

Bridgeport, Ohio

The journey from my hometown in Ohio to graduating from

medical school has been remarkable, challenging, and

rewarding- It is an adventure I could not have made without

the love and support of my husband. To my family and

children- WE made it ! ! Thank you for your help and sacrifices

that allowed me to pursue my dream.

1 .
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Richie K. Rana, M.D.
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Lehigh University, B.A.

Richland, Washington

Mom, Dad, & Sabrina: Thanks for all your help throughout these

grueling years far away from home. Your unconditional support

and love were instrumental in my successes.

To my friends: You know who you are and how important you will

always be to me. Thanks for making med school so much fun and

let us not lose contact despite being scattered all across the country.

You must be the change you wish to see in the world.

Mahatma Gandhi



Mandira Ray, M.D.
Lehigh University, B.A.

Voorhees, New Jersey

ASR

Badness

Cheesecake

Dumb Dumb

Engleman

Fake

Ghetto

Havana

Ice cream

Jayaraman

Kuck

Laconia

Merolli

Non profit

Oedipus

Peacock

Quizas

Ruth Williams

Smiles

TP

Unfun

Voorhees

Wagner's

X:ASH

Yucky
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Erin E. Riggle, M.D.
Pennsylvania State University, B.S.

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania



Catherine Anne Riley, M.D.
Ursinus College, B.S.

New Hope, Pennsylvania

The important thing is this...

To be able at any moment to sacrifice what we are for

what we could become.

Charles DuBois
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Shannon Rogan, M.D.
Boston College, B.S.

Reading, Massechutes
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Brooke K. Rosman, M.D.
Northwestern University, B.A.

Westbury, New York



David Marc Sachs, M.D.
Brown University, A.B.

Bellmore, New York

Wendi - Meeting you was one of the best things that has happened to me. Because of you these last 4

years have been some of the most wonderful years of my life instead of what probably would have been

some of the worst. I think that you are such a special person and I look forward to every day that I am

with you. Your ability to fix whatever went wrong that day with your smile is almost magical. I am

so excited for our future together. SMP!!

Melissa- 1 am so proud of the wonderful person that you have become. Your genuine desire to make

a real difference in your patients' lives is truly inspirational. I hope that I will be as good a doctor as

you will be an OT. Thank you for not only being a great sister, but also for being a great friend.

Opi - You are one of the strongest people that I know. I hope that one day I will become the kind of

person that you are. You are my role model.

Dad - Thank you for all the times that you drove me to swim practice. Thank you for all the times you

would have a catch with me. Thank you for always being there when I needed you and for being a great

friend. Most of all, thank you for showing me how to find the fun in almost every situation, without

which I never would have made it through 4 years of medical school.

Mom - Last but definitely not least. Even though I usually don't like to let you know it, you are one of

the most influential people in my life. Thank you for always pushing me to be the best that I can be.

I know that I don't always show you the appreciation that you deserve, but I want you to know that if

it wasn't for you there is no way that I would be where I am now. You and dad are such important parts

of my life. I owe the both of you everything. I hope that you know that I love you both very much.
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Kori Aryaman Safavi, M.D.
Texas A&M University, B.S.

Dallas, Texas
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Minn Htut Saing, M.D.
University of California, Los Angeles, B.S.

Hong Kong

To my dearest family, May May, Phay Phay, Ma Ma and Ko Ko. Thank

you for all your love, support, advice and guidance. I owe everything that

I have become to you all.

To my dearest Wolfpack, friends and Cyn Cyn. Thank you for making the

memories of the past four years and hopefully many more, some of my
most memorable and heartfelt. It truly was an evolution in knowledge and

experience, an adventure that we all shared, and one that I shall never

forget.



Karla Yolanda Sanchez-Su, M.D.
University of Michigan, B.S.

Timonium, Maryland

I am grateful to all my family for having supported me and encouraged me to

achieve my lifelong dream of becoming a physician.

To my beloved husband, Willie G.: Fate brought us together and we have been

blessed with our precious baby girl. Thank you for all your encouragement,

support and, most of all, your understanding. I love you with all my heart.

To my sweet daughter, Katalina Maria: You bring so much joy to our lives.

You are my inspiration and my heaven.

Papa y Mama: Gracias por su apoyo y comprension. Sobre todo por creer en mi

y darme lo mejor de este mundo: su amor. Les agradezco todo lo que hacen por

Katita.

Carlos, Norma, Carolina and Daniel: Thank you for always believing in me
and for always being there when I needed someone to talk to. You are not only

my brothers and sisters, but my best friends.

Yeya, Tina, Keny y Rosa: Gracias por todo su apoyo y sus consejos. Aunque

esten lejos, siempre las llevo en mi corazon. Las quiero mucho!

The Su Family: Thank you for all your love and support. It is an honor to be a

part of your family.

Wherever the art ofmedicine is loved, there also is love ofhumanity.

Hippocrates
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Eugene C. Santillano, M.D.
University of California, Davis, B.S.

Sacramento, California

The day I left for medical school, I received a letter in the mail indicating that

my medical school was bankrupt! It has been a crazy ride, but I am ready to

catch the train to residency in California. Thanks to everyone that has

supported me through school and life in Philadelphia. Special thanks to my
mother, Elva Manriquez-Kline, my guidance and strength. Thanks to the

class of 2002 for making life in the first years a blast. Gracias a Gilberto

Velazquez, MD, y familia por todo su apollo afuera de California. Much

love for my amazing brothers Daniel, and Robert Santillano, Kent Kline -my

new step father, Olivia Garcia, MD -my UC Davis sister, Desmond Thomas,

MD -the original party animal, Jeanne Bocanegra, Manny DelValle, and

Jessica S WeiszMD -soon enough. To all ofmy family, friends, and mentors

-I have not forgotten. Lastly, to my true classmates ...we made it ! Keep your

head up, and do not let go of your inspirations!

Luv, Geno

Si se Puede!

Ceasar Chavez
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Monica M. Santos, M.D.
University of California, Los Angeles, B.S.

Los Angeles, California

To my family, especially my mom and dad : Thank you for your

unending faith and support throughout this long journey! I can't wait

to come back home!

To ("my cousin") Anna : Thank you for always listening to me
complain!

To Corinna : Thank you for the crazy day-long (and sometimes only

hour-long) study sessions at Starbucks!

To Mike : Thank you for enduring the distance and for always

believing in me! You spoil me with your generosity (thanks for all the

flowers & care packages)! I am the luckiest!

/ love you all 1

.
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Richard F. Scafidi, M.D.
Villanova University, B.S.

Havertown, Pennsylvania

Mom, Dad, and Nicole, thank you for your continual

encouragement, support, and guidance. You've always made

me feel like I could accomplish anything. I also thank you for

having the patience to live with me for the past four years,

especially you, Nicole, that was no easy feat.

Sarah, you're my best friend. I know that it hasn't always been

easy for you, and still you've been behind me. For that and

everything else you do that I can't say in 200 words, I love you.



William E. Schaaf, Jr., M.D
University of Virginia, B.S.Ch.E.

Erie, Pennsylvania

Thank you to my family for all your love, support, and encouragement.

Your examples of persistence, determination, and dedication inspire me

daily. I have always cherished our time together, and look forward to

many more special times.

Love,

Bill

The sea is dangerous and its storms terrible, but these obstacles have

never been sufficient reason to remain ashore... unlike the mediocre,

intrepid spirits seek victory over those things that seem impossible... it

is with an iron will that they embark on the most daring ofall endeavors . .

.

to meet the shadowyfuture withoutfear and conquer the unknown.

Ferdinand Magellan
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Michael Schivo, M.D.
University of California, Davis, B.S.

Los Gatos, California

It's been a wild ride. I took no step alone... thanks to

everyone: professors, residents, friends and family. You'll

all come with me.

Let us go then, you and I, when the evening is spread out

against the sky...



Amy E. Sekara, M.D.
Haverford College, B.S.

Stratford, Connecticut
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Megha Chittaranjan Shah, M.D.
University of Pennsylvania, BA.
Eagleville, Pennsylvania

To Mom and Dad and Neeti:

I could not have come this far without you. I love you so much and I thank you

for everything you have done and continue to do for me. I know that no matter

where I go or what I do, you will always be waiting for me with open arms,

love and support. You have been my greatest supporters and have always

made me feel as though I could conquer the world in a single day. Thank you

for believing in me.

To Kevin:

You are the love of my life and the light in my soul, my best friend and my
partner forever. I look forward to a lifetime of giving, loving, sharing and

laughing with you. I love you from the earth to the sky and beyond!

To my new family:

Thank you for welcoming me into the family with open arms and making me
feel so loved. I feel blessed to be part of such a wonderful family.

To my friends - Thank you for all of the good times! I cherish the times we
have spent together and appreciate all of the support.

y



Sapna Shah, M.D.
Pennsylvania State University, B.A.

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
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Jeffrey Lee Shapiro, M.D.
Muhlenberg College, B.S.

Richboro, Pennsylvania
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Mom, Dad and Ashley: Thank you for your continuous support and

love in pursuing my dream. I could have never done it without you.

Shari: For putting up with all of the "medical talk", dealing with long

hours and sleepy phone calls, it is comforting to know that you are

always there for me. Thank you for taking my mind away from the

rigors of a demanding career. I love you.

My Friends and Family: I have always enjoyed being the "medical

encyclopedia" you look to with all your questions. Thank you for your

support and encouragement.

Education is the ability to listen to almost anything without losingyour

temper or your selfconfidence.

Robert Frost



Lee Ellen Sheinkopf, M.D.
University of Pennsylvania, B.A.

Phoenix, Arizona
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Marina Shtern, M.D.
Franklin and Marshall College, B.A.

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Success is getting whatyou want. Happiness is wanting whatyou get.

Dale Carnegie
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Richard Joseph Simmons, M.D
Union College, B.S.

Hightstown, New Jersey

Mom and Dad: After 20 straight years ofpaying for my education,

you can finally stop. I hope I made you proud. I love you.

Clifand Ry: Thanks for being my brothers for the past 1 2 years. In

the immortal words ofDr. John C. Lanning, "Here's to us, and those

like us."

Mike and Scott: You helped make this med school thing a tolerable

and entertaining process. My door is forever open to you.

The physician 's is the highest and worthiest of all occupations, or

would be ifhuman nature did not make superstitions and priests

necessary.

Mark Twain
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Amy Lynn Simon, M.D.
University of Florida, B.S., M.S.

Clearwater, Florida

Thank you Mom for everything, without your support

and encouragement I would have never made it this far.

I Love You, Amy
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Cardinale B. Smith, M.D.
Rutgers University, B.A.

Mantua, New Jersey

Mom, Mama, and Dada- How am I supposed to thank the three most

important people in my life? Whether it was emotional, financial or spiritual

support whenever I needed you, you were there. I just hope that one day I

will be able to repay you even a fraction of what you have given me. I may
have learned a lot in medical school, but you taught me the most valuable

lesson of all- LOVE!

Greta Jr. (Merci)-We are sisters by blood, but friends by choice. I know

that being the "big" sister has not always been easy. You have always helped

me and listened to me whenever I needed it. You are the best older sister I

could have asked for. P.S. My nieces and nephews will reap the rewards!

Ryan- You have always been there for me when I needed you. You believed

in me when I did not believe in myself. When I thought something was too

hard you always made it seem as if it was a piece of cake. You have been

my strength these last four years and I could not have made it without your

constant love and support. I love you!

There is only one happiness in life, to love and be loved.

George Sand
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Nicole Smith, M.D.
University of Maryland, College Park, B.S.

MCP Hahnemann University, M.M.S.
Silver Spring, Maryland

I would like to thank my family and friends for their unlimited

support, encouragement and love. You all provided me with

strength when I thought I had none left so for that I owe you

many, many thanks.

i
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Rebecca L. Smith, M.D.
The Pennsylvania State University, B.S.

Elliottsburg, Pennsylvania

Gram & Pap: I did it. Gram & Pap! I know that you cannot be with me in the

flesh, but you will always be with me in spirit. I will listen for your whisper of,

"Way to go. Doc!" as 1 finally get that long, white coat slipped over my shoulders.

Miss you both and know that I take you two with me everywhere I go. Thank you.

Mom & Dad: Thank you for teaching me the value of being true to that which

makes you whole. You both have instilled in me the very values that will make

me a good doctor and a great person. For that, I will always be indebted to you.

Shannon: When times are great, I look forward to celebrating with you. When
times are tough, I look forward to crying on your shoulder. And all the times in

between, I look forward to just holding your hand. —143—

/ could not, at any age, be content to take my place

by the fireside and simply look on. Life was meant to be lived.

Curiosity must be kept alive. One must never, for whatever reason,

turn [her] back on life.

Eleanor Roosevelt

Ifyou can 't get rid of the skeleton in your closet,

you 'd best teach it to dance.

George Bernard Shaw
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Melissa R. Stegner, M.D.
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Franklin and Marshall College, B.A.

East Berlin, Pennsylvania
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To my family - Mom, Dad, Nicole, & Paul, Jr.

Thank you for your support, prayers, and encouragement. Ten years

ago, I would have never imagined that I'd be where I am today - anMD
and a Naval Medical Officer. I couldn't have done it without you. You
have been my personal fan club, giving me strength to get through the

low points and being there to celebrate all of the great ones!

To Grandma Stegner & DeFini

I have been blessed twice to have BOTH grandmothers in my life. The

two of you have believed in me throughout. Grandma DeFini, you are

my angel in Heaven. You always had total confidence in my dreams.

I wish that you could see me become an MD. However, I know you'll

be with me in spirit forever.

Two roads diverged in a wood, and I... I took the one less traveled by,

and that has made all the difference.

Robert Frost



University of Scranton, B.S.

Lake Ariel, Pennsylvania

Kara J. Suche, M.D.

s~
Mom & Dad: I could never express how lucky and blessed I feel to have you for

my parents. Not only do I love you as individuals, but I love the uniqueness and

comedy that you bring out in each other. I could never have done anything

without you by my side.

Kim & Kristen: They say that as you get older your sisters become your best

friends. I'm so proud to have you as BOTH and lucky to have had such wonderful

role models.

Friends: Karen, you are such a part of me. You have helped me overcome so

many obstacles just by being at by side. There are no words. You are everything

a best friend could ever be. Rupal, meeting you was my best part of school. I

actually used to look forward to studying with you and sharing our stories. I've

never met a person more generous with her time or her heart. I am truly a better

person for having known you. Yvonne, best thing I ever did was beg you to be

my roommate. Sapna, Sam, Shannon, Megha, Ann, Kori, Jim, all my other

friends you are what made school bearable and fun (?) Good Luck!

Some people come into our lives and quickly go. Some stay for awhile, leave

footprints on our hearts, and we are never ever the same.

Anonymous



Karen E. Taverna-Miller, M.D.
Bryn Mawr College, A.B.

Easton, Pennsylvania
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Nyali E. Taylor, M.D.
Rutgers University, B.A.

MCP-Hahnemann School of Public Health, M.P.H.

South Brunswick, New Jersey

^ N
This is a time in my lite which I have both anticipated and feared...my first real job!!! It

has been a long road that I wasn't sure actually had an end until now. I want to thank

everyone that helped me on this journey.

To my parents:

You deserve everything in this world for getting me to where I am today. Not only have

you been supportive and caring, but you have also been the best of friends to me. I only hope

that 1 have made you as proud of me as I am of you.

To my family:

I recognize that my family worked as a village to raise me. I am a blessed child to be

surrounded by multiple mothers, fathers, and siblings who protect me, provide an

abundance of good memories, and give me the confidence to face the world.

To my friends:

Each of you has enriched my life, and I truly appreciate it. There is no substitute for friends

who know just the right time to give a call, hang out, or just listen. I couldn't have done

it without you guys!!!

I love you all.

U?ok well into thyself; there is a source of strength which will always spring up if thou

wilt always look there.

Marcus Aurelius Antonius (121-180 AD)
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Karolyn Teufel, M.D.

4

University of Scranton, B.S.

Kingston, Pennsylvania

I met a little cottage Girl:

She was eight years old, she said;

Her hair was thick with many a curl

That clustered round her head.

"Sisters and brothers, little Maid,

How many may you be?"

"How many? Seven in all," she said,

And wondering looked at me.

from We Are Seven by William Wordsworth

You helped to refashion the dream ofmy heart, and made me turn

eagerly to it. .

.

Grace Strieker Dawson
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Reshma Thadani, M.D.
Tufts University, BA.

Columbia University, M.P.H.

Walnut Creek, California

Dear Samir (L.B.),

I cannot thank you enough for all the support and encouragement you have

given me. From the long frustrating years of trying to achieve my dream through

the highs and lows of the last four years, you have been my anchor. You are

always there for me with a "yeah Fif ' when I have good news or a "poor Fif

'

when I need a friend. I am lucky to have you as my brother, my best friend, and

my future colleague.

Dear Mom and Chow,

You knew this was my childhood dream and you stood by me through the long

years of not knowing if this would happen. Well, it finally has, and I want to

thank you for your support and your countless sacrifices.

Dear Friends (both near and far),

Thanks for your friendship and the memories. I could not have made it through

the last four years without your support.

We ourselves feel that what we are doing is just a drop in the ocean.

But the ocean would be less because of that missing drop.

Mother Teresa

M b.



Samantha Toerge, M.D.
Amherst College, B.A.

Potomac, Maryland
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Saddad Z. Toor, M.D.
Villanova University, B.S.

Lake Hiawatha, New Jersey

Ami Jaan and Abu Jaan - Thank you for the love and support you gave

through these four years. No matter what the situation, I know I can count

on you. With residency so near, I'll need a little more of that love. So, can

I borrow some money?

Wahab, Saneeha, and Zayn -You are three reasons why life is so great

and why the future is something to look forward to. You inspire me to do

the best and be the best.

Sajjad - You've been both my good luck charm and inspiration since the

beginning. I know I can always look up to you, literally.

To my dearest friends - 1 will always cherish the moments that we have

had and I look forward to the ones to come.

Experience is not what happens to a man; it is what a man does with what

happens to him.

Aldous Huxley

1



J. Matthew Valosen, M.D.
Washington and Jefferson College, BA.
Clarksville, Pennsylvania

,

The words "thank-you" cannot appropriately convey the appreciation I have for

my family and friends. I have the best grandparents, aunts, and uncles anyone

could ask for. To my sisters Natalie and Carrie, you always stood by me no matter

what. You kept me aware of the big picture. No brother is luckier than me than

to have sisters like you. To my Mom and Dad, not one of my dreams would have

become a reality without your undying support and encouragement. I think it's

fitting that this degree bear the initials "M" and "D", because my Mom and Dad

had so much to do with me getting this far. Finally, to my wife Cindy, who helped

me to understand. When I started this journey through medical school, I thought

becoming a doctor was the most important thing in the world. But, I was wrong.

You are the most important part of my life. During this journey, you picked me
up when I was down, congratulated me when I did well, and inspired me to be

better than even I thought I could be. I'm a better person because of you.

Ifone advances confidently in the direction ofhis dreams, and endeavors to live

the life he imagined, he will meet with a success unexpected in common hours.

Henry David Thoreau
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Todd J. Vinovrski, M.D.
Wilkes University, B.S.

Courtdale, Pennsylvania

When the day is done,

Down to earth then, sinks the sun

Along with everything that was lost and won

When the day is done.

Nick Drake
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Amy M. Vyas, M.D.
Muhlenberg College, B.S.

Bethlehem, Pennsylvania

Mom and Dad: Words cannot express my love and gratitude to you both. You have

made every moment of my life full of joy. Your constant encouragement gave me
confidence to believe in myself. Thank you for being my partners on this journey - there

is no way I would' ve made it this far without you. I am truly blessed to grow up in the

shadows of 2 great people. Because of you, I wear an ever-present smile and spread an

air of happiness around me.

Sheila: To my most favorite sister! Your generosity & encouragement have been my
constant. You selflessly give with incomparable compassion. I appreciate all you've

done for me. You are living example ofthe true definition ofsisterhood. I wish I could

reciprocate half as much as you've done for me. I'm glad you chose the purple and

yellow spotted egg...!!

Gaurav: You've added so much joy and laughter to our family. I'm so privileged to

have a brother-in-law like you.

Such i/K unal : 8 and 4 years ! From Muhlenberg to MCPHU, thanks for being my partner

in crime - and keeping the pranks alive. Thank you both, and of course AT, for always

making me smile, laugh louder than usual, and making these 4 great memorable years!

Actions alone you can control; But their results, you cannot choose.

Be not the author of the fruits; Yet to inaction, be not drawn.

Bhagavad Gita, Chapter 2, Verse 47.
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Serv S. Wahan, D.M.D., M.D
Washington State University, B.S.

Tufts University School of Dental Medicine, D.M.D.
Newcastle, Washington

I have to give thanks and a little credit to Mila for motivating

me when I needed a little push now and then. I have to thank

my family and especially my mom for her support through

the countless years of schooling I have endured. It's been a

long road and it's not over yet, but at least I don't have to pay

tuition ever again.
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Kimberly Walker, M.D.
Xavier University of Louisiana, B.S.

Largo, Maryland

Thanks mom and dad, for everything. If I ever needed anything you

were right there. I love, cherish, and appreciate you both. I'll pay you

back, I promise.

Hang in there little brother. I love you. Don't you worry about anything,

it really wouldn't even matter.

To the host of family and friends who kept me in their prayers, offered

words of encouragement and support, I am forever grateful. Your acts

of kindness will never be forgotten.

Love Always,

KIM

Some people succeed because they are destined to, but most people

succeed because they are determined to.

Roscoe Dunjee
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Thaddeus P. Waters, M.D.
Washington and Lee University, B.A.

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

To whoever reads this: medical school, contrary to other reports,

is NOT easy.

For all ofyou who have been along for part, or all of the ride (I am
so sorry)...you can now exhale.

There is NO WAY I would have gotten this far without all of your

love and support. I know I will forget some people, but I especially

want to thank: Mom and Dad, Beth, Oates, Allison, Slag, King,

Dodge, the dogs, Patricia, Phil, Nana, Pop-pop, Chrissy, Dr. Wapner,

Michelle, Robin, Dr. Minassian, Colin and the NIH (for all of the

wonderful trips).

Oh, there will be no money, but on your death bedyou will receive

total consciousness ...So, I have that goingfor me.

Anonymous
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Stefanie Wauk, M.D.
University of California, Davis, B.A.

Palo Alto, California

I want to thank my family and friends for the vast amount oflove,

understanding and support they have given me during my long

journey to and through medical school. I have learned so much

from each and every one of you.

Thanks and love especially to AW, LW, TW, TL, JS, AB, BB,

KB, HF, DW, OM, MB, SJ, JL, AG, and CL.

-Stefanie

Survival is Nature's onlyform offlattery.

Anonymous
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Lisa M. Werkheiser, M.D,
Wilkes University, B.S.

Saylorsburg, Pennsylvania

To all my friends and family, especially Mom and Dad, I owe

you the most sincere thanks for your support. I couldn't have

done it without you!

To my best friend Kori, I thank you forjust simply be there. You

made me want to be a better student and a better person. Most of

all, you made me laugh when I needed it most. I am grateful for

all you have added to my life.

Love you all,

Lisa
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D. Andrew White, M.D.
Oberlin College, B.A.

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

-N

Mom & Dad - Thanks for all the years of support (emotional and financial! ),

care packages, vacations, and let's not forget food! ! You believed in me, and

now 23 years after I first said "I wanna' be a doctor," I've finally made it!

Chris - Thanks for being yourself all these years, and don't sweat Captain

Cracker, he'll lay offonce a plan comes together. Besides, I hear Italy's nice

this time of year...

To my family - Thanks for the holidays, cross-country drives, rants, and

raves. Your advice and guidance were priceless.

To my friends - Thanks for putting up with my sparse communication and

general lack of availability. Wherever we may roam, and no matter how

much time passes, I'll think of you often. Keep in touch!!

Karen - Like I said in the beginning, you get it. Without you, I'd have gone

crazy well before I ever made it this far. The best thing about medical school

has been the time I've spent with you. I look forward to many more

adventures at your side. "I wonder where we 11 end up... " "Awayfrom the

things ofman, my love, awayfrom the things ofman. " - Joe vs. the Volcano

Try not. Do, or do not. There is no "try.
"

Yoda
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Brandon J. Wilding, M.D.
Brigham Young University, B.A.

Bountiful, Utah

I am particularly indebted to my wife and daughter for the many diversions that have

helped keep my priorities clearly in focus. The hiking, canoeing, horseback riding,

skiing, gingerbread cookies and children's stories were a much needed reality check. It

has been said that, a happy is the man who has found his wife, his work and his worship

and loves all three. That is a fitting description of the last four years for me. I love you

Angie and Brittany. 1 am richly blessed with extended family and friends and another

daughter en route.

As residency begins, I hope to maintain an appropriate balance between responsibilities

to family, friends, patients and most importantly to God. To borrow a plea from the Oath

of Maimonides, Thy eternal providence has appointed me to watch over the life and

health of Thy creatures. May the love for my art actuate me at all times; may neither

avarice nor miserliness, nor thirst for glory, or for a great reputation engage my mind....

May I never see in the patient anything but a fellow creature in pain. Grant me strength,

time and opportunity always to correct what I have acquired always to extend its domain;

for knowledge is immense and the spirit ofman can extend infinitely to enrich itself. .0

God, Thou hast appointed me to watch over the life and death ofThy creatures; here am

I ready for my vocation, and now I turn unto my calling.

Happiness is the object and design ofour existence; and will be the end thereof, ifwe

pursue thepath that leads to it; and thispath is virtue, uprightness,faithfulness, holiness,

and keeping all the commandments of God.

Joseph Smith
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Wendi Elaine Wohltmann, M.D.
University of California, Riverside, B.S., M.S.

San Jose, California

God: Thank you for blessing me with so many gifts: my family, my friends, the very special opportunity i

to practice medicine. Please watch over me as I set out onto this new journey as a physician. I love you.

Mom and Dad: You always taught me that I could do anything I wanted. I thank you so much for that.

Your unconditional love and support has been phenomenal. Thanks for always being there. I only hope

to continue to make you proud. I love you both so much.

.locelyn and .lanelle: You two are the most beautiful, intelligent, hilarious sisters a girl could ask for. I

treasure every moment we spend together. 1 am truly blessed to have you both in my life. 1 am so proud

of the women you have become. I love you. Yo dukes!!

Grandma: You are one of the strongest people 1 have ever known. I miss Grandpa and I know he is

smiling down upon us from Heaven. Thank you for everything and I love you.

Friends: I had no idea I would meet so many great people in medical school - I thought you would all

be a big bunch of dorks! Thankfully, I was wrong. To everyone who enriched my life and put a smile on

my face. I thank you. I wish you only the best in your future endeavors.

Special Thanks To: Hotel Morton, Alden Park, Jeff Reed, Hello Kitty, Shannon Clark. M.D., Dansko,

Mr. and Mrs. Sachs. Rita's Water Ice, Jeff at Salon L'etoile, Mary O'Toole, HOP Salvation Army Clinic,

Janet and Anne Marie, all of the mothers who let me deliver their babies, my Pink Barbie backpack,

Laurissa Kashmer. everyone who came to my aerobics classes, Smashing Pumpkins, Fresca, and finally.

the King of Prussia Mall, the second best thing about the East Coast...

David: My angel. You are amazing. Thanks for: the answering machine message after the formal,

listening, all of my nicknames, the care packages during boot camp, helping with the yearbook when no

one else would, your unwavering support, making me laugh a million, trillion times, always being in a

good mood post-call, putting things into perspective, your ever-positive attitude, always offering to take

the Whipples during surgery, all of the pep talks, putting up with me when 1 am "difficult", but most of

all for being the truly wonderful person that you are. You are a diamond in the rough. I love you, big guy.

God gave you brains and talent, but it 's what you do with them that really matters:

you've got to make a difference, you've got to make a contribution to humanity.

Bill Wohltmann >

s
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Yanghee Woo, M.D.
Princeton University, B.A.

Cresskill, New Jersey

To my family and friends whose love and support have endured my idiosyncratic

ways and serendipitous road in life: Thank you! I love you all very much.

It is my prayer that as I enter my training to become a surgical oncologist, my
ambition will remain for neither gold nor fame but "Soli Deo Gloria."

Then, Jesus came to them and said, 'All authority and heaven and earth has been

given to me. Therefore, go and make disciples ofall nations, baptizing them in the

name ofthe Father andofthe Son andofthe Holy Spirit, and teaching them to obey

everything I have commandedyou. And surely I am with you always, to the very

end ofage.

'

Matthew 28:18-20

For it is written, "Behold, lam coming soon! My reward is with me, and I will give

to everyone according to what he has done. lam theAlpha and the Omega, the First

and the Last, the Beginning and the End. Blessed are those who wash their robes,

that they may have the right to the tree of life and may go through the gates into

the city.

"

Revelations 22:12-14

Nowfaith is being sure ofwhat we hopefor and certain ofwhat we do not see.

Hebrews 11:1
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Farrah Daly Yuko Fukuda David Gayeski Oyebukola Grant Christi Joy Inman

Simon Lee Ernest Madhavan Bronwyn Nair Tara Pundiak Danielle Raimond

Patricia Roy Judith Ruffin Brenna Slater Jeffrey Ward Nicole Williams

Camera Shy Classmates

Amy Wiser Jung Yoon

Rasheed Abassi

Michael Crowder
George Dreszer

Barbara Eisenberg

Andrea Grace

Jeremy Herman
Haleema Javid

Robin Lowenthal

David Lucas

Philip Neubauer
Wadicar Nugent

Alison Shaw
Derek Sun
Ik Sung
Nicole Thomas
Huan Vu
J.P. Welsh
Edward Yoo
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8th PIL orientation begins with Oren Janus case.

Paul, Wendi, Minli, Trish and Parth vanish

from PIL. Paul reappears 2 weeks later.

2-6th

6th

9th

13th

14th

31st

6th

10th

23rd

o
Orientation Week

White Coat Ceremony

Block one begins - first meetings with

cadavers. Scott, Mike, Karen, Anthony,

Cathy, Paul, Melissa, and Dave perform

their first "surgery" a few weeks later.

Andrew Palladino throws his first party.

Welcome party at The Edge

First IFM exam & first IFM post-exam party

at Billy Murphy's...Dave is guest bartender.

CO

Labor Day weekend... our first day off!!!

Gross Anatomy lectures begin: Donn

Vivianni is the lucky model for Dr. Barnes'

thoracic surface anatomy demonstration.

First PIL Post-Exam Party at Murphy's. Billy

takes Jen DeGeus and Amy Baranoski on a

tour of his kitchen. Bronwyn and Wendi

discover the joys of drinking from the tap.

uii?
8/13
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sd through the pubs of Manyunk.

Many attended, few remember much,

all survived.

PIL camping/hiking trip along the

Appalachian Trail. The group's gourmet

cooking weekend was cut short when it

began to downpour, and an enjoyable meal

at Denny's was had by all.

23rd Halloween Party at Memorial Hall

ovember
l6tl 76ers star Matt Geiger joins us for a

Post-Kxam Party at Sugarmom's.

Thanksgiving Break... Thank goodness!

10/8
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lighting up the Millenium DiwaJj Show

Winter Break... Much needed. ..\\

Millenium Celebration... Y2K'

2

Z/18

What Y2K???

First PIL exam returnee

it...)

Neuroanatomy begins for PILs and new

appreciation for the French language

soon follows - "Le Olive", etc.

Pradeep Nair parties it up at the AMSA

party at Grand Anse Beach, Grenada,

West Indies.

First IPA exams

THE "RESUME THE POSE" TOUR
Come out and meet the

SMASHING
PUMPKINS
LIVE on WEDNESDAY
MARCH 1st from 6-7 P.M.

atTOWER SOUTH STREET
• The Smashing Pumpkins will be here

tor one hour only.

• The Pumpkins will sign only one item

per person.

• Entry to the store is on a first come.

first served basis.

Sour* *> SCo^

Snow Day!!!

Micro/Immuno/Biochem begin for PIL

students.

Sixty Five Roses Valentine's Day Rose Sale

for Pediatric Interest Group.

Continue plugging away in the labs...

Pediatric AIDS Benefit Concert

Dr. Mann's Paper Whipple Surgery Demo

Black Cultural Extravaganza

Deja vu Winter semiformal at the

Fairmount Park Horticultural Center,

followed by Matt Valosen's infamous

post-formal bash.

March
1st

7th

24th

26th

Julie Marquez, Andrew Palladinc

Wcndi Wohltmann waited in line for

hours to meet the Smashing Pumpkins.

1FM Class visits the Inglis House

Andrew's Toga Party. . .Karen Ben

recaps the night, 1 saw Don

willie all night long!"

Scott Bricker and Sara Pohl's baby

shower hosted b\ Nicole Stromb.

i



Spring Break!!!

1 Oth 1 50-Year Celebration of Women's Medical

College.

1 5th The Golden Apple Awards

24th The Primary Care Practicum starts.

27th Another crazy night at Arena's. Andrew,

Donn, and Dave sing an oldie but a goody

at karaoke: "My Ding-A-Ling", while an

underage Parth and Janelle Wohltmann

sneak past the ID checkers.

28th Cameron Blair Pohl Bricker is born to

Scott Bricker and Sara Pohl with a birth

weight of 8lbs, 6ozs.

30th March of Dimes Walk for the Cure.

w
A
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1st

5th

6th

16th

26th

Squirrels in C9H! Must be all the study

snacks lying around...

Class of 2003 Auction at Arena's. Some

memorable bids: $50 to have Jon Miller

clean an apartment in a french maid outfit,

$20 for a boot camp workout with Kate

Duffett, $10 for Dave Sachs and Donn

Vivianni to wash Orit's car in their speedos.

Suwebatu's 24th birthday party!

Amy Simon, Jon Miller and Kate Duffett host

the first Alden Park BBQ to raise money for

their marathon training.

The Free Party - complete with Minh as

guest DJ, skinny dipping and dancing on

the tables!! Who says med students don't

know how to party?

4/30 .
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The last day of first year!!! End of the year

barbecue held indoors due to rainy

weather. Later that night we partied it up

at Egypt nightclub.

1 2th Nyali Taylor and other members of the

SNMA travel to Jamaica on a medical

mission trip to help the underprivileged.

16th Kevin, Lynn, Jason, Erin and Guillermo

enjoy summer break in South Beach.

24th Jamie Diet/, and William Murphy get

engaged.

5/26

6/24
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5th

6th

8th

Mike Crowder and Wendi Wohltmann

arc subjected to the "new and impro

Air Force boot camp in 1 10 degi

Alabama, complete with daily tarn runs,

buzz cuts for the guys, countless

push-ups, and LOTS of veiling.

Steve Chan, Uric Farabaugh, Mark

Messick, Doug Pugliese, Dani Raimond

and Melissa Stegner struggle hard to

endure the "country club" atmosphere

of the Navy boot camp in lovely Rhode

Island.

Jen DeGeus and Emily Peterson \isit

Chateau de Versailles outside of Paris.

Michael and Cindy Conroy get married.

5th

7th

26th

lakini Garrett marries Darren

Ainsworth at Andrews AFB.

First day back for 1FM... Ugh! 800-

page Fundamentals Module Guide!

Andrew Levinson marries Stephanie

Avila.

8th

15th

Jason Kosove and his wife welcome their

new baby girl, Megan.

2nd Alden Park BBQ

r
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10th Paint Ball in the Poconos. . .poor Kendall

Kessler falls and breaks his ankle during

heavy combat.

14th Halloween Party at Memorial Hall

I ovember
1st Erin, Jason, Lynn and Kim cheer on the

Allen Iverson and the 76ers!

5th Denise throws Wendi a suij

party, complete with a Barbie b-day

25-26th Thanksgiving Break!



Decemb
1 llh Kobie Foxx bora to Rashida Gray and

Kenneth Foxx, MD.

1 2th Kelly and Maggie chair the Toys for Tots

program, collecting hundreds of toys for

underpriveleged youth.

1 6th Carolyn Smith's out of control

bachelorette party at Polyestlier's.

23rd Carolyn Smith marries Air Force pilot

Jim Lacey.

24th Zlianna gets her U.S. citizenship and

becomes Jane Mayrin.

&&
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January
zoui

8th

cfm intersession... Thanks for the

memories, Grace!

Jason Kosove wows us with his "Who Wants

to be a Millionaire" appearance. The

answer is Sharone, Jason.

#,

12/16

.

12/23

ebruary
25 th Reshma Thadani and a million of her

best friends celebrate her 29th birthday.

March
5-9th IFM Spring Break... Jason and Minn

vacation in Jamaica while most of the class

is studying for the Pharmacology final!

5th Richie, Suchi and Srinesh party in New

Orleans.

1 6th Pediatric AIDS Benefit Concert

i
,\

<&

April
J 4th Nabisco Cookie Factory Tour for CPM . .

.

a drank factory worker stumbled into the

"roup moments after this picture was

taken. 5/18
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FARADISE FOUND

HAWAII

••*

8th Last day of 2nd year BBQ at Qiu

Lane, with a giant air mattn cr.

14th-??? Return to Queen Lane to study for the

dreaded I SMLI< Step 1

.

18th Chris Evans, l/aura Hribar, [jeoma

Isiadinso, and Nyali Taylor become the

first class to graduate from the MCPHI

School of Public Health.

25th Wendy Weston's bachelorette party.

j

1st

2nd

10th

14th

15th

16th

17th

24th

27th

19th

Weston marries Michael

Gejer in the Bahamas.

Amy Baranoski marries Class of 2001

alum Martin Forsberg.

Keri, Karen, Cathy and Brenna take a

post-Step 1 trip to Costa Rica.

Dave and Wendi swim with wild dolphins

in Hawaii.

Maggie Jeffries and her best friend from

college swim with the stingrays.

Brian and Caroline Honbo get married.

Trishna Goswami gets engaged.

Paul and Sanjay are constantly nustaken

for NFL players while in Hong Kong

. . .they play along with it, of course.

Orientation to 3rd Year - We begin to

overcome fear of S.O.A.P. notes, the

class disperses :-( We get much less

sleep, we partake in our first surgeries

(Ah! The memorable retraction of the

pannus), the beach at Monmouth.

iarriage of Oyebukola Oyedivan and

Keita Antron Grant

Kesha Allen gets engaged to Joseph

King. HUH Class of '98.

ugust
8th John Leander Po defends his Ph.D. thesis.

c 1

V 9/22



Halloween Party at Memorial Hall

29th Matt and Jason break out their terrible

towels to root for the Pittsburgh Steelers

at Heinz Field.

ovemoe
2nd Kevin and Megha

30th Chad Pletnick gets engaged to Heather

Bonner.

Karen Taverna has a run-in with the law

during her bachelorette party. . .ok, so

they were strippers dressed up as cops.

Karen manages to recover and marries

David Miller.

2 2

igh his beloved Steelers don't

make it to the Superbowl, Pradeep Nair

ends up going anyway (he couldn't unload

is tickets).

Febr
14th Jen DeGeus celebrates her birthday with

friends at Pod.

Brooke Rosman hangs out on the street

of Pittsburgh with "KISS' members

during her surgery rotation.

Senior Day - Start thinking about

residency - Oh, no!

iVIay

Sapna Shall gets engaged to Michael

ker.
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8/31

15th Jon and Melissa Miller get married.

20th Makini gives birth to M'kayla Ashanti

Ainsworth in twenty minutes on her bed

at 1439 E. Howell St.

21st Quinn and Rachel Kirk's Wedding.

2 ()th Martha Eberhardt marries Andrew

Wittenberg.

1st Fourth Year is here!!! Away rotations

begin (be on your best behavior!)

6th Matt and Cindy Yalosen tie the knot.

13th Orit Markowitz weds Dimitri Venae

17th Rick, Rick, and Kiniber go fishing in

Avalon, New Jersey. . .Rick P. would like

to point out who's fish is bigger.

20th Maggie and Anjali chicken out and sit

in the second row on Nitro.
r

8/31

* SKTIS

V

*

SJ

Gotta get my letters, gotta get my transcript...

31st Katie Duffett weds Michael Crowder.

Shannon Rogan gets engaged to Louis

Bottari.

September
What about USMLE 2? I cannot figure out KRAS!

7th The wedding of Kimber and Tami Bogush.

i
- *y.

10/6 11/16 v.

7e are on our way to residency...

6th Members of our class join "Dr. Quinn.

Medicine Woman" in America's Walk for

Diabetes (no relation to Kristen).

14th Halloween Party

U
i\

ovember
Residency interviews begin!

(Gotta get my suit, gotta get new s

1st The all-feared ERAS deadlii

16th The annual Diwali Sh

23rd Alisa Merolli g< hn

Gelthiser, Class of 2i

30th Rupal Patel marries xm\

Sunny Khurmi.



ecemoer
The season of interviews...' Drexel has a med school?'

MATCH DAY!!!!!! We have JOBS!!!!

Other Headlines: Nancy Wins Millions

(well sort of!); Match Day Parties galore!

Hannah Wilding is bom to proud parents

Brandon and Angie, and sister Brittany.

Final farewell BBQ at AGH

Mary Chasko and Jon Bush get engaged.

Dana Castafero weds Eric Farabaugh.

Renee Grunstein marries Jonathan Penn.

Samantha Toerge marries John McShane.

iVlay
c)th Lost day of rotations - last day of our

medical school career! Return pagers

(Pass Go, Collect $100).

1 3th Senior Formal at the Horticultural Center.

14th Alumni luncheon, awards banquet, class

photo.

Commencement Celebration

GRADUATION!!!! We are DOCTORS!!!!

dates preci!
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Over the past four years we studied hard, but

we had a lot of fun too. It all started with the

highlight of Orientation Week, the WhiteCoat
Ceremony on August 6, 1999. Wegotaglimpse

of what it feels like to be a "real" doctor when
we received our white coats and took the

Hippocratic Oath for the first time. One of the

big events each fall was the Halloween Party

at Memorial Hall in Fairmount Park. Each

winter we all dressed in our best for the

Winter Formal. Four years of partying

culminated in our Match Week festivities.

From the Pre-Match party at Red Bell

Brewery, to the Match itself on March 20,

2003, to the Post-Match Party at Finnegan's

Wake and all the parties in between, a

memorable time was had by all. Our final

class celebration before graduation was the

Senior Formal held on May 13, 2003 at the

Horticultural Center. We hope that the

following pages make you smile as you
reflect on our class events.

\

J

White Coat Ceremony White Coat Ceremony White Coat Ceremorr
241
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3esfc, Wor^t, Funniest. ff Top Ten Th

.Med School Memories
WORST MED SCHOOL MOMENT: "\

Parth Amin- The day my elective to go to South Africa got rejected. First time I fell hurt in years.

Sumana Kesh- Pseudomonas wound infection post surgical debridement of a Crohn's flare.

Wendy Gejer- Breaking my leg while trying to ski during my third year - Jan 20, 2002 to be exact...

Emily Peterson- Burning off genital warts at the prison clinic.

George Malayil- Three letters: D.R.E.

Anonymous- Not matching and having to scramble.

Dave Sachs- Having to take an extra pair of boxers to both Step 1 and Step 2.

Maggie Jeffries- Having surgery. It really isn't any fun to be on the other side of the coin.

Karen Ben-Dor- Having the lovelyjob of"finding the fingers" that had been accidentally amputated and

were missing in the patients jacket. A friend was checking a colostomy when the intern put weight on the

patients abdomen and of course, she got squirted.

Makini Ainsworth- Doing a pelvic exam on a pt. with very bad hygeine.

Scott Bricker- Any time I've had to interact with administrators when it came to family issues.

V'anita Dharan- The time Ernie Madhavan and I on our surgery rotation had to disimpact an old man in

the ICU.

Anonymous- Failing Step 1.

Trishna Goswami- Having an attending tell me I was stupid.—definitely an all time low.

Pradeep Nair- Getting drenched in afterbirth after my first delivery.

Nyali Taylor- Trying to get home from Center City and contact my family on 9/1 1/2001

.

injjs \hout Being a Drexel Med Student: "\
10. I he chmesc food cart at the corner of I 5th and Race Street

9. If you don't do as well as you want on a lest, you can take your

frustrations out in Atlantic City.

8. Can live and eat for tree in Pittsburgh.

7. At every clinical rotation I keep meeting classmates I have never

met before.

6. You don't need to rush home to catch your favorite soap

opera... there's never a shortage of drama here at Drexel Med
5. "If I never see another standardized patient..."

4. "DUCOM - isn't that an osteopathic school?"

3. Schools name changes provides for good conversation at

residency interviews: interviewing, where the lead phrase was. "I

didn't know Drexel had a med school"; going on an interv iew w here

the name of the school did not fit on my nametag.

2. Never have a shortage of answers to the question. "What school

do you go to?" MCP, Hahnemann, MCP Hahnemann, Allegheny

University of Health Sciences, back to MCP Hahnemann, and

finally Drexel...

1. ...Regardless of the name, you leave as a doctor! •

M
Jennifer DeGeus

Drexel University College of

Medicine (Formerly MCP
Hahnemann School of

FUNNIEST MED SCHOOL MOMENT:

Matt Valosen- Saying "Hi Brett" to my former surgery intern. When "Brett" turned around, 1 realized

it was one of my old female ob/gyn residents. I was like, "Just kidding". Oops!!

Quinn Kirk- Helping Chris Notte "aquire" one of the "Women of MCP" cafeteria pictures. After a

little doctoring, the frame reappeared with Chris' picture in place.

During my surgery rotation, my Chief resident's glasses fell off into the patient's open abdominal

cavity, landing among the small bowel. Dr. Pavlides was NOT happy.

Karen Ben-Dor- The funniest thing was when early in first year I asked the question about air emboli

secondary to cunnilingus in pregnancy. Since then, about 100 people came up to me and said, "Hey,

you're the cunnilingus girl aren't you?"

Sumana Kesh- On call during surgery... in the call room with Marina Shtern. The trauma pagers go

offaround 2am, just after we fell asleep. We rush down to the F.R, when 1 realize that something wasn't

quite right... only to realize that I left my glasses in the call room and couldn't really see all that well.

It wasn't a real trauma, and my chief told all her friends and future students about the incident.

Amy Baranoski- Derek (D.Q.) Sun cutting the pancreas in half during gross anatomy after my
anatomy group decided it was just a piece of fat. (Surprisingly, none of us went into surgery).

Wendy Gejer- When half the class thought that they were going to be kicked out ofmed school during

orientation week because there wasn't enough money or faculty to teach all of us...

Maggie Jeffries- Never knowing what color Matt Valosen's hair would be on a given day.

Christy Kenny- 1 was on my surgery rotation at Easton and lost my pager during work rounds in the

morning. I paged myself a zillion times and couldn't understand why no one was finding my pager.

Later in the day a nurse found it— in a deaf patient's room.

V'anita Dharan- When a student on ob/gyn put their finger in the wrong vault for a cervical check and

the patient nearly kicked him.

I'm sorry, I'm going into ob/gyn so this may seem morbid to people who aren't - when I got consulted

this year for a patient who had been "screwed" not an unusual circumstance m my chosen field. . . except

when we went to actually examine her - she really did have a screwdriver in her vagina...

Pradeep Nair- Attempting to get a history from a patient with erectile dysfunction who only spoke

Spanish.

Scott Bricker- PIL Small Group Session diagram of patient Abner Stolzfus wearing a tee-shirt that

says "1 brake for udders".

Nyali Taylor- Getting trapped in a stairwell with sc\ eral colleagues at Hahnemann during my 3rd v ear

Surgery rotation.

BEST MED SCHOOL MOMENT: "\

\g

Sumana Kesh- Not one moment... but meeting my classmates

andknowing that I wasn't alone in facing the mountain of med school.

Oye Grant- White Coat Ceremony and the first time a patient mistook

me for a doctor and wanted to know w hen to come back and see me.

Trishna Goswami- Will be graduation, #2—passing step I.

Dave Sachs- Not needing to use those boxers!

Scott Bricker- The last day of my OB/GYN rotation at Hahnemann.

Denise Morton- 1 was studying when my attending happened through

the library and asked if I was on call. I said, "No, I'm just reading upon

my patient who is having the BK.A." He said "Oh, he's your patient'.'"

I said, "Yes." He said, "Then you're doing it. Let's go to the OR!" I got

to do the whole procedure and it was the coolest thing. After that, I knew

I wanted to be a surgeon.

Karen Ben-Dor, V'anita Dharan, Pradeep Nair, Wendi Wohltmann-

The first time I delivered a baby on my own.

Amy Baranoski- The day I finished surgery.

Wendy Gejer- When a patient in the ER requested that I of all people

perform an LP on him even after I told him that 1 had never done one

before! (Some people are cra/y!)

Makini Ainsworth- 1 did a lumbar puncture during my neuro rotation.

Maggie Jeffries- Walking out of step 2, realizing that 1 had just taken

my last exam of medical school. For the first time I saw the light at the

end of the tunnel!

Nyali Taylor- It hasn't happened yet...Graduation!!! •

J
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Rasheed Abassi

Yale-New Haven Hosp
Medicine-Primary

NEW HAVEN, CT

Thalia Acosta

St Vincents Hosp
Psychiatry

NEW YORK, NY

Makini Ainsworth

Naval Med Ctr-Portsmouth

Internal Medicine

PORTSMOUTH, VA

Elizabeth Albert

Drexel U COM (MCPHU)
Pathology

PHILADELPHIA, PA

Srinesh Alle

Ochsner Clinic Foundation

Radiology-Diagnostic

NEW ORLEANS, LA

Kesha Allen

Drexel U COM (MCPHU)
Emergency Medicine

PHILADELPHIA, PA

Parth Amin
WSU/Detroit Med Ctr

General Surgery

DETROIT, Ml

Steven Appleby

UC Irvine Med Ctr

Internal Medicine

ORANGE, CA

Morris Anyechi

Allegheny Gen Hosp
OMFS
PITTSBURGH, PA

Anya Bailis

Johns Hopkins Hosp
Obstetrics-Gynecology

BALTIMORE, MD

Amy Baranoski

Thomas Jefferson Univ

Internal Medicine

PHILADELPHIA, PA

Adam Barouh

St Christophers Hosp
Pediatrics

PHILADELPHIA, PA

Howard Bash
Einstein/Montefiore Med Ctr

Psychiatry

BRONX, NY

Karen Bendor

Public Health

Appointment Pending

Kimber Bogush

Drexel U COM (MCPHU)
Emergency Medicine

PHILADELPHIA, PA

Raphael Bonita

Duke Univ Med Ctr

Internal Medicine

DURHAM, NC

Kathleen Bowes
TJU/Dupont Childrens

Pediatrics

PHILADELPHIA, PA

Scott Bricker

Harbor-UCLA Med Ctr

General Surgery

TORRANCE, CA

Jon Bush
York Hospital

Emergency Medicine

YORK, PA

Lemore Carmi

Graduate Hospital

Medicine-Preliminary

PHILADELPHIA, PA
Drexel U COM (MCPHU)
Radiology-Diagnostic

PHILADELPHIA, PA

Jeffrey Casia

Einstein/Jacobi Med Ctr

Pediatrics

BRONX, NY

Dana Castafero

Eastern VA Med School

Obstetrics-Gynecology

NORFOLK, VA

Danielle Castagnola

Christiana Care

Obstetrics-Gynecology

NEWARK, DE

Steve Chan
Albert Einstein Med Ctr

Transitional

PHILADELPHIA, PA
Drexel U COM (MCPHU)
Radiology-Diagnostic

PHILADELPHIA, PA

Theresa Chan
Boston University

Otolaryngology

BOSTON, MA

Sweta Chandela

Drexel U COM (MCPHU)
Internal Medicine

PHILADELPHIA, PA

Mary Chasko
Hershey/Penn State

Anesthesiology

W^ - (9
m. / ^^^^

^v M

Meenakshi Bindal

Drexel U COM (MCPHU)
Medicine-Preliminary

PHILADELPHIA, PA

Randy Bogard

OMFS
Appointment Pending

HERSHEY, PA

Sung-Hae Cho
Beth Israel Med Ctr

Internal Medicine

NEW YORK, NYT
/

Match Day Match Day Match Day Match Day Match Day
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Keri Cohn
Childrens Hosp-Phila

Pediatrics

PHILADELPHIA, PA

Michael Conroy

i

Riverside Methodist

Transitional

COLUMBUS, OH
Mayo Grad Sch Of Med
Dermatology

SCOTTSDALE, AZ

i
Glendon Cook
Wyoming Valley

Family Practice

KINGSTON, PA

Michael Crowder

David Grant Hospital

General Surgery

TRAVIS AFB, CA

Richard Dagrosa

3AUSHEC
Emergency Medicine

LACKLAND AFB, TX

carrah Daly

/ale-New Haven Hosp
Medicine-Preliminary

NEW HAVEN, CT
J Virginia

Neurology

CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA

Cherag Daruwala

Temple Univ Hosp
nternal Medicine
3HILADELPHIA, PA

Jennifer DeGeus
Childrens Mem Hosp
3ediatrics

CHICAGO, IL

°aul DelPorto

Jniv Hlth Ctr of Pittsburgh

i Medicine-Preliminary

|

3ITTSBURGH, PA
l 3eorge Washington Univ

i Emergency Medicine

;

WASHINGTON, DC

j

i/anita Dharan

Jniv Hlth Ctr of Pittsburgh

Dbstetrics-Gynecology

PITTSBURGH, PA

Jamie Dietz

I Abington Mem Hosp

j

Medicine-Preliminary

! VBINGTON, PA
Johns Hopkins Hosp
Anesthesiology

BALTIMORE, MD

Kristen Dorsey

Univ Maryland Med Ctr

Pediatrics

BALTIMORE, MD

Raymond Drabicki

Allegheny Gen Hosp
Orthopaedic Surgery

PITTSBURGH, PA

George Dreszer

St Lukes-Roosevelt

General Surgery

NEW YORK, NY

Katie Duffett

David Grant Hospital

Family Practice

TRAVIS AFB, CA

Martha Eberhardt

Long Beach Mem Med
Family Practice

LONG BEACH, CA

Jean-Paul Ecuyer

Einstein/Montefiore Med Ctr

Medicine-Preliminary

BRONX, NY
NYU School Of Medicine

Anesthesiology

NEW YORK, NY

Barbara Eisenberg

U Southern California

Obstetrics-Gynecology

LOS ANGELES, CA

Saadiq El-Amin

University of Virginia

Orthopaedic Surg/6 Yr

CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA

Ann Elliott

TJU/Dupont Childrens

Pediatrics

PHILADELPHIA, PA

Christopher Evans

Einstein/Montefiore Med Ctr

Medicine-Primary

BRONX, NY

Wendy Fabricant

Harvard Longwood Psyc

Psychiatry

BOSTON, MA

Eric Farabaugh

Naval Med Ctr-Portsmouth

Transitional

PORTSMOUTH, VA

Kevin Fitzpatrick

Walter Reed Army Med Ctr

Transitional

WASHINGTON, DC

Heather Franz

Rhode Island Hosp/Brown U
Pediatrics

PROVIDENCE, Rl

Zoe Friedman

St Vincents Hosp
Transitional

NEW YORK, NY
NY Med College

Dermatology

VALHALLA, NY

Yuko Fukuda

U Washington Affil Hosps
Psychiatry

SEATTLE, WA

Match Day Match Day Match Day Match Day Match Day
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Guillermo Galindo

Drexel U COM (MCPHU)
Anesthesiology

PHILADELPHIA, PA

David Gayeski

Drexel U COM (MCPHU)
Anesthesiology

PHILADELPHIA, PA

Sheareen Gedayloo

U California-Irvine

Family Practice

ORANGE, CA

Wendymarie Gejer

Drexel U COM (MCPHU)
Emergency Medicine

PHILADELPHIA, PA

Paul Gittens

Thomas Jefferson Univ

Surgery-Preliminary

PHILADELPHIA, PA
ThomasJefferson U
Urology

PHILADELPHIA, PA

Yolanda Gonzalez

Olive View Med Ctr

Internal Medicine

SYLMAR, CA

Trishna Goswami
Georgetown Univ Hosp
Internal Medicine

WASHINGTON, DC

Jillian Grau

Hosp of the Univ of PA
Pathology

PHILADELPHIA, PA

Andrea Grace

U California-Irvine

Family Practice

ORANGE, CA

Rashida Gray

Hosp of the Univ of PA
Psychiatry

PHILADELPHIA, PA

Renee Grunstein

Georgetown Univ Hosp
Surgery-Preliminary

WASHINGTON, DC
Georgetown Univ

Otolaryngology

WASHINGTON, DC

Anita Haynes
Drexel U COM (MCPHU)
Emergency Medicine

PHILADELPHIA, PA

Kelly Heath

Drexel U COM (MCPHU)
Medicine-Preliminary

PHILADELPHIA, PA
UMDNJ-NJ Med-Newark
Phys Medicine & Rehab
NEWARK, NJ

Jeremy Herman
Harbor-UCLA Med Ctr

Internal Medicine

TORRANCE, CA

Brian Honbo
Stanislaus Hlth Serv

Family Practice

MODESTO, CA

Laura Hribar

Thomas Jefferson Univ

Family Practice

PHILADELPHIA, PA

Stanley Hsu
Thomas Jefferson Univ

Internal Medicine

PHILADELPHIA, PA

Christi Inman

UC Irvine Med Ctr

Pediatrics

ORANGE, CA

Michele Irons

Eastern VA Med School

Internal Medicine

NORFOLK, VA

Ijeoma Isiadinso

Temple Univ Hosp
Internal Medicine

PHILADELPHIA, PA

Kamau Jackson

Johns Hopkins/Sinai

Medicine-Preliminary

BALTIMORE, MD
Univ Maryland Med Ctr

Anesthesiology

BALTIMORE, MD

Haleema Javid

Christiana Care

Radiology-Diagnostic

NEWARK, DE

Saramati Jayaraman
Maricopa Med Ctr

Ob/Gyn-Phoenix Integ

PHOENIX, AZ

Patrick Jeanmenne
Crozer-Chester Med
Transitional

UPLAND, PA
Brigham & Womens Hosp
Radiology-Diagnostic

BOSTON, MA

Maggie Jeffries

Metrowest-Framingham

Transitional

FRAMINGHAM, MA
Johns Hopkins Hosp
Anesthesiology

BALTIMORE, MD

Marie Kanagie

Crozer-Chester Med
Pediatrics

UPLAND, PA

Brett Karlik

Univ Hlth Ctr of Pittsburgh

Transitional

PITTSBURGH, PA

Allison Keen
Pennsylvania Hospital

Obstetrics-Gynecology

PHILADELPHIA, PA

Match Day Match Day SB Day Match Day Match Day
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Christine Kenny

Abington Mem Hosp

Family Practice

ABINGTON, PA

Sumana Kesh

Rhode Island Hosp/Brown U
Medicine-Primary

PROVIDENCE, Rl

Alia Keyzner

Mt Sinai Hospital

Internal Medicine

NEW YORK, NY

Alexander Kim

Georgetown Univ Hosp
General Surgery

WASHINGTON, DC

Jean Kim

Childrens Hosp-Oakland

Pediatrics

OAKLAND, CA

Ouinn Kirk

l/Villiamsport Hosp
Family Practice

WILLIAMSPORT, PA

Karen Kish

Abington Mem Hosp
General Surgery

ABINGTON, PA

Jason Kosove

.ankenau Hospital

Vledicine-Preliminary

t/VYNNEWOOD, PA
Pennsylvania Hospital

Radiology-Diagnostic

PHILADELPHIA, PA

Jeff Krackow

Temple Univ Hospital

internal Medicine
3HILADELPHIA, PA

Melissa Kuck

Childrens Hosp-Phila

Pediatrics
3HILADELPHIA, PA

Rebecca Kuennen
.ankenau Hospital

Vledicine-Preliminary

WYNNEWOOD, PA
Drexel U COM (MCPHU)
Ophthalmology

PHILADELPHIA, PA

Jan Kwong
Sutter Med Ctr-Santa Rosa
Family Practice

SANTA ROSA, CA

Carolyn Lacey

David Grant Hospital

Internal Medicine

TRAVIS AFB, CA

Anthony Lanfranco

Abington Mem Hosp
General Surgery

ABINGTON, PA

Emily Lebovitz

Univ Hlth Ctr of Pittsburgh

Obstetrics-Gynecology

PITTSBURGH, PA

Kerry Lecky

Case Western Reserve

Surgery-Preliminary

CLEVELAND, OH

Jean Lee

Drexel U COM (MCPHU)
Internal Medicine

PHILADELPHIA, PA

Daniel Lee

Drexel U COM (MCPHU)
Orthopaedic Surgery

PHILADELPHIA, PA

Simon Lee

Childrens Hosp-Oakland

Pediatrics

OAKLAND, CA

Cynthia Leung
Metrohealth Med Ctr

Emergency Medicine

CLEVELAND, OH

Andrew Levinson

Lancaster Gen Hosp
Family Practice

LANCASTER, PA

Kevin Lin

Drexel U COM (MCPHU)
Emergency Medicine

PHILADELPHIA, PA

Jonathan Lin

Olive View Med Ctr

Internal Medicine

SYLMAR, CA

Avinash Linganna

Hosp of the Univ of PA
Internal Medicine

PHILADELPHIA, PA

Robin Lowenthal

Grtr Lawrence Fam Hlth Ctr

Family Practice

LAWRENCE, MA

Ryan Lubert

Conemaugh Memorial

Transitional

JOHNSTOWN, PA
U Michigan Hosps-Ann Arbor

Anesthesiology

ANN ARBOR, Ml

David Lucas

Naval Medical Center

General Surgery

SAN DIEGO, CA

James Lynch

Univ Hlth Ctr of Pittsburgh

Internal Medicine

PITTSBURGH, PA

Ernest Madhavan
U Washington Affil Hosps
Psychiatry

SEATTLE, WA
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Class of 2003 Class of 2003 Class of 2003 Class of 2003 Class of 2003
George Malayil

Graduate Hospital

Medicine-Preliminary

PHILADELPHIA, PA
Albert Einsetin CoM
Ophthalmology

NEW YORK, NY

Shahid Malik

Univ Hlth Ctr of Pittsburgh

Internal Medicine

PITTSBURGH, PA

Jason Mansour
Metrohealth Med Ctr

Emergency Medicine

CLEVELAND, OH

Amy Marcini

Allegheny Gen Hosp
Orthopaedic Surgery

PITTSBURGH, PA

Orit Markowitz

Long Island Jewish

Internal Medicine

NEW HYDE PARK, NY

Julie Marquez

Drexel U COM (MCPHU)
Emergency Medicine

PHILADELPHIA, PA

Nancy Matteer

Baylor Coll Med-Houston
Internal Medicine

HOUSTON, TX

Jane Mayrin

Drexel U COM (MCPHU)
Medicine-Preliminary

PHILADELPHIA, PA

Jane McGarvey
Drexel U COM (MCPHU)
Emergency Medicine

PHILADELPHIA, PA

Michael McGee
Univ Hosps Cleveland

General Surgery

CLEVELAND, OH

Aditya Mehra
Drexel U COM (MCPHU)
Internal Medicine

PHILADELPHIA, PA

Ami Mehta

NYU School Of Medicine

Pediatrics

NEW YORK, NY

Anjali Mehta

U Maryland

Otolaryngology

BALTIMORE, MD

Alisa Merolli

Rhode Island Hosp/Brown U
Medicine-Primary

PROVIDENCE, Rl

Mark Messick

Naval Hospital

Internal Medicine

CAMP LEJEUNE, NC

Andrew Meyer
TJU/Dupont Childrens

Pediatrics

PHILADELPHIA, PA

Kurt Miceli

University of Virginia

Medicine-Psychiatry

CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA

Catherine Michels

U Connecticut

Surgery-Preliminary

FARMINGTON, CT

Jonathan Miller

Metrohealth Med Ctr

Emergency Medicine

CLEVELAND, OH

Jill Miller-Horn

St Christophers Hosp
Pediatrics

PHILADELPHIA, PA

Denise Morton

Temple Univ Hosp
General Surgery

PHILADELPHIA, PA

Gurpreet Multani

N Shore U-Manhasset

Internal Medicine

MANHASSET, NY

Alec Musten

Thomas Jefferson Univ

Internal Medicine

PHILADELPHIA, PA

Gene Musto

Drexel U COM (MCPHU)
Medicine-Preliminary

PHILADELPHIA, PA
NYP Hosp-NY Cornell

Anesthesiology

NEW YORK, NY

Bronwyn Nair

St Barnabas Med Ctr

Transitional

LIVINGSTON, NJ

Univ Hlth Ctr of Pittsburgh

Radiology-Diagnostic

PITTSBURGH, PA

Pradeep Nair

Univ Hlth Ctr of Pittsburgh

Internal Medicine

PITTSBURGH, PA

Philp Neubauer

Johns Hopkins Hosp

Orthopaedic Surgery

BALTIMORE, MD

Hong Nguyen

UC San Diego Med Ctr

Internal Medicine

SAN DIEGO, CA

Jennifer Nogi

NYU School Of Medicine

Psychiatry

NEW YORK, NY

Match Day Match Day Match Day Match Day Match Day
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Christopher Notte

Abington Mem Hosp
Family Practice

ABINGTON, PA

Matthew Novak
Guthrie/Robt Packer

Internal Medicine

SAYRE, PA

Wadicar Nugent

Thomas Jefferson Univ

Pathology

PHILADELPHIA, PA

Suwebatu Odunsi

U TX SW Med Sch-Dallas

Internal Medicine

DALLAS, TX

Catherine Oh
TJU/Dupont Childrens

Pediatrics

PHILADELPHIA, PA

Oyebukola Oyediran

Crozer-Chester Med
Pediatrics

UPLAND, PA

Andrew Palladino

TJU/Dupont Childrens

Pediatrics

PHILADELPHIA, PA

Alexis Palley

Appointment Pending

Suchitra Pandey

UC San Diego Med Ctr

Pathology

SAN DIEGO, CA

Demetra Pappas

UCLA Medical Center

Pediatrics

LOS ANGELES, CA

Monina Pascua
Hosp of the Univ of PA
Internal Medicine

PHILADELPHIA, PA

Kunal Patel

UMDNJ-R W Johnson-

Piscataway

Pediatrics

PISCATAWAY, NJ

Rupal Patel

Univ Arizona Affil Hosps
Pediatrics

TUCSON, AZ

Shailesh Patel

Appointment Pending

Dual Degree Program

MD/MBA

Emily Peterson

Lehigh Valley Hospital

Plastic Surgery

ALLENTOWN, PA

Connie Piccone

Univ Hosps Cleveland

Pediatrics

CLEVELAND, OH

Greta Piper

Allegheny Gen Hosp
General Surgery

PITTSBURGH, PA

Chad Pletnick

St Josephs Hosp
Medicine-Preliminary

PHOENIX, AZ
Univ Arizona Affil Hosps
Anesthesiology

TUCSON, AZ

Richard Plowey

Drexel U COM (MCPHU)
Medicine-Preliminary

PHILADELPHIA, PA
U Miami

Neurology

MIAMI, FL

John Leander Po
Boston U Med Ctr

Internal Medicine

BOSTON, MA

Corinna Pokorny

Albert Einstein Med Ctr

Transitional

PHILADELPHIA, PA
U Cincinnatti

Ophthalmology

CINCINNATTI, OH

Claudine Portella

Einstein/Montefiore Med Ctr

Obstetrics and Gynecology

BRONX, NY

Douglas Pugliese

Massachusetts Gen Hosp
Medicine-Preliminary

BOSTON, MA

Tara Pundiak

Medical University of SC
Psychiatry

CHARLESTON, SC

Kristen Quinn

Childrens Natl Med Ctr

Pediatrics

WASHINGTON, DC

Danielle Raimond
Naval Medical Center

Internal Medicine

PORTSMOUTH, VA

Obie Ramsay
Western Pennsylvania Hosp
Internal Medicine

PITTSBURGH, PA

Richie Rana
UC Davis Med Ctr-Sac

Internal Medicine

SACRAMENTO, CA

Mandira Ray
Boston U Med Ctr

Internal Medicine

BOSTON, MA

Erin Riggle

McGaw Med Ctr-NW Univ

Internal Medicine

CHICAGO, IL
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Catherine Riley

Lankenau Hospital

Medicine-Preliminary

WYNNEWOOD, PA
Thomas Jefferson U
Neurology

PHILADELPHIA, PA

Shannon Rogan
St Lukes-Roosevelt

Emergency Medicine

NEW YORK, NY

Brooke Rosman
Childrens Natl Med Ctr

Pediatrics

WASHINGTON, DC

Patricia Roy
Lenox Hill Medical Center

Internal Medicine

NEW YORK, NY

Judith Ruffin

Crozer-Chester Med
Obstetrics-Gynecology

UPLAND, PA

David Sachs
Lehigh Valley Hosp
Transitional

ALLENTOWN, PA
Nassau U MC
Ophthalmology

NASSAU, NY

Kori Safavi

Ochsner Clinic Foundation

Radiology-Diagnostic

NEW ORLEANS, LA

Minn Saing

Albert Einstein Med Ctr

Orthopaedic Surgery

PHILADELPHIA, PA

Karla Sanchez-Su

Franklin Square Hosp
Family Practice

BALTIMORE, MD

Eugene Santillano

UC Davis Med Ctr-Sac

Family Practice

SACRAMENTO, CA

Monica Santos

Kaiser Perm-Woodland Hills

Family Practice

WOODLAND HILLS, CA

Richard Scafidi

Albert Einstein Med Ctr

Transitional

PHILADELPHIA, PA
UMDNJ-R W Johnson-

Piscataway

Radiology-Diagnostic

PISCATAWAY, NJ

William Schaaf

Allegheny Gen Hosp
Medicine-Preliminary

PITTSBURGH, PA
Eastern VA Med School

Radiology-Diagnostic

NORFOLK, VA

Michael Schivo

UC Davis Med Ctr-Sac

Internal Medicine

SACRAMENTO, CA

Amy Sekara

Naval Hospital

Family Practice

JACKSONVILLE, FL

Megha Shah
Childrens Natl Med Ctr

Pediatrics

WASHINGTON, DC

Sapna Shah
Appointment Pending

Jeffrey Shapiro

Christiana Care

Medicine-Preliminary

NEWARK, DE
Johns Hopkins Hosp
Anesthesiology

BALTIMORE, MD

Allison Shaw
U Washington Affil Hosps
Pathology

SEATTLE, WA

Lee Sheinkopf

VA Greater LA Hlth Sys

Internal Medicine-UCLA/WL/>

LOS ANGELES, CA

Marina Shtern

Abington Mem Hosp
Family Practice

ABINGTON, PA

Richard Simmons
UMDNJ-R W Johnson-

Piscataway

Pediatrics

PISCATAWAY, NJ

Amy Simon
Drexel U COM (MCPHU)
Dermatology

PHILADELPHIA, PA

Brenna Slater

UMDNJ-R W Johnson-

Camden
Emergency Medicine

CAMDEN, NJ

Cardinale Smith

Mt Sinai Hospital

Medicine-Preliminary

NEW YORK, NY

Nicole Smith

Childrens Natl Med Ctr

Peds-Howard U/CNMC
WASHINGTON, DC

Rebecca Smith

Univ North Carolina Hosp
Pediatrics

CHAPEL HILL, NC

Melissa Stegner

Naval Medical Center

General Surgery

SAN DIEGO, CA

Match Day Match Day Match Day Match Day Match Day
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Kara Suche
Drexel U COM (MCPHU)
Medicine-Preliminary

=>HILADELPHIA, PA
remple Univ Hosp-PA
3hys Medicine & Rehab
PHILADELPHIA, PA

Derek Sun
3eorge Washington Univ

nternal Medicine

WASHINGTON, DC

k Sung
Johns Hopkins/Sinai

Medicine-Preliminary

3ALTIMORE, MD
J Washington Affil Hosps
Anesthesiology

SEATTLE, WA

<aren Taverna-Miller

St Lukes-Bethlehem

Dbstetrics-Gynecology

3ETHLEHEM, PA

vlyali Taylor
Dennsylvania Hospital

Surgery-Preliminary

'HILADELPHIA, PA

<arolyn Teufel

3eorge Washington Univ

nternal Medicine

WASHINGTON, DC

Reshma Thadani

St Christophers Hosp
'ediatrics

'HILADELPHIA, PA

vJicole Thomas
lamaica Hosp Med Ctr
:amily Practice

IAMAICA, NY

Samantha Toerge

\lbert Einstein Med Ctr

rransitional

'HILADELPHIA, PA

Saddad Toor

3oston U Med Ctr

nternal Medicine

30STON, MA

)ohn Valosen

Eisenhower Army Med Ctr

Orthopedic Surgery
rORT GORDON, GA

[odd Vinovrski

Drexel U COM (MCPHU)
3athology

'HILADELPHIA, PA

Huan Vu
Hosp of the Univ of PA
ramily Practice
3HILADELPHIA, PA

\my Vyas
Stony Brook Teach Hosps
Pediatrics

STONY BROOK, NY

Kimberly Walker

Sinai Hosp-Baltimore

Obstetrics-Gynecology

BALTIMORE, MD

Jeffrey Ward
Mercy Hospital-Pittsburgh

Surgery-Preliminary

PITTSBURGH, PA

Thaddeus Waters

Drexel U COM (MCPHU)
Obstetrics-Gynecology

PHILADELPHIA, PA

Stefanie Wauk
UC San Francisco-Fresno

Pediatrics

FRESNO, CA

Serv Wahan
Allegheny Gen Hosp

OMFS
PITTSBURGH, PA

John Welsh

Drexel U COM (MCPHU)
Dermatology

PHILADELPHIA, PA

Lisa Werkheiser

LSU SOM-New Orleans

Emergency Medicine

NEW ORLEANS, LA

Andrew White

Public Health

Appointment Pending

Brandon Wilding

UMDNJ-R W Johnson-

Camden
Emergency Medicine

CAMDEN, NJ

Nicole Williams

Appointment Pending

Amy Wiser

St Vincent Hlth Ctr

Family Practice

ERIE, PA

Wendi Wohltmann
Lehigh Valley Hosp
Transitional

ALLENTOWN, PA
Flight Surgery

MCGUIRE AFB, NJ

Yanghee Woo
St Vincents Hosp-NY
General Surgery

NEW YORK, NY

Edward Yoo
Drexel U COM (MCPHU)
General Surgery

PHILADELPHIA, PA

Jung Yoon
Thomas Jefferson Univ

General Surgery

PHILADELPHIA, PA

Match Day Match Day Match Day Match Day Match Day
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Warren E. Ross, M.D.
Annenberg Dean

Samuel Parrish, M.D.
Associate Dean of Student Affairs

Barbara Schindler, M.D,
Vice Dean for Educational and Academic Affairs

MD/MBA Pathway Director

General Education Pathway Director



Deans

ALLAN TUNKLE, MD
Associate Dean for Admissions

Medicine Pathway Director

MD/PhD Pathway Director

BURTON LANDAU, PHD
Associate Dean for

Assessment and Evaluation

MARY MORAN, MD
Associate Dean for

Clinical Education

DENNIS NOVACK, MD
Associate Dean for Medical Education

Physician and Patient Program

Associate Dean for

Minority Affairs

CHARLES PUGLIA, PHD
Associate Dean for

Program for Integrated Learning

ARNOLD SMOLEN, PHD
Associate Dean for

Information Technology

GERALD SOSLAU, PHD
Associate Dean for

Premedical Education

ERHOUSE, PHD
Associate Dean for

Biomedical Graduate Studies

VINCENT ZARRO, MD
Associate Dean for

Community Outreach Programs



Anesthesiology

Valerie Arkoosh, MD
Department Clmir

Andrei Belsky Meliassa Brodsky Jodie Buxbaum

Jack Gohen Vincent Cowell Anthony Demarco Aung Gyi Willie Hardy, Jr Susan Kaplan

Mohammad Kevkhah Jerry Levitt Nagaraj Lingaraju Diane McClain Samuel Metz

Gary Okum Wielaw Prokop Nanette Schwann Sameer Verma Alexander Zonshayn

Francis Miller

Biochemistry

& Nutrition

Jane Clifford, PhD Denise Ferrier, PhD John Swaney, PhD
Department Chair BioChcinistri/ Nutrition

Research Pathway Director Course Director Course Director

Bradford Jameson

BlOETHICS -Hit

Marilyn Jorns Joseph Nickels Janet Fleetwood, PhD Zack Kassuto, MDi
Course Director Course Director



Cardiothoracic

Surgery

Andrew Wechsler, MD Louis E. Samuels, MD
Department Chair Pathwa)/ Director

John Entwistle Karl Grunewald

Dermatology

Michael Strong III Herbert Allen, MD Ashley Cavalier
Department Chair

Emergency

Medicine

4ft
^1

l=L%

David Wagner, MD Gail Rudnitsky, MD
Department Chair Pathway Director

Heatherlee Bailey William Burdick

¥ t \
rhomas Constantino William Davenport John Fojtik Glenn Geeting Michael Greenberg Richard Hamilton



Rosemary Harris Russell Maulitz Gregory Mims

Marc Newman

ft "i>T

f
Donna Ott Inez Pandit Gayathri Rao Margaret Stockwell Steven Zinn



Internal Medicine

m
c:

James Reynolds, MD David Shulkin, MD Mary Ann Kuzma, MD Kathleen Ryan, MD
HUH department Chair MCP Department Chair Clerkship Director Clerkship Director

llan B. Schwartz, MD
eneralisl Pathway Director

Ana Nunez MD
Women's Health Pathway

Director

Amy Fuchs, MD
Intro to Clinical Medicine

Course Director

Ziauddin Ahmed Daniel Alvarez Lenore Asbel

Marie Bailev

#1

David Barile Michael Barrett Joseph Boselli Robert Bovrtton Mash

~J

Gregory Curtis Mervyn Danil

d%
Abhay Dhond Pamela Duke

Michael Ezekowitz



Herbert Fischer James Fitzpatrick

M
iM

Zuleika Font John Fontaine Barbara Frank Catherine Glew

Sheldon Goldberg Marlene Goldwein Radha Gopalan Michael Heifets Susan Hoch Mayar Jundi

Young Kim Shiang-Cheng Kung

'

aiil
Brenda Kurnik Peter Kurnik Steven Kutalek Resa Levetan Sandra Levison Harvey Licht

David Lush Robert MacMillan Beth Manin Nathalie May Steven Meister Howard Miller



om
Joy Gopal Mohanty Tamanna Nahar Jagat Narula Carolyn O'Conner Wilbur Oaks Farooq Padder

Alexis Sokil Christine Soutendijk Marian Suarez Shanthi Subbiah Charles Swartz Preethi Thomas

William Van Decker Kathryn Van Derhei Mani Vannan Nielufar Varjavand

Eric Vogel James Witek Nelson Wolf Margaret Wood



Microbiology

& Immunology

Akhil Vaidya, PhD Kirsten Larson, PhD Donna Russo, PhD
Microbiology Genetics and Immunology Microbiology Course Director

Department Chair Course Director Director of1FM Curriculum

Lawrence Bergman

Elizabeth Blankenhorn James Burns Thomas Edlind Elizabeth Gardner Santosh Katiyar Peter Katsikis

Michael Mather Richard Rest

Neurobiology

& Anatomy

Itzhak Fischer, PhD Dennis DePace, PhD
Department Chair Gross Anatomy

Course Director

Timothy Cunningham Simon Giszter Michel Lemay



Young-Jin Son James White Robert Schvvartzman, MD Victor Urrutia, MD
Department Chair Pathway Director

Clerkship Director

Anahita Deboo John Grothusen Sigmund Jenssen Carol Lippa Paul Schraeder Manish Singh

Francis Kralick Lauren Schwartz Alan Turtz Steven Yoco



Obstetrics

& Gynecology

Ronald Wapner, MD Shah;
Department Chair )

sian, MD Gregg Alleyne
rector

Carl Delia Badia

Stephen Klasko Kathleen Kuhlman Amy Levine Michael Podolsky Omnia Samra

Patrice Trauffer Mark Woodland

.

Fay Wright Myron Yanoff, MD
Department Chair

Orthopedic

Surgery

\
Norman Johanson, MD Albert Weiss, MD

Department Chair Pathway Director

AIM
Arnold Berman Stephen Bosacco



Peter DeLuca Kevin Gingrich Helen Horstmann Neil Kahanovitz Paul Marchetto

Henry Sherk

Otolaryngology

i
Milan Amin Bosco Noronha

James England, MD, PhD Cheryl Hanau, MD
bepprtryent Chair Pathway Director

Associate Director for PIL

Xiaoli Chen Sidney Croul

Robert Ownbey Nikolay Popnikolov Andrij Sverstiuk



Pediatrics/

St. Christopher's

Hospital

Daniel Schidlow, MD Jill Foster, MD Anthony Acquavella, MD Carol Anderson
Department Chair Pathway Director Clerkship Director

Harbhajan Chawla M. Delivoria-Papadopoulos Eric Faerber Jan Goplerud Keith Herzog Hiner

Joseph Melvin Om Prakash Mishra Jeanette Pleasure Charles Reed Bradley Robinson
iMMM

,
T \kt > • -J*: ICT'-iO''

Laura Smals Eleanor Smergel Nancy Spector Doug Thompson Barbara Wolfson Alan Zubrow



Pharmacology

& Physiology

^

Michael M. White, PhD Robert Alteveer, PhD Joel Horwitz, PhD
Departmen t Cliair Phyiiology Pharmacology

Course Director Course Director

Vincent Aloyo

c
or

s"

yri

G. John DiGregorio Alessandro Fatatis John A. Harvey

Edward F. LaBelle Julian Mesina Olimpia Meucci

Robert Moreland Robert Nichols

Plastic Surgery

E9HBBBB

Hr*$
\

i
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Charles Long, MD
Patliwai/ Director

Principles

of research

Edward Gracely, PhD
Course Director

Anthony Romano Kenny Simansky



Psychiatry
^^ \ ^f m^^ 4A

*\

Susan McLeer, MD Bryce Templeton, MD Martin Plutzer, MD Rollin Gallagher, M
Department Chair Pathway/ Clerkship Director Psychiatry Course Director MD/MPH Patlnvay Direct]

William Sonis Donna Sudak Sunil Verma



Radiation

Oncology

Steven Allen P. Todd Makler, Jr Feroze Mohamed Armand Saragovi Donald Underwood Michael Walder



Joan Goffredo
Academic Coordinator

Surgery

William Meyers, MD George Amron, MD Paul Curcillo, MD Michael Weingarten, Ml
Department Chair Vice Chair - HUH Vice Chair - MCP Patlnmu/ Director

Mohammad Abedin Ari Brooks

Susan Hozey Anil Mysc

'&M^M
Barry Mann

m !1E

r
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Andres Castellanos

4k\
John Clarke Ursula Hobbs

Michael Marcucci Michael Maritz Richard Parsons

"*• i

" 1

i \

Constantinos Pavlides Abdul Rao Burckhardt Ringe Andrew Roberts Daniel Rukstalis Thomas Santora
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"I'm here today to talk to you about the

important aspects of patient care."

«Beeper goes off and he looks down
at it.»

"Oh ... whatever. They can wait."

-Dr. Dennis Novack

" Nobody's going to make a

big deal out of interlobular

and intralobular. So don't

get yourself all worried

about it. There are far more
important things about the

breast."

-Dr. Rhea Levine

"I was thinking about

teaching you the vitamins

Sesame Street style...

... 13 vitamins!

1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9 "

-Dr. John Swaney

^Sarfe
"And you thought this was
going tobe a boring lecture. . .

.

Believe me, it will turn out to

be." -Dr. Akhil Vaidya

Vou see if '«, j
•

"Thymine Dimers.

These are pretty cool.

... Yeah, well, it's

lonely being me..."

-Dr. Joe Nickels

lc* - Kind of

.

di*g the
during

the

"There's a fungus

among us."

-Dr. Cheryl Hanau

II

"Nothing enchances

the pertinence of a

question like knowing
the answer."

-Dr. Paul Rapp

"Oh my gosh blood! Someone
call a vascular surgeon!"

-Dr. Michael Weingarten

"Oh! Farnesol!

Farnesol! Made from

chol-es-ter-ol.

-Dr. Denise Ferrier

"$%@*! The average physician

cuts off their patient's opening

comments after 7 seconds... that's

far too long."

- Dr. Seth Zwillenberg

"Your whole class

is stupid! How did

any of you get into

medical school?"

-Dr. Lewis Kaplan



Allegheny

General Hospital

James Wilberger, Jr, MD
Vice Dean

ege or meaic

Jeff Reed
AGH Medical

Student Coordinator

Mark Baratz Daniel Benckart Tobi Berchen

Mara Aloi Richard Atkinson

David Bertocchi Sergio Betancourt Christopher Bonnet

Jon Brillman James Celebrezze Nicolette Chiesa Charles Cobb Kimberly Cockerham Joseph Colella

Nick Colovos Richard Daffner Leena Dalai Patrick Demeo Adam Duhl Michael Forbes

Mark Fve James Garver Kenneth Goetz Robert Guthrie Dennis Hanlon Fred Harchelroad

Frederick Heckler Imad Jarjour Thomas Julian Edwin Kairis Kevin M. Kelly



John Kennerdell Paul Kiproff Dennis Krivinko Denice Leonard Thomas Lundquist George Magovern Jr

ames Magovern Richard Maley Christine Manges James McMaster David Medich Michele Monaco

Swami Nathan Joanne Oleck Laurel Omert David Parda Patton Nickell

r
:i

Gerald Pifer John Raves Aurelio Rodriguez Mark Roh Deborah Rotenstein Raimund Rueger

phanie Schneck-Jacob Eugene Scioscia Thomas Scott Jan Seski Richard Shannon Ian Silvenru

jBlI
icholas Sotereanos Ronald Thomas James Valeriano M. Lance Weaver Michael White Joseph Young



BOOKSTORE

Left to right:

Anne Marie Starrett

Janet Butler

ADMISSIONS OFFICE

Left to right:

Lorna Turella

Susanne Schomburg
Lisa Cifelli

Kelli Kennedy
Allan Tunkel, MD
Stephanie Watkins

Sheila Joshua

CAFETERIA
Left to right:

Chris Jordan

Elly Maisey
Mike Hargrove

Linda Bickel

Eric Abdullah

Brian Rowley
John Ayers

CLINICAL EDUCATION

Left to right:

Delores Murphy-Lott

Tracey McCafferty

Robin Smith

Marcine Townes



COMMUNITY EXPERIENCE]

Left to right:

Vincent Zarro, MD
Rachel Kirk

Mary Ellen Bradley, MSW

II

DEAN'S OFFICE

Left to right:

George E. Zeiset

Bonnie Emilius-Diefenderfer

Arnold Smolen, PhD

FINANCIAL AID
AND REGISTRAR

Left to right:

Christy Streeper

Claudia McCullough
Suzanne Kozlowski

Cindy Delone

Not pictured:

Genesis Muse, Jerri Simmons,
Leslie Simmons, Bess Kearney

EDUCATIONAL
RESOURCES

Left to right:

Matt Goldstein

Lori O'Connell

Brendan McGann
Dave Ross

Not pictured:

Robert Cimorelli
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IFM OFFICE

Left to right:

Cynthia Brooks

71 Nancy Desmond, MS

1\
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LIBRARY

Left to right:

Dave Wagner
Martha Kirby

Nancy Eagan

Adrienne Jenness

MEDICAL EDUCATION
Left to right:

Kaye Finneran

William Shriver

Linda Freer

Benita Brown
Helen Quigley
Not pictured:

TaMar Ellensworth

Cynthia Rabuck
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OFFICE OF
STUDENT AFFAIRS
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Left to right:
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Marie Hartman
Sam Parrish, Jr, MD
Shay Myers

PIE OFFICE

Left to right:

Charles Puglia, PhD
Kathleen Fiedler

Ann Conroy
Colleen Dunn
Kathleen Robinson

Deborah Wasco
Cheryl Hanau, MD

WOMEN'S HEALTH

Left to right:

Lucia Beck-Weiss, MS
Ana Nunez, MD
Candace Robertson, MPH

SECURITY
Top left:

Bob Baylor

Bottom left:

Leonard Hitch

Near left:

Harold Lavender

Chuck Kachelries

Shirley Ortega



Qolden zApple &>Stethoscope zyfvvards

Z7n recognition ofexcellence in teaching

We lievtet? could ha\?e made It this far without a group of

dedicated teachers. We Wouta like to thank all one professors

and especially recognize the recipients of the Golden Apple and

Stethoscope Awards cjwen by the Class of 2003.

ffirst Tear

zApril n, 2000

Interdisciplinary Foundations, of Medicine curriculum

Robin Preston, Ph.D., Department of Physiology, MCPHU

Proaram for Intearated Learnina curriculum

Robert Alte^eer, Ph.D., Deptartment of Physiology, MCPHU

Nonrfaculty staff member chosen by the class as a whole

Janet Butler, Manager, Bookstore

Student Body Sp

Outstanding Seroice and Dedication

Linda Hiner, M.D., Senior Associate Dean, Student Affairs

Barbara Schindler, M.D., Vice Dean for Educational and Academic Alfairs

I
Second Tear

zApfihi, 2001

Special musical performance by Zoe Feeix and Brian Honbc

Ii nerd isciplinurv Foundations of Medicine curriculum

Donna Russo, PhD., Department of Microbiology. MCPHU

lVogtum (or Integrated Learning curriculum
( hxaryl Hanau, M.D., Department of Pathology, MCPHU

%BMBB>
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Third Tear

lApril 10, 2002

Attending Physician, University Hospital '

Sean Harbison, M.D., Department o[ Surgery, Graduate Hospital

Attending Physician, Affiliate Hospital

David McNamara, M.D., Department of Family Medicine. Meadville

David Medlch, M.D., Department of Colorectal Surgery, Allegheny General Hospital

Resident Physician. University Hospital

Mabel Bonilla, M.D., Department of OB/GYN, Hahnemann University Hospital

Resident Physician, A! filiate Hospital

Ward Dunnlcan, M.D., Department of Surgery, Monmouth Medical Center

James Hardy, M.D., Department of Surgery, Monmouth Medical Center

Paul Vesco, M.D., Department of Surgery, Allegheny General Hospital

Outstanding Service and Dedication

Marie Hartman, Director of Student Services, MCPHU

J^ourth Tear

^April g, 2003

Attendlixg Physician, University Hospital

Joseph Boselli, M.D., Department of Internal Medicine, Hahnemann University Hospital

Attending Physician. Affiliate Hospital

Margaret Fisher, M.D., Department of Pediatrics, Monmouth Medical Center

Resi d ci it Ph

y

sielan. University Hospi tal

Robert Bomvetsch, M.D., Department of Neurology, Hahnemann University Hospital

Resident Physician. Affiliate Hospital

Shannon Clark, M.D., Department of OB/Gyn. Allegheny General Hospital

Nllesh Patel M.D, Department of Surgery. Allegheny General Hospital

Student Body Award

Marie Hartman, Director of Student Services. Drexel M

\ X 1 F \\v
3m

Thanks to all of those who played such a pivotal role in our

medical education. Although. We Wece unable to include all the

faculty and staff in the previous pages. We recognize their

contributions to our education.
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After four years of hard work and sacrifices,

we started commencement week in a state of

disbelief. On Tuesday, we dressed up and
danced the night away at the Senior Formal.

On Wednesday, we were welcomed into the

Alumni Association at the City Line Hilton.

Afterwards, members of the class were

recognized for their outstanding
achievements. Thursday night, we showed
our families where we ate, slept, and studied

during our first two years. We reached the

pinnacle on Friday, May 16, 2003 when we
celebrated at our commencement ceremony.

As our families, friends, and teachers looked

on, we received our diplomas at the Kimmel
Center for the Performing Arts.

Congratulations - We did it!!!

}
i









Oath of Hippocrates

I solemnly swear or affirm, by whatever I hold most sacred;

That I will be loyal to the profession of medicine and just and
generous to its members;

That I will lead my life a\

in honor; rf^^^ffi

That into whatsoever

good of the sick to the ut

far aloof from wrong, froi

others to vice;

That I will exercise my ai

patients, and will give no di

a criminal purpose, even if

BD

art in uprightness and

Eer^ it shall be for the

power, holding myself

>n, from the tempting of

[y, for the benefit of my
perform no operation, for

:ed, far less suggest it;

That whatsoever I shall see orTiear of the lives of patients

which is not fitting to be spoken, I will keep inviolably secret.

These things I do swear or affirm.
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Class of 2003 Commencement Speech
-Kurt P. Miceli

I found an interesting article in the Wall Street Journal that I'd

like to share with you:

President Papadakis, Dr. Ross, distinguished faculty, honored

guests, and fellow classmates... Welcome to this arena

overflowing with optimism and emanating with excellence.

How greatly it contrasts with a world full of uncertainty and

tension. Yet, despite those concerns, there are many reasons to

have hope. As we look to the past, present, and future, I challenge you to pay testimony to the

visionaries of a new generation; a generation of scholars - doctors and scientists - whose dreams

will reign in a new reality.

Rooted in our school's foundation is the very essence of hope and possibility. In 1 848, against

the grain of orthodox medical practice, a homeopathic school later known as Hahnemann

Medical College was founded. Its legacy survives today in the manner by which collaboration

between physician and patient is emphasized. Two years later the establishment of what would

become Woman's Medical College ofPennsylvania surpassed the challenges set by a society in

which female doctors numbered less than one hundred. From those brave women we inherit a

spirit of courage and inspiration in standing by our convictions and exceeding society's

expectations.

And then, there is today. As I gaze upon this gathering of students I see friends and colleagues

from all walks of life. With so great a diversity

and so unique a personality, our class has

enjoyed memorable times during the course of

our transformation into doctors and scientists.

Over the years, the sleeves of our white coats

have grayed and our signatures have become

illegible. We have advanced from the cadaver

labs of Queen Lane to the operating rooms of

Tenet. We have learned the jargon of medicine

filled with its abundance of acronyms... where

Milk of Magnesia is endearingly abbreviated

* I • I
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M-O-M. . . (Thanks Mom!) . . . where R.E.M. doesn't just refer to

a rock band, but also rapid eye movement. . . and where layman's

pejoratives like BS & SOB are more gracefully associated with

bowel sounds and shortness of breath.

Surely, my friends, we can reminisce with laughter and smiles, as

well as pride, for our dedication and commitment to the pursuit of

knowledge is to be commended. We have done well in our

educational evolution. Yet, academic pursuits were not our only

choosing. Many of us volunteered to provide the homeless with

healthcare, as others spent countless hours intensely devoted to

research. Some taught teenagers the lessons of a healthy lifestyle,

while others remained on campus in leadership roles for over fifty

different student organizations. Clearly, our compassion, resolve,

and integrity have been demonstrated not merely by words, but also by actions.

These values, which have been nurtured by the guidance of our devoted professors and

clinicians, will carry us into tomorrow. We can be assured that after so many years of schooling

we are now "standing on the shoulders of giants." Our training has prepared us well in both

science and art. We have learned much about medicine and, more importantly, we have learned

a way of practicing in good faith and honor. Let us take with us these lessons as we journey to

new destinations. May our dreams flourish and our loyalty to profession, family, and society

continue to blossom.

My fellow classmates, we are the

visionaries of tomorrow. As with

those who came before us, our

aspirations are great, and our

pursuits are noble. We are the

factory of bold ideas and society

will look to us as such. Wherever

we go, let us spread the traditions of

MCP Hahnemann. Let us make

Drexel University College of

Medicine proud. God bless you all

and thank you.

• I
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November 1, 2002 - Senior pages due.

TJie chaos really begins.

As we finish up the Class of 2003 yearbook, we can hardly believe that this day has finally come. We are

extremely proud ofhow hard we worked and how the book looks so far. We hope that you are equally happy

as you look at thefinished product. This book is the product of hundreds of hours of hard work and countless

nights and weekends sacrificed on both of our parts. We would like to thank the people who helped make this

tremendous job possible. Phil Klein, ourjosten's editor, made the most complicated tasks look simple and kept

us working when we wanted to quit. Thanks Phil! Thanks to Mary Chasko who offered to help and then

followed through - the history section looks beautiful! Thanks also to Amy Marcini and Emily Peterson for

helping with senior pages and Kiran Chawla, Katherine Chin, and Saradha Subramanian for providing

underclassmen pictures. Tliis book could not have been completed without the help ofMarie Hartman, Bonnie

Emilius, Shay Myers, Carl Wolf Studios, SGA, Office of Community Affairs, Victor Chemerys, George Zeiset,

and Honor Patrons, family, friends and faculty who submitted ads. Thanks to the Office of Community
Experiencefor welcoming us to share their small space, and to Mary Ellen Bradley, Rachel Kirk, Janet andAnne
Mariefor always making usfeel better. Finally, thanks to Dave and Martinforputting up with thisfor so long.

You both helped out so much - from cropping pages (Dave is the cropping king!) to taking pictures and just

listening. This book is dedicated to the two of you.

Congratidations to the Class of 2003!

We hope you enjoy the yearbook.



^Amy ptisan ^Baranostyffirsberg, oJxCD

Congratulations, zAmy

We 're allsoproudofnot only youraccomplishments, but the lonelyperson you Ipe become.

We wish you a lifetime ofhappiness andfeel truly blessed that Qod has granted us the

privilege ofsharingpart ofyourjourney. Ufs really hardfor a youngperson to decide

"Whatshe Wants to be when she grows up. " Well, you hd)>e chosen a Wonderful career in

Which you will be able to maty apositive impact on so manypeople's Ihes and really help

maty the World a betterplace. Qood choice

!

£olpe,

T)ad, "JfrCom, %ristin, Joey, zMartin & Qooper



Wendi Elaine Wohltmann, M.D.

To accomplish great things,

we must not only act but also dream,

not only dream but believe.'

Thoughtful Reflection

Our dream started

when you were born.

How blessed we are now
to see you fulfill

your dream.

With all our love,

Mom, Dad, Jocelyn, Janelle

and Grandma

Dedication and Persistence



"D^^irwm^m r&Mzr&pe *ATm%e &uw^u

You^e "Worked bard to maty your dreams eome tine.

We)>e arrays believed you "Would reach your goals

and youV proved us right. "We are "fiery proud of

you and tyurw you "Will be a fantastic doctor.

-JsCom, 'Dad, \Abideen, £>itam, Toyeeb and' -ufbdul/ahi

DonteKe Efoe Cadaqnofa

UMa can't expw&

ike, pwte a patent heefo

&whq Mi ciuM

teate \m dxetm.

Wow & Dad

SUMANA KlESHI, MUD.

^Age 5 - "U Want to be a doctor!]

^Age 18 - "U'm going to be a doctor!',

J^oyp - 'Vm a doctor!'

zAfaays caring, alvpays successful...

-^Always 'Proud,

rJXCom, T)ad, and<§udeep

Congratulations, ^umana!

PARTH BHARAT AMIN

MANDIRA RAY, MDL
CONGRATULATIONS MANDY
WE ARE VERY PROUD OF YOU.

BEST WISHES AND GOOD LUCK
IN YOUR FUTURE ENDEAVORS

WITH LOTS Or LOVE,

FROM MOM, DAD, ANDY,

THE ROY FAMILY AND THE RAY FAMILY

CONGRATULATIONS

AND BEST WISHESFOR

FUTUREENDEAVOURS.

LOVE

SHWETA,

SMRUJI

DAD 6CMOM



Congratulations

T)r. T&wn f\
(

Ben-
cDor

We are so proud of you!

JEd)>e always

<iMarnan, <iAba>
c
fycbelle, James and Tux

&

ii sit 9 a

$6 /if 9 o 99

'^'okne- k&pdilfe enfante-.
'»•»

QMelissa (R. Q&tegner, QM. <*&

Congratulations QMelissal

Qffi are allveryproudofpou.

Qffiknowthatpou willbo

an excellent doctor

<£love,

QMom, ^ad, &£icoleand iSaul

Vie ale jo pioaa of </o«\

Hfiat a cfia//fe/iOt/fff a/mewa/tuxi

n/tcf io exreffe/itfo/ ao/te!

ne //tow aoa aie goi/iq to fie

an e\repfio//a/ opm/iaf/no/oaiiv.

Oai foae a/*Z (tk'ifyei /oi a fuf/iui/Kj

a/*/ nappy fife ale tot'w aoa.

Woa, a*t&w£

Sf/e a/*/ ftley,

(/oai le/atioej afiioar/!

a/*/ J>ec&/ am'/oA/t.



<^ear Teresa Q^abie &hm, QM.^3.,

c^Pare to d?pwr dtfp afaaw)

tkr is tfe feyfo tftrw pah:

&. Q&inffl&frts

tt ewe stmetims, to rd'&e

to c&m/&rt afoaw.

(3L.&1. 'Urudeau

(We wishpou a wondeijul careerjilkd withjop

and blessed withgood heath -

Qfitfz tk% kspe and awpzk'na.

Arabian iSivrcrb

(With £Zave,

^3ad, oMbm, Joseph, Christina &C Joshua

!3k* •
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"Dearest Jennifer,

Congratulations'. Tour dream of 12 years

is coming true because of your determination,

motivation and "pery bard VporJ^. We are so proud

ofyou! "We fyiovp that you will make the World

a better, healthier and lenderplacet

\All our lolpe,

iJXCom, 'Dad, Qene and Qrandma

Congratulations

Catherine Lea Michels, MD

Committed

Accomplished

Thoughtful

High-spirited

Energetic

Resiliant

Lave always Intelligent

to our wonderful daughter Nonpareil
Mom&(Dad

Enthusiastic

LEE ELLEN SHEJNKOPF, MD.

CONGRATULATIONS,

MAZAL-TOV, AUGURl!

LOVE,

MOM » DAD
EVELYN

CHERYL and LOUIS

AUNT SHELLEY and

UNCLE DAVID

and JEUDY

COKGRATUCATIOKS

JEFFREY JC. SHAPIRO, W.D.

HARD WORK AND PERSEVERANCE

WAKE DREAMS BECOME REAXITY.

SINCE THE AGE OF 9, YOUR DREAM WAS TO

BECOME A DOCTOR. YOUR SCHO£ASTIC

ACHIEUEMENTS HAUE BROUGHT YOU

THE HIGHEST HONORS AMD WE KNOW

THAT SUCCESS WIjCjC ACCOMPANY YOU

THROUGHOUT YOUR MEDICAjC CAREER.

OUR HEARTS ARE BURSTING WITH PRIDE.

JCOUE AND ADMIRATION TO OUR HERO,

MOM, DAD AND ASHJCEY



Jeffrey l^aulQisia, ^MX).

Congratulations! We are Ipery proud

ofyour achievements. Ton baloe

afoays bad the determination to

become a doctor since you 'Were a

child. Tour perseverance and

dedication hcrve transformed Vt>bat

"Was once a vision, into a dream, and

into a reality...a reward you richly

deserve. We "Wish you the best of

happiness and success in all ofyour

goals and aspirations in your new

profession.

Qood lucl^ good health,

and

Qod bless you always.

zAll our lolve,

4
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Bdan <=#hn. JVcnio <Sor£o, <Jl/{<h.

^Uou nauz madz u± ±o uzxu hxoud

of aLL uoux accomtUinmznti

fxom tnz null of Caufoxnta to

tnz tuxnh.ik.z6. of SJ^znniuiuania.

^Uoux mzdicaL dzaxzz ii a

tvondzxfuL miizitonz on

tnz xoad to lucazii.

( Wz uj'nn uou aood /ouxnzu-

<We£cOUZ UOU,

<^f\f[om
>
J^>ad, dvyaxk, Auiiz, and (fjxannu

Adam D. Barvuh, M. D.

CongratuMonif Howproud we are. you hai/e aiwaiji

Seen a source o(pride andjoif. From the timeijou were

imaifijdtir aipiraUoni were fo atwaiji become a phijucuzn.

you workedhardand(inafflj (four dreami are coming true.

We widi tjou happinett, uiccett, and'(uf(nfmenf.

We tovcijou venj much.

To a brightand rewarding (uturc

Love.

Mom, Dad, tindictf, Shawna andJoih

Cmqukhbim

jCewcwe CoJtwi, W.D.!

Veamt Lamm,

Owi \moib oh Wed wiik j<uj

mid pride mm gout cumupMnMiLb.

Wtik deep hve and afawdwi,

Wlom, Dad,

Ren, Skffliwe, Difiw, Jake (mi Gi£ad

CHANCE FAVORS ONLY THE PREPARED MIND'
%

DEAR SWETA,

CONGRATULATIONS
WITH LOTS OF LOVE v BLESSINGS FROM

GRANDPARENTS, MRS. v MR GIRDHARI LAL CHANDELA
MRS. v DR NAUNIHAL SINGH,

MOM, DAD, SIDHARTHA
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<^\f[onicat

Jamie Tf. Tfie^JXCT).

Congratulations Jamie

^Uou nous, inzhuisa ua with, We are allien proud of you and your

uoWi bviAsusxancz. ^jjoii nave,
Accomplishments

Ton set your goals and neloer

mads, ua tnouA with uowi ^altered

asaiaaiion. ^IJou liaus, maa& u*.
£oye~J\(om, JJad Billy,

srniL arid yowi Covt. <=/fnJ. 'Dee1)ee, Adam, Denny and »J\Gcbelle

noar uou makz u± anu with,

nonox ana &ua&. DEMISE WOftTOW

COWGRATUCATIOKS OK YOUR ACHIEUEWEWTS.

ConaxaktilakLonb J^%. <^ankoA,l
YOU HAUE ACHIEUED YOUR jCIFE jCOWG DREAW.

U/E ARE UERY PROUD OF YOU.

RjCEASE COWTMUE TO BE THE CAftlKG AMD

Jlovz <zmpin, U^aa, ^Mania,
COWPASSIOKATE PERSOH YOU ARE.

C^eglLs,, dVyaaiAon, ana Cxtmlrxia jCOUE,

DAD, mm, DAWELCE, DAWK AMD WEG

fkmtcn 'Boz&cy, jHfoB. CONGRATULATIONS
Elizabeth V. Purdy Albert, M.D.

&ristcn, M^^M
?vc watdxd you grow from a Uttlc fl
girl to a grown woman. ?m so proud *
of all your accomplishments that you ^ t ' 1J
have adxeved. f want to wish you a 1

1

successful career ^ie a pediatrician. ii i

Cove, /flftom

i J
Dear Betsy,

Elizabeth V. Purdy Albert, M.D.
Zf 7

Your radiance is only

Dear Betsy, surpassed by your compassion,
Congratulations to thefirst

Dr. Albert in ourfamily.
caring and good will.

We are all so proud ofyou! We are very proud ofyou.
Love,

Ross
You are truly a blessing. ;

Mom & Dad All Our Love,
Brett & Kevin Mom, Dad & Chris
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ANTTA LYNN HAYNES, MD.

CONGRATULATIONS
WE ARE SO VERY PROUD OF YOU!

MOM, DAD, ANGIE AND BILLY

Congratulations and best wishes from family in Texas and Oklalaoma

Me. *tf Mrs. Albert Bryant <u> Family

Mr. Tn Mrs. Uris Robeeson Hi' Family

Mr. i'
1 Mes. Samuel Bryant T* Family

Dr. Sullivan Bryant '1
:> Family

Ms. Sylvia Bryant. Keista V Belttany

Congratulations and best wishes from family in Pennsylvania

Me. Robeet Haynes th Family

Mes. Anastel Ingeam T Family

Mes. Murr Jean Doleman T' Family

Me. '!'• Mes. Ckasue Haynes V Family

Me. V Mes. Milton Haynes T Family

Mes. Geealdine Davis I Family

Me. V- Mes. dames Towles T' Family
J

Me. tf Mes. Eugene Booth V Family

As you go foeWaed in life, always remember to clmw near to God and He will draw near to you. (Jan



dr. CLAUDINE(,) n portella

someWHERE SOAAEone needs you to help

them come into this world. sh(W)OULD some

come scared, they now HAVE you. these will

be MADdEning hours where you'll

(EXC)USE(S) what YOU learned to have

MADE A DIFFERENCE^) in someone's life.

you humble us all.

love,

Mom, Dad, Frank and the rest of the family.

p.s.

Derry says, "Woof Woof!" 1

Translation - "Congratulations Mommy!"

ConaxatuLa£ion±

LOru cZTowaxa ^Lzz, IBaJr

* Ws axz ±o hxoud of uou and all of

uoiix vjonasxfuL accomhlLinmznii!

^Ws ^Lo(je ^Uou czrfLojaui!

<^V{om, J^ad, JLiia, Jjaks,,

cTTotLz, J^rf, Aonnu, <^/\/[a%a,

<z2V\ax, <^a±na ana CTiannak

^feather,

Tou once Wrote this as one ofyourfavorite quotes:

"3 do notfeel obliged to believe that the same

god who has endowed us with sense, reason,

and intellect has intended us to forego their use.
'

Qalileo Qalilei

Tou halve certainly used your intellect and reasoning

to achieve your goal, the one you made when you Were

8 years old - to become a doctor Wording with children.

Tou bdve Worked so hard and We are so proud ofyou!

We halve great respectfor what you halve accomplished,

aiui We lolve you!

zJbCom, 'Dad, Qarrett, andUan



MAGGE ANN JEFFRIES, MD.

You are so beautiful inside and out

We are so proud and love you so muck
- MOM. DAD. and Jokn

SO THE DOCTOR ASKED WE "D*. ROW/LCD COHW

U/HAT SHA££ I WAWE YOUR BABY DAUGHTER,"

AWD I SAID "P£EASE ASK WY UWCXE, D*. WAX COHW,

WHO SAID, "P£EASE ASK WY WIFE, Dt. ROSE COHW."

Am) SHE SAID, "PIEASE ASK WY SOW, D*. STEPHEW COHW."

AMD HE SAID, TIEASE ASK WY SOW, Dt. WICHAET COHW",

AWD HE SAID, THEASE ASK HER GRAWDWOTHER, AWWA ECKHARDT"

AWD SHE SAID,

"PIEASE WAWE HER Dt. KERI COHW."

IUE THAWK KERI'S PAREWTS, RITA AWD ROW,

HER SISTERS, GIAWWA AWD HEATHER.

HER GRAWDPAREWTS, AWWA AWD JAWES ECKHARDT,

AWD TOBY AWD CHII COHW.

U/E U/ISH HER THE BEST OW HER

SUCCESSFUX jCIFE IW WEDICIWE.

£wie,

(Hum & Dai

ytcaphciel 'Jjosufa

(-umatatiulatfonA <Kaphacl tui i/tun w,imlo-/n/

achicncmad ,y ijtun ^'H. I). i/n/i'cr -

ami flic haul w,<?k, prtM/'namr ami

detetminatian fa linn y/uiz dteam into a beatify,

Cnlituujs he (juiilcil hi/ eating* eonvpauum

and *ctnice h humankind ai (J/M ha/in what inc

know will he a ibdlai eaten in medicine.

Mj> nc ala 'at/.< .. 'Hi 'in, /Jail.

* Dai 'id, I)ian c ami JLama



Chad Idwod Pdehuck, U.V.

Ypu \Med w wiik jay tlu> day ypu wete fcotu,

Ycm JiCEei out Swc« twili Sow and Ewujlilet (w you gneut

b h tke uioitdeiJu£ wait you (Me teximj.

You fciCC cut lie/ilia uulk frtide m
we dee you accompli yout tfoeanw.

In GtiUKpft utowto, "You can do

ot be wkaleuet you wwtl to lie." He w wutiiuj.

£eue to "Tke Fwl Botit Son",

Worn (wdVad

T)r. T)(Ppid <^hlarc(§achs

Congratulations on all your successes -

past, present, and those to come.

Our hearts are bursting with pride!

"We know that you will be an excellent

and compassionate doctor,

just li^e the person you already are.

With all our hPoe,

zMom, 'Dad, (9pi, JsCelissa

"Daisy, Tigger, Dog and zAlex

Tad • Tom • Wilma • Cindy • Mom • Dad • Tommy • Eva • Jackson •

^ Family • Scannells' • O'Connors' • Seifrings' • Venziales' • Joe Ginley • Walshs'

Q> i2 • Jones' of Philly • Jones' of Dayton • Bundy • Barry • Charlie (and maybe jhi) •

and friends on Tilden Street • and many, many more friends & family

'Michael Convoy, 'M.'V.

We £oue you

g*u£ we aAe da ue/uf,

p/UMddojfyou ...

C 1984 "Doc"

O
E

Congratulations!

From All Your Family, & Friends

• Woos $ alley . pia^uaejo seiuer Jd • pieuorj „em„ pue ejnen . A||a>|

uajeyj $ Ajjei . esn tf ooje|/y • aAerj $ jai|;eeH • eoissep $ JeQ • ^aiuoy

fi)

O

O 06 uj

> a> •

• H C
o • 2

?-
,

. Suzanne • Mickey • Raeghan • Kane • Reese • "Skelly"

a>



KATHLEEN ANN BOWES, MD.

A Joumev£

A Bueatk

A8tep

A Sweet Young Girl

Time Passes

Goals Set

Goals Met

At Last

A Doctor of Medicine

Tke Journey Continues.

CONGRATULATIONS KATHLEEN,

Mommy, Daddy, Sue, Jokn ^r Les



Jennifer<M. Tie Qeus, *MT>.

Tour bedside manner has

improved frith time.

Take two of these and

call me in the morning.

Code "Blue!

We need you as our doctor, ^tatl

£ol[>e, ?Jb (aggie, Jac/^and QYace

Ton bd))e yporfydso hardmid reached the goalyou^e hadsince you Were little

We lolve you and Vpe are l)eryproud ofyou.

(Congratulations!

£ti)>e,

zJYCom, T)ad, Tom, Emily and Phoebe

t i

I f
A

i

1 \ 4*L ^ M



Maleim £. Q. Ainiworik, M.^b.

Kim, Gcmq/ixxti4iaiix^^

l/Ue tkcudz Qod yon, tpu,.

.Hove, Mom, 2)ad, awl flcdta/d

Dear Kristen,

The world of medicine and your future patients awail the results of your

hard work and dedication as you help them to live healthier lives.

I am so very proud of you.

Congratulations, Dad

Few are blessed to know so clearly at such an early age to what profession

they aspire. I have watched you persevere in spite of whatever obstacles

presented, allowing any setback to serve as even greater motivation to attain

your goal. Your unwavering commitment was viewed by me as yet another

source of confirmation that it was always your destiny to be Dr. Quinn.

I know unequivocally that a lifetime of patients will be the better for

having you as their physician as well as the good fortune just to have had

you touch their lives in some small measure. I couldn"t be more proud of you.

Congratulations on years of dedication and hard work.

All my love. Mom

As Marie Curie once said: "Life is not easy for any of us. But what of that?

We must have perseverance and above all confidence in ourselves. We must

believe that we are gifted for something and that this thing must be attained."

You are living proof that this is true.

Congratulations, love Keleigh

PAUL R GmENS JR, MD.

CONGRATULATIONSW
YOU HAVE ACCOMPLISHED WHAT

YOU HAVE SET OUT TO DO

YOUR ACHIEVEMENT WILL

TOUCH MANY LIVES

MAY GOD CONTINUE TO BLESS, GUIDE,

AND PROTECT YOU IN YOUR ENDEAVORS

WE ARE ALL PROUD OF YOl 11

LOVE,

MOM, DAD,

KEVIN, WENDELL,

STUART AND ANDREW



Alexis Palley, M.D.

Yesterday,

a child came out to wonder.

And today we're so

proud of you!

Love from

Mom, Papa Bear, Josh

and all of the family

ALLISON:

ALL ARE INSPIRED BY YOUR
PERSEVERANCE AND LOVE

OF CHILDREN;

LOTS OF CHILDREN WILL FEEL

YOUR LOVING HANDS.

LOVE FROM ALL OF US
DAD AND MOM

ELIZABETH AND CHARLE HI

ALLISON: WE, YOUR AUNTS AND
UNCLES ARE ALL SO PROUD OF YOU
AND APPLAUD YOU FOR REACHING

YOUR GOAL TO BECOME A DOCTOR

GLEN v SALLIE

JANET v RON
CATHY v BRUCE
LAURA v DON

Aim G*^ C^T^

&ongratuktions, AJlisenl

C^h are soproudofpou

forpour strength, courage,

andperseverance. QjPou hope seen

a toughjob through to the endl

G&b bvepeu verp much,

QKmnp, ^£/sa, Preston,

(^Q)rant, &< Q&avannah ^Uroutt
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Congratulations Trisbna!

We are all loery proud ofyour accomplishments and

we fyicrvf) that you Vnll be a great doctor.

£&t>e,

<JbfCa, "Papa, 'D'bbai, Trisbul &> Joseph

DR ANDREW ANTHONY PALLADINO

I AM SO VERY PROUD OF YOU MY HEART IS BURSTING AT ITS SEAMS...

YOUR ACCOMPLISHMENTS SPEAK VOLUMES. YOU WILL MAKE A GREAT DOCTOR.
I LOVE YOU VERY MUCH AND WILL ALWAYS BE HERE FOR YOU.

LOVE, DAD

YOU ARE MY INSPIRATION. YOUR DETERMINATION AND DEDICATION AMAZE ME.

CONTINUE TO REACH FOR THE STARS. MY LOVE AND ADMIRATION IS OVERWHELMING.
YOU ARE AND ALWAYS WILL BE THE WIND BENEATH MY WINGS.

LOVE, MOM



KUNAL MAHENDRA PATEL, MD.

CONGRATULATIONS •» BEST WISHES

FOR CONTINUED SUCCESS.

WE ARE ALL SO VERY PROUD OF YOU

LOVE
MOTHER. DAD » PATEL FAMILY

£isa ^h'C Werfyeiser, <M.T).

Congratulations! Ton bcToe done so much, so Voe/l.

We fyorto you will be an outstanding compassionate doctor.

We wish you a lifefilled with the samejoy and amazement

that vpe hd\>e experienced fyurtoing and losing you.

With pride and lolpe,

zJkCom, T)ad and Jesse

COKGRATUfATIOKS

UAKITA BKADAKA DHARAK!

TROW. PjCAYIWG WITH YOUR FIRST

FISHER-PRICE WEDICAjC KIT AT AGE THREE,

TO GETTING YOUR WEDICAjC DEGREE TODAY,

YOU HAUE COWE A JC0W6 WAY, BABY!

WE HAUE BEEK AMD AjCWAYS WILL BE

PROUD OF YOU. YOU ARE A ROjCE WODEf

AKD AM AMGEjC WHO HAS WADE OUR

DREAMS COWE TRUE. WAY GOD BjCESS YOU

OH YOUR ROAD TO FURTHER SUCCESS!

YOUR UERY OWn CHEERING SQUAD,

INOW, DAD & ROWI

What a luccza itoxu!

czTj Lij-ELoncj axzam finaLLu zsaLzsa!

J-iiL, vje T£ aontinuaLLu amazza

uu uoux LnciedujLz axiuz ana

±o hzoua of uoux aadomhLLihmsnt

!

J-ouz, -Jhz WhoLs ^jamiLu

tsPjemna Z&siadinsa, ObC^.

v

G^e watched every step that

you took, and we are happy

andproudofpour choices.

Q&est wishes andgood luck.

C^ith lots cflopefcm

cMbm, ^ad
f
^ana, <3k

the Q^Psiadinsofamily and

the (S>kaforfamily.



Congratulations to the 'Dynamic Duo!

T>r zJxCartha Eberhardt

Tirexel Zlnbersity C° ê& of^Medicine 03

T>r ^Andrew Wittenberg

"TempleUniversity ^chool of\JXCedieine 03

You re the greatest!

Our hearts are brimming with pride and lol?e,

<JYCom, T>ad, Z\(ell, Elizabeth andiAlmus and £ittle Usabelle



Orit,

We are all very proud of your

accomplishments! We know
you'll be a fantastic doctor.

Lots of love,

Mom, Doron, Dimitri, Nancy,

Philippe and Kali



G*Cdr>k £Zpwtte Allen, oM^.

&0ncpratulati0ns

Qtfftih Rawing iSride, <ZM%> iSrwidence O®? (With Qf°m As cChe Adventure ffentinues,

(With &0ve,

&<mgratulati<ms and (SSest (Wishes to <^r. &Z&kc Qf°ai tnade it/

AM mp bve to pou en pew achievements.

QMattp good wishesfor pour continued success in pour ongoing pursuits.

&cve,

grandad (Wi&'e Q$6air, c^r.

Or Ann Marie £M?ott MJ>

You Reached So High
Ana Worked So Hard

Never Gave Up
Never Let The Dream Die

Now Because Of Your Efforts
Your Future's So Bright

You Never Bowed To The Pressure
Your Goal Always In Sight

We love you and are so very, very proud of you.

Mom, Dad, Glen, Cindy & Mario

'Dear ^Anya,

Congratulations on vpbat you bttM achieved! Tour

family recognises all that you bcrve sacrificed and bow

bard you bcrve forked to reach this point in your life.

We celebrate not only Vpbat you bcrve done, but

Who you hdve become, a caring capable and

courageous person.

-J\(edicine has a Vpo/tby addition to its ranfc

£dve,

zJSCom, 'Dad and Jdeab

Congratulations,^;t
Class of 2003^' V^T
Drexel University •

,

School of Medicinkl •

The Reading Hospital

and Medical Center
Personally Focused. Experience Driven.

www.readinghospital.org



Dear Ripal

We have seen you struggle, we have seen you sail through with ease.

We have seen you at your best, pausing oriy for a sneeze.

You rever qa/e up axe you realized the was yctr d"eam

You caJdrit escape rt even if you tried- it's n yar bloodstream!

Now it's time to move on to the real thing,

Time to treat all the little kids, even when they are cryng

But fear not- we know you'I be great.

Just remember to trust yoirself and to stand up straight. :)

We are so proud of you, and wish you only the best.

Good bck to you as you set out on this lifelong quest.

Or heartiest congratu^tions on a job wel done.

May you always be happy and enjoy life. Remember that

happness is "about liwrtg with cdrererce, rcearrq and integrrty-

beeommg satisfied not only with yoir health, but with yar life."

Qr best wishes will be with you always.

Love,

Mama, Daddy, Sapna Sunny, Sly Monkey, & Nrmal

"A diamond is only a dnarcoa\ that re/er quits working"

Unknown

Hats off to you, graduates!

.+

.^K

u:

Congratulations

To the

Class of 2003

From the Department

of Pharmacology & Physiology

Drexel University College of Medicine

CONGRATULATIONS
TO THE

CLASS OF 2003

FROM THE

DEPARTMENT OF
ORTHOPAEDIC SURGERY



Drexet Unti/enuy, Co&bye o( Medme
Department o( Fami&f, Community and Preventive Medicine

muid Hke to mj:

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE CLASS OF2003

f

m
GOOD LUCKAND BEST WISHES,

Chair '± 0((ice

Famify Medicine Cterkthip and Pathway

Famitij Practice AwciateyManeujunk

Famitij Practice Amaatey

WarminBr Hospitafat Bucfo Countij

Famitij> Practice Reudencij-

Wanniniter Hoipitatat Bucki CminUj

Southampton Medicai Center

Henrij Ai/enue Medicai Center

Drexet Student HeaOth Center

Community and Preventive Medicine

CONGRATULATIONS
AND

BEST WISHES

TO THE
CLASS OF 2008

From trie Faculty and Staff

Drexel University College of Medicine

Department of Psyckiatrv

"Best wishes to the

Qkiss 0/2003!

"Department of

Ophthalmology

(lotto%aiuLaiion±

CLASS OF 2003

CoLL&a£, or <^v(&aicLH&

But (Wc^zi

\jaciiLtij ana <^taff

of tn&

LO&haxtm&nt of <zlv\E,aLaLns,



Drexel
UNIVERSITY

« >

i ; x.

T>rexeC University CoCCege of
Medicine

Congratulations ancCBest ^Wishes
To the

CCass 0/2003

from the JacuCty, 'Residents andStaff
of

The Department ofJAnesthesiofogy

Congratulations

and

"Best Wishes

to the

Qkss 0/2003

'Department of^urgery

T>rexel Zlnfoetsity College of<^tedicine

j=



Diligence Is Rewarded With, Success

Congratulations *# Best Wishes

To tke

Class of 2008

Lydia T. Komarnicky, MD, Ckau?

And tke Staff of tke

Department of Radiation Oncoloay

Haknemann, MCP, Graduate

O&arnes cSt &Coble &olkfe bookstores

^3rexel nJLmversity College ofoWedicme <5&ookstone

2900 (Queen &me
^hiladelpka, ^A 19129

(21S) 991-8110

Congratulations

to the

graduating Class of20031

Q^ood £Luck cxud Q&est (Wishes

O^anet &<A>nne oUarie

(fiat* tiffto (T^* &***

2003,

(/hadJ}eht Wl*Ae* (ftom

tffie. Department of

(ffeuiobuxgexg!!!

H. Warren Goldman, MD, PhD
Professor and Chairman

Alan Turtz, MD
Associate Professor

Perry Black, MD
Professor

Steven S. Yocom, DO
Assistant Professor

Lauren Schwartz, MD
Assistant Professor

Francis A. Kralick, DO
Instructor

Offering Services At:

MCP Hospital

Hahnemann University Hospital

Chestnut Hill Hospital

Montgomery Medical Center

St Agnes Medical Center

To Speak With A Neurosurgeon

Please Call (215) 842-6558.

Drexel University
College ofMedicine

idWMntl
MnludCifcn

Intta

wdHmtrm



(SongxatuLahLorii and

Bed <Wuk*

totk

CL&* of 2003

-Jnz Education C^zntax

at tnz t^xozzx-C^nzskzx <cd\l\zaiaai C^zntzx

J^Lxzckox or ^zvlzalcaL cZaucation

(Unz <^yV[zaiaaL (~&ntzx HouLzuara

(610) 874^600

| 1

1

n



Meadville Medical Center

Family Medicine

Reeldency Frogram

. . .a leader in innovation

and education...

Congratulatee cur

future coWeacpee

from the daee of 2003

www.nimch6.om [500) 299-0576

astHJT

From the Faculty and Staff oi

Monmouth Medical Center

\
m SAINT BARNABAS '

w
HEALTH CARE SYSTEM
Monmouth Medical Center

Long Branch, NJ 07740



Best wishes to the Drexel University College of Medicine

Class of 2003 from The Department of Pediatrics,

Drexel University College of Medicine, and the

Medical Staff of St. Christopher's Hospital for Children.

Daniel V. Schidlow, MD
Professor and Chairman

Department of Pediatrics

Chief Medical and Academic Officer

Peter D. Pizzutillo, MD
President, Medical Staff

St. Christopher's

Hospital for Children

Tenet
Drexel
UNIVERSITY



Ill

With QmU "Pride We
&fonor the The Office of 1

T>wcel Ztnfoersity

Qolkge of\MMicine

Educational ^Affairs 1

T)rexel Zlnfoersity 1

School of^hCedicine 1

C^ss 0/2003
^Academic Affairs 1

^Affiliate ^Affairs and 1

Qraduate ^hCedical

Education II

Qeneralism 1

&foldfast with thanks

to that which is good

K^raauate ^tuaies

zJS Cedical Education 1

z3\ Cinority ^Affairs 1

Juice today with

faith and courage.
Student Admissions 1

^tiulent Affairs 1

Qreet thefuture in

astonishment andjoy.
II



Congratulations

Drexel University

College ofMedicine

CLASS OF 2003

From the Faculty and Staff

of

Ij^htphVatifv

HOSPITAL AND
HEALTH NETWORK

CONGRATULATIONS

TO THE

CLASS OF 2003

Continuing Medical Education

is the Key to future knowledge

From the CME Program, Department of Medicine

Allan B. Schwartz, M.D.

• Jackie Farmer

• Flossie Friedrich

Congratulations to the Class of 2003!
Alumni Association of Drexel University College of

Medicine

1-866-DREXMED

medical.alumni@drexel.edu

www.drexel.edu/med

Arch Street House, the original site ofboth

Female Medical College ofPennsylvania (1850) and

Homeopathic Medical College ofPennsylvania (1848)

Honoring our Past...Building on the Present...

Celebrating our Future!



Congratulations to the First Graduating Class

of Drexel University College of Medicine

Class of 2003

Yesterday has been about preparation

Today is about purpose

Tomorrow is about performance

'
' ' Warren E. Ross, M.D.

£ -^
Annenberg Dean

^L ^ Drexel University College of Medicine



CONGRATULATIONS, 2003 GRADUATES!

Yours is an outstanding achievement.

YOU REPRESENT BOTH THE GREAT TRADITION AND

THE EXCITING FUTURE OF

The Drexel University College of Medicine.

Best wishes in all your endeavors.

q^&_&)&-4

Constantine Papadakis

President

Drexel University
College of Medicine
In the tradition of Woman's Medical College of

Pennsylvania and Hahnemann Medical College
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Training to develop effective leaders

(every day)

Online education programs
(available 24/7)

Chance to grow with a leader

(starts when you do)

Congratulations to the Class of 2003
Embarking on a new career is a milestone in your life. The Tenet facilities in the Philadelphia area are looking to aide you on this

journey - your career. As a health system, we offer teaching facilities and acute-care, community hospitals in Philadelphia and its

surrounding suburbs. Our employees enjoy excellent salaries and benefits packages including free online continuing education

courses, tuition and conference reimbursement, and benefits that begin on your 31st day Philadelphia is the birthplace ofAmerica.

Let it be the home of your professional nursing or allied health career. Begin today by contacting any of the recruiters below.

HAHNEMANN UNIVERSITY
HOSPITAL
Contact: Lana Jones

Phone: (215) 762-3551

Fax: (215) 762-3106

Broad &Vine Streets, MS 371

Philadelphia, PA 19102

Lana.J.Jones@tenethealth.com

ELKINS PARK HOSPITAL
Contact: Jeanne Phillips

Phone: (215) 663-6202

Fax:(215)663-6203

60 E. Township Line Road
Elkins Park, PA 19027

ElkinsParkHR@tenethealth.com

0J0^ St. Christopher's

*n mm Hospital for Children

Contact: Dorothy Vondran

Phone: (215) 427-6842

Fax: (215) 427-5500

Erie Avenue at Front Street

Philadelphia, PA 19134

StChrisJobs@tenethealth.com

MEDICAL COLLEGE OF
PENNSYLVANIA HOSPITAL
Contact: Kareem Jeter

Phone: (215) 842-7339

Fax: (215) 843-5912

3300 Henry Avenue

Philadelphia, PA 19129

Kareem.Jeter@tenethealth.com

PARKVIEW HOSPITAL
Contact: Dawn Carey

Phone: (215) 537-7533

Fax: (215) 537-7006

1331 E. Wyoming Avenue

Philadelphia, PA 19124

Dawn . Carey@tenethealth.com

R0XB0R0UGH MEMORIAL
HOSPITAL
Contact: Jennifer Cooper
Phone: (215) 487-4221

Fax:(215)487-4440

5800 Ridge Avenue

Philadelphia, PA 19128

Jennifer.Cooper@tenethealth.com

Tenet. Just Bring Yourself.

GRADUATE HOSPITAL
Contact: Sharita Barnett

Phone: (215) 893-7588

Fax: (215) 893-7521

1 800 Lombard Street

Philadelphia, PA 19146

GraduateJobs@tenethealth.com

WARMINSTER HOSPITAL
Contact: Daniela Pelhciotti

Phone: (215) 441-6914

Fax: (215) 441-6953

225 Newtown Road
Warminster, PA 18974

Daniela.Pelliciotti@tenethealth.com

TeneT
teamtenet.com

UOE



Bridging the Gap Between Learning and Living

• 100% Board Passage Rate for More

Than a Decade

• Birthplace of POEMs

• Supervised Independence

• Spacious, State-of-the-Art Facility

• Ideal Call Schedule

• Multitude of Recreational, Cultural,

Outdoor and Sports Activities

• Urban, Suburban or Rural Living

Harrisburg Family Practice Residency Program
2501 N. Third St. • Harrisburg, PA 17110 • (717) 782-6420 • www.harrisburgfpresidency.org

The staff of the

MEDICAL SCIENCE

PROGRAM
is proud of the accomplishments

of the class of 2003.

We wish you all continued success.

Congratulations

to tke

Class of 2003

from

Your Yearbook Editors

We laope you are

enjoying tke book!



^fonored Matrons ofzAescukphn 2003

^eacb Conger, tMT>.

Miry Q T>band, zMT).

James<M England, <-M.T)., Tb.Tf.

T)eniseffirrier, n.T).

MegFisber, <J*CD.

Edward'J. Qracely, T'b.T).

rJhCarie and^teloe ZTfartman

T>ankl V. ^cbidkm, Jb C.T).

'Bryee Tempkton, <Jt(.T)., <0£€d.

<iAllan,
c
R^ndy, J^indsay, and Emily Tunnel

^hCkbaei
'
<§. Weingarten, zM.T).

William <iA. VatfDecker, JbCD.

Vincent %arro, zJfrCD.

m



<JtfessagesfromXjtft>ed@nes.•••

Kesha Allen- Kesha Lynette Allen, M.D. Congratulation! My baby, my littlegirl is a doctor. You are so caring thoughtful

and sincere. Patients mil be blessed to be injour care. \ ~ou are a DEVA doctor. Keep up thegood work. U GO GIRL*

I am soproud to be your mom. I love you. Josita

Congratulations Dr. Kesha Allen! I am extremelyproud ofyour sedulous work ethic and achieving this major accomplishment,

have Derrick

Congratulations Kesha,you did it! Every time you read this, think ofit as a Standing Ovationforyour accomplishments. There

is no doubtyou will take to the medicalprofession the same dedication and determinationyou exhibited inpursuing and reaching

yourgraduation day. With love and admiration. Uncle Ed

Congratulations Kesha! Good luck and wish you well well on yourjourney! Love, Bridge

StevenJ. Appleby- Our love, prayers and support will always be withyou asyou enter this new stage inyour life as Steven

J. Appleby, M.D. We are so proud ofyou and this wondeiful accomplishmentyou have achieved. We love you so much.

Dad andMom

Scott Bricker- Dear Scott (a.k.a. 'Daddy"), Congratulations onyourgraduation! It was a long, hard road and you made

many sacrifices to achieveyourgoal, but we always knewyou wouId succeed. You willmake an outstanding trauma surgeon. We

are extremely proud ofyou and loveyou very much. Mom, Dad, Sara, Cameron and Chloe

Mary Theresa Chasko- Congratulations! Your entirefamily, including those no longer with us, are so veryproud ofyou.

Enjoy thisgreat achievement. Theprofession you enter willgivegreatfulfillment and meaning toyour life. Don V sweat the small

stuff. Andfrom now on, it is almost all small stuff! Love, Mom and Dad

PaulDel Porto- Congratulations Dr. Paul Jonathan Del Porto. Your dream fulfilled! May you continue to be a gift to all

you meet offering hope, love and compassion, and in return, be richly blessed. You are where God wantsyou to be. With

pride and love, Dad, Mom, Douglas, Daniel, Leanne and Steven

Eric Farabaugh- Lieutenant Farabaugh- 'Any man who may be asked in this century what he did to make his life

worthwhile. . . can respond with a good deal ofpride and satisfaction, I served in the United States Naval Medical Coifs.
"

We love you, Mom, Dad, and Megan

Ijeoma Isiadinso- Ijeoma, I want to let you know I am veryproud ofyon. ) on had dreams ofbeing a doctor as a little girl,

soyou could heIf others, and you have successfully achieved your dreams. I knowyou will make a wonderful, caring doctor.

Your loving sister, I )ana

PatrickJcanmcnnc- ) our trust in Cod, hardwork and dedication has made this day possible. Congratulations on achieving

your ultimate goal- "Dr. Patrick Jeaumenne". Your I jwing Family, Mom, Dad and Rob

,

JeffKrackow- jej)- I 'hepride and happiness that we haveforyou on this day will only be surpassed by the compassionate and

intelligent way you mil care for your patients. We know you will be a wonderfulphysician.

I jove to yon, I Jsa and I j/a. \ low and IW
340



QeorgeMalayil- 1 haf George, Congratulations ongraduatingjrom medicalschool. We wish you the best ofluck in thefuture

ind know that you will do great things. We are so proud ofyou.

lave, Dad, Mow, Rosemary, Eric, John Paul, Neil, and Tiger P.S. We betterget FK1 'A: check- ups!

Mark Messick- Congratulations Dr. Mark. Messick! You have achieved yourgoal. May you have a long fulfilling career

wiping others. We are so proud ofjou. Mom and Dad

°radeep Nair- Congratulations, Pradeep yon are certainlygoing to be a compassionate andcompetentphysician. We areproud

f your accomplishments. Dad, Mom, Chechi, Mike, Ally and Meghan

MatthewNovak- Matthew John Novak, M.D. Words alone cannot convey the pride andjoy wefeel as we celebrate your

medical schoolgraduation. You've knocked that curve ball right out of the park! Congratulations Dr. Novak!

jove, Mom, Dad, andJeff

Imily Peterson- Congratulations! I'm soproud ofyou. Love, Mom

Zonnie Piccone- Connie M. Piccone, M.D. Congratulations onjour medical degree. We are veryproud of you and your

ccomplishments. Best wishes andgood luck asyou pursue your career. Love andprayers in all your future endeavors,

jots of love, Mom, Dad, P.J., Grandma and Grandpa

louglasj. Pugliese- Congratulations! Thepath was riddled with obstacles, challenges, setbacks, disappointments. These

ave madeyou stronger, more determined, more compassionate. Yourfamily isproud ofyour accomplishments, butprouder ofthe

erson you have become.

lani Raimond- "Dr. Dani", "Ifone advances confidently in the direction ofher dreams, and endeavors to live the life she

as imagined, she will meet with a success unexpected in common hours. " (Thoreau), and soyou have. In the past we've been

roud ofyou as our daughter, non • as a doctor, and ah) 'ays as thepersonyou are. We wishyou much happiness and success always

s a doctor and in everythingyou do.

ill Our Love, Mom, Dad, and Frank

3rooke Rosman- Brooke K. Rosman, M.D. Much- loved Daughter

Congratulations, Mom, Howie and Nora

[my Sekara- Dr. Amy- Congratulations! We loveyou very much- Mom and Dad Sekara

Megha Shah and Kevin Fitzpatrick- Dear Megha and Kevin, Congratulations on all the hard work, dedication and

Itle successes it took to amount to this enormous success. We are soproud ofyou both. May endless happiness, love and further

uccess be with you in your years to come together- no two people deserve it more,

jove Ahvays, Dad, Mom and Neeti

leshma Thadani- Congratulations, Fif. Although I may have inspired you by sewing as your first patient, you continually

ispire me tofollowyour lead. I 'm so proud ofyou for nevergiving up despite all the roadblocks. Yourfuture patients aregetting

great doctor and an even betterperson. Love, 1 ,. B.

fyar Keshftia, Congratulations! When you were bom, we named you "Rani" (or queen) because we knew you were destinedfor

rent things. We 're so proud ofyon for achieving your childhood dream ofbecoming a doctor and we wish yon success in all your

iture endeavors. Love, Mom and Chow

Jsa Werkheiser- Congratulations. I am very proud ofyou. Yon are as beautiful inside as yon are out.

Jive you, Gram
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Class of2003 Directory

Rasheed Abassi

Rasheed.Adedapo.Abassi@drexel.edu

Thalia Acosta

Thalia.Annatheresa.Acosta@drexel.edu
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Makini.Garrett@drexel.edu
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Elizabeth.Victoria.Purdy@drexel.edu

Srinesh Alle
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Raphael Bonita
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Kathleen.Ann.Bowes@drexel.edu
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Sweta Chandela
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Mary Chasko
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Alice Chen
Alice.Chen@drexel.edu

Sung Hae Cho
Sunghae.Cho@drexel.edu

Keri Cohn
kerianne2@yahoo.com

Michael Conroy
mpconroytgyahoo.com

Glendon Cook
Glendon.Elven.Cook@drexel.edu

Katie Crowder
Kate.Marie.Duffett@drexel.edu

Michael Crowder
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Richard Dagrosa
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Kristen Dorsey
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George Dreszer
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Jean-Paul Ecuyer

lean-Paul.Ecuyer@drexel.edu

Barbara Eisenberg
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Saadiq El-Amin
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Ann Elliott

Ann.M.Elliott@drexel.edu

Christopher Evans
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Wendy Fabricant
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Eric Farabaugh
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Kevin Fitzpatrick
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Heather Franz
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Zoe Friedman
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Yuko Fukuda
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Guillermo Galindo
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David Gayeski

David.Richard.Gayeski@drexel.edu

Sheareen Gedayloo
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Paul Gittens
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Yolanda Gonzalez

Yolanda.Gonzalez@drexel.edu

Trishna Goswami
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Oyebukola Grant
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Jillian Grau
lillian.Rachel.Grau@drexel.edu

Rashida Gray
Rashida.Nzinga.Gray@drexel.edu

Renee Grunstein
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Anita Haynes
Anita.Lynn.Haynes@drexel.edu



Kelly Heath

Kelly.Myriah.Heath@drexel.edu

Jeremy Herman
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Brian Honbo
Brian.Alan.Honbo@drexel.edu
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Christi Inman
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Kamau Jackson
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Saramati Jayaraman
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Patrick Jeanmenne
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Maggie Jeffries

majl 27@alumni.psu.edu

Marie Kanagie

Marie.Therese.Kanagie@drexel.edu

Brett Karlik

Brett.Karlik@drexel.edu

Allison Keen
Allison.lane.Keen@drexel.edu

Christine Kenny
Christine.Anne.Kenny@drexel.edu

Sumana Kesh

sumana kesh@yahoo.com

Alia Keyzner

Alla.Y.Keyzner@drexel.edu

Alexander Kim
Alexander.Yongbin.Kim@drexel.edu

Jean Kim
Iean.Maryann.Kim@drexel.edu

Quinn Kirk

Ouinn.Kirk@drexel.edu

Karen Kish

Karen.lean.Kish@drexel.edu

Jason Kosove

Tason.Eric.Kosove@drexel.edu

Jeffrey Krackow
leff.D.Krackow@drexel.edu

Melissa Kuck
Melissa.Anne.Kuck@drexel.edu

Rebecca Kuennen
Rebecca.Ann.Kuennen@drexel.edu

Jan Kwong
lan.Kwong@drexel.edu

Carolyn Lacey

Carolyn.Sue.Smith@drexel.edu

Anthony Lanfranco

Anthony.Reed.Lanfranco@drexel.edu

Emily Lebovitz

Emily.Suzanne.Lebovitz@drexel.edu

Kerry Lecky
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Daniel Lee

Daniel. I . Lee@drexel.edu

Jean Lee

Iean.D.Yoon@drexel.edu

Simon Lee

Simon.Lee@drexel.edu

Cynthia Leung
Cynthia.G.Leung@drexel.edu

Andrew Levinson

Andrew.Tobias.Levinson@drexel.edu

Jonathan Lin
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Kevin Lin

Kevin.Yihsien.Lin@drexel.edu

Avinash Linganna

Avinash.Linganna@drexel.edu

Robin Lowenthal

Robin.Lowenthal@drexel.edu

Ryan Lubert

Ryan.Leonard.Lubert@drexel.edu

David Lucas

David.Lucas@drexel.edu

James Lynch

lames.Patrick.Lynch@drexel.edu

George Malayil

George.lude.Malayil@drexel.edu

Shahid Malik

malik shahid@hotmail.com

Jason Mansour
lason.Anthony.Mansour@drexel.edu

Amy Marcini

marcini2 7((/.hotmail.corrj

Orit Markowitz

Orit.Markowitz@drexel.edu

Julie Marquez
lulie.Mary.Marquez@drexel.edu

Nancy Matteer
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Jane Mayrin

jane92@aol.com

Jane McGarvey
lane.McGarvey@drexel.edu

Michael McGee
Michael.F.McGee@drexel.edu

Aditya Mehra
Aditya.Chand.Mehra@drexel.edu

Ami Mehta
Ami.A.Mehta@drexel.edu

Anjali Mehta
Anjah.Rohit.Mehta@drexel.edu

Alisa Merolli

Alisa.loy.Merolli@drexel.edu

Mark Messick

Mark.Andrew.Messick@drexel.edu

Andrew Meyer
Andrew.Meyer@drexel.edu

Kurt Miceli

Kurt.P.Miceli@drexel.edu

Catherine Michels

cat michels@hotmail.com

Jonathan Miller

lonathan.Taylor.Miller@drexel.edu

Jill Miller-Horn

lill.Wallis.Millerhorn@drexel.edu

Mohbeen Mir/a

Mohbeen.A.Mirza@drexel.edu

Patrice Moore
Patrice.Moore@drexel.edu

Denise Morton

Denise.Marie.Morton@drexel.edu

Gurpreet Multani

Gurpreet.Singh.Multani@drexel.edu

Alec Musten
Eldar.Mustafayev@drexel.edu

Gene Musto
Gene.Anthony.Musto@drexel.edu

Bronwyn Nair

Bronwyn.Eileen.Nair@drexel.edu

Pradeep Nair

Pradeep.K.Nair@drexel.edu

Philip Neubauer
Philip.Roy.Neubauer@drexel.edu

Hong Nguyen
Hong.Thu.Nguyen@drexel.edu

Jennifer Nogi
lennifer.Nogi@drexel.edu

Christopher Notte

Christopher.Michael.Notte@drexel.edu

Matthew Novak
Matthew.lohn.Novak@drexel.edu

Wadicar Nugent
Wadicar.Fabian.Nugent@drexel.edu

Suwebatu Odunsi

Suwebatu.Temitope.Odunsi@drexel.edu

Catherine Oh
Catherine.Hyun.Oh@drexel.edu

Andrew Palladino

Andrew.Anthony.Palladino@drexel.edu

Alexis Palley

Alexis.Palley@drexel.edu

Suchitra Pandey
Suchitra.Pandey@drexel.edu

Demetra Pappas

Demetra.Diana.Pappas@drexel.edu
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Monina Pascua

Monina.Farrah.Pascua@drexel.edu

Kunal Patel

Kunalpatel.Mahendra.Patel@drexel.edu

Rupal Patel

Rupal.P.Patel@drexel.edu

Shailesh Patel

Shailesh.Manubhai.Patel@drexel.edu

Emily Peterson

Emily.Ann.Peterson@drexel.edu

Connie Piccone
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Greta Piper
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Patricia Roy
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dms37@drexel.edu

Kori Safavi
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Minn Saing
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Karla Sanchez-Su
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Eugene Santillano
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Monica Santos
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Richard Scafidi
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Lee Sheinkopf
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Marina Shtern

Marina.Shtern@drexel.edu
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Richard.Ioseph.Simmons@drexel.edu

Amy Simon
Amy.Lynn.Simon@drexel.edu

Brenna Slater

Brenna.Slater@drexel.edu

Cardinale Smith

Cardinale.Bonita.Smith@drexel.edu

Nicole Smith

Nicole.U.Smith@drexel.edu

Rebecca Smith

Rebecca . Leigh.Smith@drexel .edu

Melissa Stegner

Melissa.Robyn.Stegner@drexel.edu

Nicole Stromberg
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Kara Suche
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Derek Sun
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Ik Sung
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